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Abstract 

Det følgende undersøger de metoder, hvormed fænomenet crowdsourcing bliver taget i brug, i 

forbindelse med konceptualisering og produktion af reklamefilm, samt det bagved liggende 

rationale for, hvorfor crowdsourcing anvendes. Indledningsvis tager analysen sit empiriske 

udgangspunkt i et repræsentativt udsnit af crowdsourcing initiativer, der har været foretaget 

offentligt, af større internationale brands i 2014 og 2015. Denne analyse har tilvejebragt en 

forståelse for de forskellige implementeringer af crowdsourcing inden for definerede felt, som har 

muliggjort en opdeling af praksis i seks overordner kategorier af varierende kompleksitet og 

egnethed i forhold til anvendelsesintention.  

Ud fra denne klassificering er der foretaget en kvantitativ analyse, der kortlægger omfanget af 

respektive kategoriers anvendelse inden for perioden 2012-2015, samt hvorledes de er blevet 

medieret, for at afdække hvorledes crowdsourcing hyppigst implementeres. Herudover 

undersøges det om en eventuel udvikling, i fordeling over den undersøgte fireårige periode, 

illustrerer tendenser inden for området, som kan give et pejlemærke om crowdsourcing’s fremtid 

inden for reklamefilm.  

Herefter er der foretaget en kvalitativ analyse af hvilke forventede fordele der har motiveret 

henholdsvis brands til at anvende crowdsourcing samt filmskabere og “crowdet” til frivilligt at 

deltage. For at vejlede blikretningen og teorivalget, har denne analyse taget sit empiriske 

udgangspunkt i den subjektive forståelse for potentielle fordele og begrænsninger ved 

crowdsourcing som gives udtryk for af informanter, der er positioneret på centrale positioner 

relativt til feltet som undersøges. Nævnligt repræsentanter for medierende online crowdsourcing 

platforme, der subjektivt kan aggregere hvilke motivationer de opfatter som værende de 

dominerende hos deres kunder. Og filmskabere med personlige erfaringer inden for feltet, der kan 

give udtryk for eget rationale. Afslutningsvis søges indsigt i hvilke fordele der motiverer 

crowdsourcing generelt tilbageført til de definerede kategorier for at kunne diskutere de 

respektive fordele ved hver, hvilke anvendelser de hver i sær er egnede til, samt foretage en 

generel reflektion over crowdsourcings begrænsninger.  

Opsummerende fremhæver analysen seks overordnede og ret differentierede metoder hvormed 

crowdsourcing anvendes, relativ til forskellige aspekter af processen forbundet til produktionen af 

reklamefilm. Der fremgår ydermere nogle meget klare tendenser i udvikling i perioden 2012-2015 

der indikerer at crowdsourcing per 2015 er i tilbagegang. Dette relaterer sig særligt til nogle 

kategorier, som analysen derfor prøver at forklare med udgangspunkt i de kortlagte fordele og 

ulemper forbundet med hver kategori.  
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INTRODUCTION 

A Brief History of Crowdsourcing within  

the realm of video advertising 

In 2006 Frito-Lays  launched a competition named “Crash the Superbowl” , inviting consumers 1 2

from the US to produce a 30 second commercial for it’s Doritos product, competing for a cash 

prize of 25.000 USD and a chance for the spot to air in the coveted 2007 US Superbowl halftime 

advertising slot. According to IPRA (International Public Relations Association) the contest 

received 1070 submissions and garnered 1.3 billion world media impressions .  A success, to put it 3

mildly. Although the primary objective of the contest at the time was, according to their PR 

agency, to engage consumers and garner earned media coverage , not to antagonise the 4

established method of content conception and production, the contest can nevertheless be seen as 

the first major utilisation of online crowdsourcing within the video advertising space; Where 

crowdsourcing is understood as “the act of taking a  job traditionally performed by a designated agent 

(usually a contractor) and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group of people in the form of an 

open call. ” and advertising is defined as as any paid form of non-personal communication about 5

an organization, product, service, or idea by an identified sponsor . Since then, the contest, now 6

on it’s tenth year, has evolved, allowing global submissions, increasing the grand prize to 1 million 

USD, and promising winners the opportunity to work with A-list hollywood directors , more 7

firmly targeting aspiring filmmakers and creatives, rather than simply core Doritos consumers. 

The “Crash the Superbowl” campaign is still a prominent example of crowdsourcing, but as of 2015, 

it is far from unique.  

Supposedly, progressively more large and renowned brands are starting to make use of 

crowdsourced work in their campaigns  - not just as a PR generating tactic, but as an actual 8

paradigm shift in terms of how video advertisements are conceptualised and manufactured - 

 http://www.fritolay.com/index.htm1

 http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/doritos-ending-its-crash-super-bowl-contest-not-one-last-2

hurrah-166784

 http://www.ipra.org/pdf/2007_consumer_pr_-_doritos_crashes_the_superbowl.pdf3

 http://s3.amazonaws.com/effie_assets/2008/2592/2008_2592_pdf_1.pdf 4

 As defined by Jeff Howe when he coined the term in his June 2006 article for WIRED magazine: “the rise of 5

crowdsourcing” : http://sistemas-humano-computacionais.wdfiles.com/local--files/capitulo%3Aredes-sociais/
Howe_The_Rise_of_Crowdsourcing.pdf

 Belch & Belch (2003) : 276

 https://crashthesuperbowl.doritos.com/rules (30.11.2015)7

 http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2013/01/19/crowdsourcing-super-bowl-commercials-doritos-lincoln-8

pepsi/1842937/
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abandoning the traditional agency model of producing precisely engineered components of an 

advertising campaign, under close supervision or indeed in-house, in favour of sourcing creative 

work through open competitions or open calls for work online. 

As an example, Chevrolet used an online open-call competition to conceptualise and produce their 

Superbowl ad of 2012 . Coca-Cola did the same for their internationally recognised “Happiness is 9

in the Air” -spot , which aired in a commercial break on American Idol on Valentine’s Day in 10

2013. Some crowdsourcing campaigns are undertaken by company’s themselves, but perhaps 

more indicative of the fact that crowdsourcing is gaining impasse as a viable strategic alternative 

or supplement to the traditional model of video production is the advent of dedicated 

crowdsourcing platforms. These act as intermediaries between an international community of 

filmmakers, many major brands, Chevrolet, Playstation, Coca-cola, AT&T, Visa, Samsung, Pepsi, 

HTC, Gillette, Durex and Shell among many others . 11

Field of inquiry : how have companies implemented crowdsourcing 

and what potential does it hold? 

This sparks an interest into how exactly crowdsourcing is being used and precisely what it has to 

offer.  

Crash the superbowl in 2006 may have been the first major implementation, but rather than 

construing this event as the proverbial snowball that triggered a shift in the established way of 

sourcing commercials, I would postulate that it may well have been a natural occurrence brought 

about by the ability to engage filmmakers through online channels. And that it shouldn’t 

necessarily be construed as representative of the possibilities afforded by crowdsourcing. As such 

it is this papers intention to carry out a thorough analysis of the dominant methods, with which 

crowdsourcing is being used, within the realm of video advertising as of 2015, so as to properly 

ascertain the opportunities afforded to marketers by this innovative method of sourcing work.  

Following from this, I also want to investigate the internal motivations behind different actors 

participation in crowdsourcing activities. This research interest is informed by the perceived 

relevance of understanding what the general arguments for using crowdsourcing are, especially for 

marketers. What are the benefits, so as to entice so many major brands to use it, perhaps not as a 

primary means of creating their advertising at this time of writing, but at least on a 

supplementary basis. Assumedly the traditional model of using designated agents has historically 

been construed as the optimal way of conceptualising and producing advertising components, so 

 http://www.adweek.com/adfreak/long-island-man-26-wins-chevys-super-bowl-ad-contest-1376219

 http://www.coca-colacompany.com/stories/roses-are-coke-red-happiness-is-in-the-air-this-valentines-day/10

 mofilm.com/business/index11
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it’s of interest to understand what has motivated various companies to adopt and participate in 

crowdsourced initiatives, beyond the fact that it is now a practical possibility - how is it superior 

to the old way of doing things, what are it’s limitations, and what considerations should be taken 

into account. The motivations behind filmmakers’ participation is likewise of interest because, 

assumedly, one needs to understand the incentive structure guiding their participation in 

crowdsourcing competitions, in order to motivate and organise them optimally, as well as 

recognise possible unwillingness to participate and it’s consequences. 

Finally, having ascertained the common practices of crowdsourcing’s implementation and its 

inherent strengths and limitations, the final order of the day will be of define in which instances it 

would seem a beneficial undertaking, relative to the objectives of a brand, and to what extent it is 

suitable as an alternative to the traditional methods of sourcing advertising at all. 

First : A clear delineation of the field of inquiry.  

In the pursuit of clarity and focus, I want to clearly state that this thesis will analyse and discuss 

the crowdsourcing phenomenon as it relates to the creative conception and production of video 

advertisements, as undertaken by major brands. The focus on major brands is informed by 

recognition of the fact that initiatives undertaken on a smaller scale, are difficult to gain access to. 

It will not address the use of crowdsourcing in other marketing activities, such as the formulation 

of campaign strategy, in relation to product development or logo design etc. Although many of the 

insights gained here, as they pertain to the dynamics of crowdsourcing, or video production 

motivated by something other than guaranteed monetary compensation, will no doubt have 

relevance within these fields, they are not, at the outset, within our area of interest.  

It should also be stated that the main beneficiary of the insights produced here-in will be strategic 

decision makers in the realm of marketing, PR and advertising. While the generated conclusions 

will no doubt hold value for other stakeholders pertaining to the field it is the interests of brands 

that motivates our research interest. Which leads me to the primary research question of this 

paper: 

Research question 

How is crowdsourcing currently being implemented within the field of video advertisement production by 

major brands, what are the associate advantages and disadvantages of the identified practices? 

In order to structure an analysis with an aim to answer the formulated research question I have 

divided it into three subqueries, that will hopefully provide adequate knowledge of the field of 

interest, so as to allow us to reach a conclusion that is relevant and well founded. 
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Subqueries 

How is the crowdsourcing of video advertisements typically organised 

   

What are the benefits of crowdsourcing for brands and filmmakers respectively and how does this relate 

to the organisational structures that have been identified 

Before providing a roadmap for tackling the queries above it seems prudent to first provide a clear 

and coherent definition of this papers underlying understanding of precisely what constitutes 

crowdsourcing within the realm of video advertisements. I will continually provide examples of 

how this definition is representative of specific instances of crowdsourcing within the realm of 

video advertising, and also what activities it excludes. The selection criteria in relation to 

examples in this section is purely illustrative, so as give the reader a firm practical understanding 

of the term in relation to the theoretical definition. Nothing will be induced from them, nor are 

they necessarily representative cases.  

PART ONE : How is crowdsourcing being implemented within  

the field of video advertisements 

_ 

Crowdsourcing: a unified definition 

As stated, crowdsourcing is a relatively recent concept, which was first popularised in a June 2006 

article in the magazine Wired entitled “The Rise of Crowdsourcing” by Jeff Howe .  12

Beyond Howe’s initial contribution in coining the term and attributing it with it’s preliminary 

meaning, I will not rely on him further in that his methodology is not scientific in nature, his 

definition seems vague and too inclusive, and his hypotheses regarding it’s potential impact on 

the future of business, are primarily a layman's rumination inducted from anecdotal evidence, 

unfounded in organisational or social theory . 13

Turning instead to the scientific literature, it has become clear that the relative infancy of the 

concept has led to a multitude of definitions that are more or less discriminating, in terms of what 

practices should be considered crowdsourcing. They are moreover often contradictory in nature. 

 http://sistemas-humano-computacionais.wdfiles.com/local--files/capitulo%3Aredes-sociais/12

Howe_The_Rise_of_Crowdsourcing.pdf

 Howe (2008)13
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However, a clear definition is required in order to delineate with which activities this paper should 

concern itself. Insofar as crowdsourcing is a contraction of the words outsourcing and crowd, an 

etymological analysis could be undertaken, but to contribute overmuch import to the semantic 

signifier of a phenomenon seems reductionist. Instead, I will make use of the integrated definition 

put forth by Enrique Arolas & Guevara (2012) . They have undertaken an exhaustive comparison 14

of the varying definitions of crowdsourcing in 209 scientific publications , in order to extract the 15

common elements and define precisely what constitutes a crowdsourcing initiative, and what does 

not.  

At present there is not consensus surrounding this definition - but it is, nonetheless, seen as one 

whose individual components the majority of researchers within the field would subscribe to. 

Arolas & Guevara have synthesised the following definition : 16

“Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which an initiator  

proposes to the crowd via a flexible open call the voluntary undertaking of a task.  

The undertaking of the task, of variable complexity and modularity, and in which  

the crowd should participate bringing their work, money, knowledge  

and/or experience, always entails mutual benefit.” 

Or, to paraphrase in less convoluted language: It is the act of outsourcing a task, traditionally 

undertaken by an in-house employee or contractor and instead seeking to engage a large group of 

individuals through an online platform to undertake the same task, by providing them with 

incentives to do so.  

The initiator (or crowdsourcer) is an entity which has the means to carry out the initiative 

considered. It can be a company, institution, non-profit organisation or individual. In our case the 

client or brand.  

The crowd is understood as a large group of individuals, whose desired characteristics in terms of 

number, heterogeneity and knowledge will be determined by the requirements of the task . 17

Although not specifically defined by Arolas & Guevara, I will, for the purpose of clarity, define 

individual members of the crowd, who choose to take part, as “participants” from here on. If the 

task is creative or complex in nature or reliant on a certain skill set or basis of knowledge, it will 

require participants to be knowledgeable within the field (for example as film-savvy amateurs/

professionals or as customers of a given company with a pre-established understanding of the 

 Arolas & Guevara (2012)14

 Ibid: page 315

 Arolas & Guevara (2012) : p 916

 Arolas & Guevara (2012) : p 617
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product or brand). If it is reliant on their personal opinions or subjective understanding of a given 

task to ensure a varied output, heterogenous characteristics would be required (e.g.: filmmakers 

from different cultural backgrounds, that naturally assume a language attune to the cultural 

context of similar audiences, to the benefit of the advertiser ). In order to gain access to the 18

desired crowd there is agreement to the fact that an online open call format should be used, 

meaning that it not be limited to preselected candidates or only experts - it needs to be non-

discriminatory to truly qualify as crowdsourcing. However, in practical execution, access to 

participation is sometimes limited, typically to ensure quality of output, especially as it relates to 

the desired attributes of the crowd, just discussed. In his paper “Crowdsourcing and it’s 

application in Marketing Activities, ” Paul Whitla defines three categories of the open call : 19 20

• The truly open call : where any interested parties can participate 

• The limited open call : which targets a particular community with the prerequisite skills or 

expertise 

• The combination open call : An initial open call to a non-specific community with a subsequent 

selection of the group who be engaged to complete the task.  

Arolas & Guevara concur with Whitla’s categorisation , and introduce the term flexible open 21

call as an overarching descriptor of all three. 

The most important exclusion here is to underline that the engagement of specific actors in the 

online film community to engage them to produce advertisements on a standardised contractual 

basis is not crowdsourcing. (e.g. Vimeo Brand Partnerships  or Snickers engaging v-loggers to 22

participate in their “You’re not yourself when you’re hungry” - campaign ). Howe  and several 23 24

others do include examples such as this, and indeed brands themselves describe such initiatives as 

crowdsourcing.  For example, Unilever, who characterised their very successful Cornetto-branded 

Cupidity series of videos as an example of crowdsourcing , which according to the criteria above it 25

wasn’t. Although they partnered with filmmakers from the crowdsourcing platform Mofilm’s 

 Usunier (2009) : p 38018

 Whitla (2009)19

 Whitla (2009) : 1620

 Arolas & Guevara (2012) : 21

 https://vimeo.com/brandpartnerships22

 http://www.adweek.com/adfreak/snickers-got-vloggers-post-terrible-videos-if-they-recorded-them-hungry-16396623

 Howe (2009)24

 https://foundry.unilever.com/unilever-launches-crowdsourcing-initiative-to-drive-sustainable-growth-ambition25
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community, they were in fact sourced through Mofilm Pro which does not make use of an open 

call, but specifically engaged preselected candidates  to produce pre-conceptualised films.  26

The task itself can be many different things, from the execution of repetitive tasks, to creative 

idea generation to production, but importantly it must have a clearly stated objective (in our case 

formulating a finalised concept for a video advertisement or conceptualising and producing a 

finished video advertisement.) The requirement of an objective is important in that it excludes 

value created by crowds through their voluntary use of free (or paid) online services. As such 

wikipedia, the amassment of book reviews on amazon.com or the massive inventory of videos 

accumulated by youtube are NOT examples of crowdsourcing, as we define it here, in that they are 

not requisitioned by an initiator. Nor can it be considered crowdsourcing when consumers 

voluntarily use branded hashtags on instagram.com if the company in question does not proscribe 

an objective but is rather just encouraging brand engagement (e.g.: Coca-cola’s #shareacoke 

campaign  which prompted quite a few videos ) - such activities fail to meet the criteria of the 27 28

participant potentially being compensated for the content they provide if it fulfils the objective . 29

They also fail to meet a second criteria of the task; That it must be of a nature which was, or is, 

traditionally undertaken by en employee or contractor - in essence “work” or the solution to a 

problem. 

Which leads us to the last component of the definition; mutual benefits. 

Naturally both initiators and the crowd need to be motivated to participate in order for 

crowdsourcing to work, and this motivations is highly contingent on the benefits perceived to be 

in existence by each party. However this is the analytical focal point in relation to answering 

subquery 2, so I will defer a description of what these are understood to be to that section. 

Crowdsourcing in video advertising - How is it organised? 

Having now delineated what theoretically constitutes crowdsourcing and it’s individual elements I 

will seek to provide a comprehensive overview of how crowdsourcing initiatives are practically 

implemented within the video advertising space. 

 Appendix C 26

 http://www.coca-colacompany.com/coca-cola-unbottled/cheers-shareacoke-on-twitter-and-help-set-a-world-record/27

 https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/shareacoke/28

 Whitla (2009) : 2129
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To do this I will use a two tier approach. Initially I will make use of the paper “Crowdsourcing in the 

production of Video Advertising” by Yannig Roth & Rosemary Kimani, published in April 2013 . 30

This is a working paper, which is as yet  unpublished by a scientific publication. This study 31

provides an empirically founded, coherent presentation of the principle trends within the space - 

especially as it relates to how crowdsourcing initiatives are typically organised, which is of interest 

to us. However it does have one major weak point: that it has not yet been publicised and has 

assumedly not yet undergone peer review. 

This consideration aside, it seems fraudulent to in effect emulate the methodology and 

conclusions of this paper, so as to circumvent it’s inclusion as a theoretical foundation. But to 

validate the findings presented by Roth & Kimani and adopted by myself, I will undertake a 

subsequent analysis of a sampling of crowdsourcing initiatives to ascertain whether they 

corroborate the findings of this paper or conversely merit review or amendments. 

Secondly I will continually reflect on the conclusions of Roth & Kimani to ascertain whether there 

are any areas of contention in relation to the definition of crowdsourcing undertaken earlier, and 

provide cases that exemplify each category presented.  

THE FIVE STEPS OF VIDEO PRODUCTION 

To provide a suitable frame of reference, Roth & Kimani first outline the traditional process for 

producing video advertisements . To do this they make use of the five step process presented by 32

Belch & Belch in “Advertising and Promotion - an integrated marketing communications 

perspective” from 2003 . Belch & Belch divide the production of a video advertisement into five 33

steps. Referring back to the original text it is important to underline that these five steps are 

undertaken after the formulation of the strategic imperative outlined in the overarching campaign 

or marketing strategy, which provides the impetus for undertaking the production of a video in 

the first place . The the overall marketing strategy informs video ideation and production by 34

power of the creative brief (what Belch also terms the copy platform) - a formal document that 

formalises the principle criteria for the film, in terms of messaging, target audience and intended 

channels.  

The five stages as Belch & Belch (and subsequently Roth & Kimani) define them are these:  

IDEATION - PRE-PRODUCTION - PRODUCTION - POST PRODUCTION - DISTRIBUTION 

 Roth & Kimani (2013)30

 (10.12.2015)31

 Roth & Kimani (2012) 32

 Belch & Belch (2003) : 289 - 29633

 Belch & Belch (2003) : 25434
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Ideation  

In this phase the fundamental creative idea of the advertisement is conceptualised. This process, 

in which many potential ideas are put on the table before one (or a select few) are ultimately 

selected, is typically undertaken by a copywriter in collaboration with an art director under the 

supervision of a creative director (sometimes assisted by the account manager to ensure the 

interest of the client and/or video producers to ensure the feasibility of being able to execute the 

idea ). The creative idea(s) is/are formalised in the form of a script which has two primary 35

components : those relating to audio (the copy to be spoken by voices, the music) and those 36

relating to visual aspects (character description, location, and other signifiers). This is then 

presented to decision makers - primarily representatives of the client, and the idea is either 

approved/rejected - fundamentally based on the criteria of whether it fulfils the strategic 

imperative presented in the creative brief.  

Belch & Belch  underlines that creative work is a soft science and the reception of a concept by 37

audiences can be difficult to predict. Summarily one can say that there are two selection process at 

play - one internal to the process of ideation (by the creative director) and one external (by the 

client) both of whom can draw on additional resources to inform their decision.  

Once this decision has been made the next step is undertaken; pre-production. 

Pre-production  

Roth & Kimani’s presentation of this step is found to be overly simplified, and as such i will 

instead refer to the original text of Belch & Belch, corroborating with anecdotal evidence 

presented by Tom von Logue Newth in The Ad Makers (2013) . This phase can be undertaken in 38

house or by an external production services house to which most agencies have close ties. At this 

stage either the in-house or external producer will oversee the engagement of all the collaborators 

needed to execute the commercial: the most important of which is the director, whose principal 

role is that of bringing the commercial “to life” by applying their artistic vision. The director 

subsequentlies try to envision the script in the form of a treatment/storyboard which provides 

the blueprint for each shot and provides an overview of the components necessary to executing 

the film - the crew, location, actors, set design, styling, music, SFX team, technical equipment 

necessary etc. This provides the basis on which the producer can produce a finalised budget. These 

two formalised documents are subsequently presented to decision makers - typically the client, 

 Roth & Kimani ( 2013) : 1635

 Belch & Belch (2003) : 28936

 Belch & Belch (2003) : 29037

 Newth (2013)38
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creative director and account planner, for final approval at what is termed the pre-production 

meeting or PPM, where individual components can be tweaked before being finalised.  

Once the PPM has been concluded, the next stage can be undertaken.  

Production.  

This is fundamentally the filming of the advertisement. In addition to the director who is 

responsible for achieving the best possible outcome, in accordance with his artistic sensibilities, 

this stage also requires creative collaborators - the technical staff needed to produce a film - the 

photographer, gaffer, grips, set designer, etc. all of which bring their individual expertise to bear 

on the final product. It is important to note that the agency creative team, account planner, and 

representatives of the client are also typically present to ensure that their interests are upheld in 

the practical execution of the shoot which typically lasts one to two days for a single 30-60 second 

spot . This is basically a mechanism of direct supervision to maintain control of the final outcome 39

in that video production is very costly but also a process where many decisions are made on the fly 

in reaction to circumstance or sudden inspiration.  

Post production  

Once the film has been shot the material proceeds to the editing room, in which the film as it was 

envisioned is essentially pulled apart and then put back together. The edit is typically undertaken 

by an editor under the supervision of the director and in some cases the creative director. A rough 

cut is presented to the client for input before completing the final cut. Once this is approved the 

edit is closed and the film can progress through the subsequent stages of sound design, application 

of music (if this has not been introduced in the editing room already), colour correction, video 

special effects (VFX), and application of graphics (eg logos or super imposed selling points 

(typically abbreviated SUPER). The postproduction is typically very closely supervised by the 

agency, who liaises with the client throughout the process.  

Once the film is finished it is exported in the right formats and the master copy is handed over to 

the appropriate handlers. This is called delivery.  

Distribution  

The finished film is then placed in accordance with the media plan, which is informed by the 

expertise of media planners and buyers in the in-house media department or external media 

agency . This in fundamentally a question of geographical location, timing and what channels to 40

use (media mix), all of which are dependant on the defined target audience for the advertisement. 

 Newth (2013)39

 Belch & Belch (2003) : 29840
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There are two primary outlets for video advertisements: TV and online (cinema and outdoor are 

comparatively small in reach). There are costs associated with media buys on TV and to push 

content online; typically as pre-roll on online video platforms (the most prominent of which is 

youtube.com(Google Inc.)), in rich media banner ads (made possible by flash and html5 

protocols), “in-content” such as in the newsfeed on facebook.com  (especially after they 41

introduced autoplay videos in 2013 ) or using ad placement services such as inline  (by Virool), 42 43

which creates mid-editorial dropdown video players. As something relevant to understanding the 

landscape for video advertising at this point in time, it should be pointed out that digital (online) 

video ad spending is growing at an extremely fast rate. According to the Pew Research Center, US 

ad spending grew from $3,82 billion in 2013 to $5,96 in 2014 (year over year growth of 56%) and 

it now accounts for 27% of total digital ad revenue . And although banner ads still account for 44

almost double the ad spending ($10.9 billion in 2014) and thus seem a more important 

advertising vehicle it should be noted that the Google owned Rich Media Gallery platform  for 45

quantitative advertising insights shows that video advertising (what they term in-stream 

advertising) generates an average click through rate of 1.18% which is 18 times higher than that 

of the 0.07% average of HTML5 banners ads. 

MODEL 1 : TRADITION PROCESS OF VIDEO ADVERTISEMENT PRODUCTION 

 http://www.journalism.org/2015/04/29/digital-news-revenue-fact-sheet/41

 https://www.facebook.com/business/news/Testing-a-New-Way-for-Marketers-to-Tell-Stories-in-News-Feed42

 https://www.virool.com/inline43

 http://www.journalism.org/2015/04/29/digital-news-revenue-fact-sheet/44

 https://old.richmediagallery.appspot.com/panorama/index.html#45
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It can be deduced that video is of increasing importance in the media mix, and that, assuming the 

same videos advertisements are not simply being placed at greater frequency, there is a growing 

need for the production of video advertisements. 

Roth & Kimani present a model showing the 5 steps of video production  which I have amended 46

slightly to simplify, as well as to prominently highlight the points and processes at which the 

client (and in-agency representatives of their interests) exercise influence over the process. These 

are visualised using black arrows.  This has been done so that I can illustrate differences compared 

to the points of influence in the process of crowdsourcing initiatives.  

Having now defined our understanding of the video advertisement production process and 

crowdsourcing respectively, we are now able to clearly and concisely describe and categorise the 

common practices of crowdsourcing as it relates to this process.  

four categories of crowdsourcing as defined by roth & kimani 

Reverting back to Roth & Kimani, they have identified four dominant methods of using 

crowdsourcing in the creation of video advertising :  47

 1: idea contests 

 2: call for pitches 

 3: simple contests 

 4: stage based contests.  

I have included a model for each, inspired by those presented by Roth & Kimani. Pink denotes the 

practice of crowdsourcing.  

1. Idea contests  

MODEL 2 : IDEA CONTESTS 

 Roth & Kimani (2012)46

 Roth & Kimani (2012) : p 1947
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Idea contests describe the method in which the company or agency seeks to outsource the ideation 

step of the process to the crowd. Reverting back to the discussion of desired characteristics in the 

crowd, one can state that this method seeks to leverage their heterogeneity and diversified 

knowledge base to inspire the ideation phase. It is fundamentally an exercise in collective 

divergent thought  (or brainstorming), where an assumedly much larger and more diversified 48

range of ideas becomes available for subsequent selection or synthesis in-house by the client or ad 

agency. This holds value if one views commercials as a creative art-form, where creativity is 

defined by Mednick  as “… the coming together of associative elements into new combinations in 49

a way that meets specified requirements …”, in that he further states that creative solutions are 

most likely to occur when the associations brought by the problem at hand are more far reaching 

or remote . It is a tool that combats paradigmic thinking.  50

Typically this type of crowdsourcing takes the form of a competition with the potential for a cash 

prize to the selected winner or winners. As an example, Optimel requisitioned the crowd to “Inspire 

the next campaign for Optimel that shows what a difference it makes to stay young on the inside!” on 

eYeka  in November 2015. On eYeka winners are selected by the client assisted by eYeka staff  51 52

and in this case the 1st prize was €3000. The crowdsourcing based advertising agency 

Victors&Spoils likewise taps into the crowd in the ideation phase although they typically use the 

generated ideas to inform their subsequent in-house ideation phase .  53

Following the conclusion of an idea contest the subsequent steps revert back to the traditional 

process of video production where steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 are undertaken in-house. 

2: Call for pitches 

Roth & Kimani introduce the category Call for pitches as a descriptor for when the initiator uses an 

online platform to identify a suitable filmmaker amongst the crowd to execute a film. If such a 

method is used, companies post briefs and budgets to an online platform in order to get a number 

of bids on the given project from potential collaborators.  

 Design Council (2005) : p 2 48

Design Council ( 2005) : The Design Process : Eleven lessons, managing design in Eleven Global Brands // 

Independent publication, Design Council, London // www.designcounsil.org.uk 

 Sarnoff Mednick, Ph.D, is a neuroscientist who has contributed to the study of creativity.49

 Design Council (2005) : p 2 50

 https://en.eyeka.com/contests/9246-optimel51

 https://en.eyeka.com/creators52

 http://www.victorsandspoils.com53
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MODEL 3 : CALLS FOR PITCHES 

Here the company typically has a relatively finalised concept and seeks to source pitches 

representing the pre-production phase (the artistic treatment of the concept and executional 

details in relation to the envisioned film + budget) of the production process. Based on these bids 

a single collaborator (sub contractor) is selected and the process reverts to the traditional model, 

where the chosen collaborator takes the place of an external production service for the subsequent 

steps of production and post-production, although admittedly with less client supervision. In 

principle this category describes a process where the online platform is not used to crowdsource 

ideas or finished films but facilitate the selection of a filmmaker amongst the filmmaking 

community. Reverting back the crowdsourcing definition earlier we can say that the creative and 

complex nature of the task requires the crowd to have a certain expertise pertaining to 

filmmaking. Therefore the ability to access suitable participants becomes paramount which 

explains why most “call for pitches” initiatives are undertaken by platforms that have accumulated, 

and thus has a direct line of communication, to a community of capable filmmakers. 

Crowdsourcing platforms Mofilm, Tongal, eYeka etc. have naturally amassed these over time. But 

other parties also have access to large video communities, most notably Youtube and Vimeo, 

where Vimeo’s user base is much more professionally oriented, and thus suitable to tap into. They 

do this through their Vimeo Brand Partnerships services . 54

In terms of how such initiatives are organised they can either be in the form of a true open call, 

such as on the crowdsourcing platform Tongal, when they execute a pitch competition . As an 55

example, the open call for pitches for a Quakers Chewy Bar TV commercial  promises a 56

production budget of $15000 and a subsequent $24000 “prize” when the film is finished (which is 

in effect a completion fee in that it is guaranteed upon submission of the final film). Or they can 

take the form of a limited open call where the brand (or crowdsourcing platform on behalf of the 

 https://vimeo.com/brandpartnerships54

 https://tongal.com/how55

 https://tongal.com/project/QuakerChewyBarsTVCommercialProject/56
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brand) reaches out to tried and tested filmmakers which they deem suitable for the task, 

encouraging them to bid. This is the method used by Mofilm under their Mofilm Pro devision 

which are “invite only contests with a select group of filmmakers ”.  57

Despite the fact that Roth & Kimani describe this call for pitch method as crowdsourcing, it is my 

postulate that it is not. Instead it represents what I would categorise as the use of online markets 

(in the case of a true open call) or mediators (limited open call) to facilitate the outsourcing of 

contract labour, by reducing the difficulty of gathering information on potential contractors. The 

pitches which are produced do not represent value in and of themselves - they are merely an 

informative tool to guide the selection process. If a true open call is used, the call for pitches 

dynamic emulates other online platforms that match contract employers with freelance 

professionals, such as Upwork  - in which case the value proposition for the initiator is not access 58

to the collective undertaking of a task, but rather an internet-facilitated lowering of the 

transactional costs related to identifying a suitable freelancer . If a limited open call is used, the 59

process emulates that used by architecture contests or agency reviews where a select number of 

(professional) parties are invited to pitch on a job or contract. I am sure the collective knowledge 

and ideas contained in the pitches are a source of creative inspiration as a happy bi-product of the 

process, but in accordance with our definition of crowdsourcing this form does not describe a 

process in which the crowd voluntarily undertakes a task, but rather one where they are bidding on 

the opportunity to undertake the task within a classical context of contract labour. It is therefore 

not, in effect, crowdsourcing at all. The most marked difference here as opposed to the traditional 

model is the lack of direct client supervision under the production and post-production phases. 

However many actors within the community view it as crowdsourcing so I will not relegate it as 

lying completely outside our field of interest moving forward, especially insofar as it may in reality 

be a more suitable alternative to true crowdsourcing - A discussion which I will return to later.  

3. Simple contests 

MODEL 4 : SIMPLE CONTESTS (EXCLUDING DISTRIBUTION) 

 https://mofilm.com/business/pro57

 https://www.upwork.com/i/howitworks/client/58

 Agrawal, Lacetera & Lyons (2012) : p 259
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This is the most simple form of crowdsourcing, in the realm of video advertising. In the case of 

simple contests, initiators post a creative brief online, and ask the crowd to submit finished films - 

typically promising some form of cash prize. As such their only points of control are the 

instigating Creative Brief and the subsequent selection of a winner. The most prominent example 

of the simple contest is the Doritos Crash the Super Bowl contest. Also, the crowdsourcing platform 

eYeka typically hosts contests of this nature (as exemplified in a video competition for Mountain 

Dew  where Filmmakers are asked to “Create an energetic and engaging 30 or 120 second video that 60

depicts “Dewers” - either individuals or a group of friends – as they go about creating a spontaneous 

damn good time” - before a predefined date, for the chance to win a first prize of €12000.  

According  Roth & Kimani crowdsourcing in the form of single contests outsources the first four 

stages of the video production process to participants, in effect only leaving distribution to the in-

house media department. But I would contest that this is not always the case. Especially for 

contests that are not hosted through crowdsourcing platforms and thus do not have technical 

solutions in place for upload of submissions, youtube and instagram are often used as a means of 

entering. This is the case with Crash the Super Bowl for example . In effect this means that the 61

crowd is also contributing to the distribution phase through their owned media channels. Dorito’s 

supports this dynamic by using a public voting round to select the finalists  - which in turn 62

motivates filmmakers to share and promote the spot they have made as much as possible through 

social media. It is only at the second tier of distribution (publishing the semifinalists on their 

website, and subsequent broadcast during the Super Bowl) that Frito-Lays assumes control back 

from the crowd. 

MODEL 5 : SIMPLE CONTESTS WITH SUBMISSIONS THROUGH PUBLIC CHANNELS 

The desired characteristics of the crowd in the case of simple contests varies in relation to the task 

at hand. In the case of Crash the Super Bowl size is paramount (something the $1.000.000 1st 

 https://en.eyeka.com/contests/9306-mountain-dew-it-doesn-t-exist-until-you-do-it60

 https://crashthesuperbowl.doritos.com/rules61

 http://www.fritolay.com/blog/blog-post/snack-chat/2015/01/05/it-s-time-to-vote-for-your-favorite-doritos-crash-the-62

super-bowl-finalist-ad
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prize ensures), in that it can reasonably be assumed that the quality of the resulting ad is of lesser 

importance than the newsworthiness of the campaign itself. In the case of brands seeking to 

crowdsource advertisements that they can use, a professional skill set is required. If they are 

crowdsourcing commercials that have an “authentic” feel or need to be identifiable to different 

audience groups, skills take a second seat to preexistent knowledge of the brand and cultural 

heterogeneity.  

An intrinsic characteristic of the simple contest is the initiators lack of influence through the 

course of ideation, pre-production and production, so this form does naturally incur the risk that 

submissions will be off brief. A point with which Roth & Kimani concur .  63

4. Stage-based contests 

The fourth category is that of the stage based contest, where the crowdsourcing activities are 

undertaken in multiple rounds, where there is a selection of winners at the end of each. Roth & 

Kimani highlight the crowdsourcing platform Tongal as the primary example of this, and they 

define the category in accordance with Tongal’s structuring of stage based contests specifically. 

According to them Tongal implements the following structure when curating a video contest:  

- First an idea phase, where creatives are asked to submit ideas in 140 characters or less. The best 

submissions are selected, and awarded prizes in the arena of €150-€500, by the initiator (under 

advisement from Tongal) before progressing to the next round where filmmakers are solicited to 

pitch on one of the selected ideas. The initiator again selects winners (typically two) before 

progressing to the next round contains the production and post production phase, after which 

complete videos are submitted for a final round of judging.  

This is a false representation of the Tongal methodology. If one surveys the last 5 video contest 

undertaken on the platform (For the brands : Lego (Dec 2015) , Splenda (Dec 2015) , Quakers 64 65

(Dec 2015) , Pampers (Dec 2015) , Jafra (Dec 2015) ), the following text appears in relation to 66 67 68

how payment will be made (xxxx’s indicate that monetary payouts differ) in all instances:  

“The most compelling Pitch(es) will be selected and, upon submitting the Winner’s Affidavit and the IP 

Assignment, will each receive $XXXXX to help create the Video.  Additionally, upon submitting a Video 

that satisfies the criteria laid out in your winning Pitch, the Pitch winner will also be GUARANTEED a 

 Roth & Kimani (2013) : p 2463

 https://tongal.com/project/LEGOClubVideoProject/64

 https://tongal.com/project/SPLENDAZeroLiquidSweetenerTVCommercial/65

 https://tongal.com/project/QuakerChewyBarsTVCommercialProject/ 66

 https://tongal.com/project/ThankYouNurses/67

 https://tongal.com/project/JAFRAVideoProject/68
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winning place in the subsequent Video Phase. So, if your Pitch is selected and you execute your Pitch 

effectively in your Video submission, you will win an additional $XXXXX”. 

For all five contests the guaranteed winning place was the only place available, and so there exists 

zero motivation for filmmakers other than the pitch winner to participate. This means that 

subsequent to the idea phase (which is crowdsourced in the form of an idea contest) Tongal 

reverts to a call for pitches methodology, which as outlined earlier is not an example of 

crowdsourcing at all. Nor are the stages pitching and production executed as two separate contests  

as Roth & Kimani describe. It is clear that winning the pitch phase guarantees a win in the 

production+post-production phase. It should also be emphasised that for all of the investigated 

examples, there were no possible winning placements available other than those guaranteed to the 

pitch winners, so Tongal’s own representation of the process as being two part (pitch and video 

phase) is fundamentally misleading.  

Roth & Kimani provide no further empirical support for the category of stage based contests, 

which I am able to validate or refute and so I cannot, at this juncture draw a conclusion as to 

whether the category is justified as a descriptor of common practice. That said the principle of the 

stage based contest as they have defined it would qualify as crowdsourcing in principle, if it is 

commonly exercised.  

Summarily, this paper concurs unequivocally with two of Roth & Kimani’s defined categories (idea 

contests and simple contests), rejects a third as being an example of actual crowdsourcing as we 

have defined it (call for pitches) and has found the empirical basis for the fourth (stage based 

contests) to be lacking.  

This, in addition to the previously outlined reservations in indiscriminately adopting Roth & 

Kimani’s conclusions as outlined earlier, merits an independent analysis in order to address the 

imprecision of their findings and formulate a more accurate representation of common practices. 

theoretical validation and amendment:  

A case study of common practices 

I postulate that if I take a sufficiently large sample of accessible cases, it will be possible to account 

for the applied strategies and ascertain whether these can be categorised in accordance with the 

crowdsourcing categories presented by Roth & Kimani or whether their theoretical models need 

revision to include categories of crowdsourcing they have inadvertently omitted as a result of their 

methodology, or inaccurate appraisal of the actual dynamics at play. Summarily it is my intention 
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to undertake a multiple case study in order to qualitatively explore the differences between cases  69

in order to describe the phenomenon of crowdsourcing in video advertising “not through one lens, 

but rather a variety of lenses which allows for multiple facets of the phenomenon to be revealed and 

understood”. It is my postulate that the undertaking of this analysis will allow me to conclusively 

provide an accurate, meaningful and highly probable representation of the common usages of 

crowdsourcing by major brands in the year 2015 in answer to the first of the three subqueries of 

my research question. 

THE EMPIRICAL BASIS OF THE ANALYSIS  

OF COMMON CROWDSOURCING PRACTICES 

In practice, it is not possible for me to take a true random sample of all instances of crowdsourcing 

within the space, as there is no comprehensive listing of undertaken initiatives. But it is essential 

that I do not skew my sample towards initiatives that have been successful or widely publicised, by 

drawing my sample from media coverage. The ambition is fundamentally to draw the sample of 

cases from the most inclusive and representative listing to which I have access. This provides me 

with three possible avenues:  

1. Make use use of the site onlinevideocontests.com - which by it’s own declaration  is the 70

foremost aggregator of video contests online. However it does not provide a historical 

overview and thus only provides access to 15-20 contests pertaining to advertising which are 

live at the time of extraction. I do not deem this a sufficient sample to be counted as 

representative, or indeed indicative of the field. It furthermore makes any historical study of 

changes over time impossible as it only provides a static representation of late 2015.  

2. Draw a random sample from all contests hosted on major video crowdsourcing platforms: 

Tongal, Mofilm, eYeka, Zooppa, Poptent, Userfarm, Genero, talenthouse. This would be 

fundamentally regressive as a basis for the qualitative study of all methods of using 

crowdsourcing within the field, in that I’ve naturally limited the discovery of possible methods 

to those found on crowdsourcing platforms, categorically excluding every instance or method 

of crowdsourcing hosted on other platforms, and more importantly those hosted by 

companies themselves. This is seen as undesirable. 

3. Use the listing of crowdsourcing initiatives aggregated by Yannig Roth which accounts for all 

instances of crowdsourcing by the 100 biggest brands as defined by Interbrand in their 2011 

 Baxter & Jack (2008) : p 24869

 https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/about70
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listing  in the period 2004-2015 . This naturally introduces the same potential sampling bias 71 72

which have influenced the conclusions of Roth & Kimani, which will be difficult to objectify 

fully. It also excludes all instances of crowdsourcing that are not publicly accessible, meaning 

that any crowdsourcing initiative not hosted on an open platform won’t be included; for 

example the invite only call for pitches MofilmPro briefs. However, as explained previously, 

many of the errors or misrepresentations which characterise the work of Roth & Kimani are 

not a result of sampling bias, but rather a misclassification of the actual methods being used 

and an uncritical or too inclusive understanding of what constitutes crowdsourcing. As such 

the sampling bias is deemed acceptable, firstly in that we are aware of the inherent bias and 

especially as the analytical intention is, at the outset, qualitative in nature, as it pertains to 

addressing Roth & Kimani’s qualitative misrepresentations. Summarily Yannig Roth’s listing is 

seen as the most comprehensive and suitable for our needs and will therefore provide the 

basis for the following analysis. 

In order to undertake this qualitative analysis I will draw a direct element sample  of every case 73

related to the crowdsourcing of video advertisements (within the categories of video and idea 

contests) listed on this site with a start date between 01-01-2014 and 01-12-2015, amounting to 

111 cases in all. 

In undertaking this qualitative analysis the initial creative brief and formal guidelines and rules 

for each case will be assessed, insofar as they are accessible as a primary empirical data source. If 

the brief is no longer accessible the description detailing the initiative on onlinevideocontests.com 

will be used (10 out of 111 cases). Empirically one could argue the merit of excluding cases, the 

formal documentation of which is no longer accessible, however in that these are primarily the 

initiatives which were hosted on the brand’s own websites this would bias the selection of cases to 

those undertaken on crowdsourcing platforms - this is deemed even more undesirable. For each 

case the following will be ascertained making use of the provisional conceptual framework 

provided by Roth & Kimani: 

• On what online platform was the initiative undertaken? 

• What category of crowdsourcing was used? 

• What desired characteristics pertaining to the crowd did the contest imply? 

• Any unique characteristics pertaining to the task, desired crowd characteristics, type of call or 

method of submission, that qualify the case as an outlier. 

A full overview of all cases, and the relevant empirical sources can be seen in Appendix A. 

 http://interbrand.com/best-brands/best-global-brands/previous-years/2011/71

 http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/377689/-Crowdsourcing-by-Worlds-Best-Global-Brands-in-2015/ 72

    http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/377687/-Crowdsourcing-by-Worlds-Best-Global-Brands-in-2014/

 Schmidt et al. (2006) 73
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FINDINGS of THE CASE STUDY 

The first order of business is the categorisation of every case in accordance with the definitions 

put forth by Roth & Kimani, outlined previously. As can be seen below, there was only one case of 

an actual idea contest each year accounting for only 1,8% of all initiatives, whereas the simple 

contest is used in 48,6% of all cases. Call for Pitches accounted for 8,1% of the 111 studied cases, 

interestingly seeing a proportionate growth year over year from 4,1% to 15,9% - a tendency which 

will be investigated further later. Most importantly there was not a single case in which there was 

a 3-part separation of the crowdsourcing process into an ideation phase, pitch phase and 

production phase - the process by which Roth & Kimani describe the stage based model. It can thus 

be concluded that this category, as they have defined it, is wholly invalid as a descriptor of 

common practice. 

table 1 : categorisation of cases in 2014 and 2015 

However this leaves a total of 45 cases equating 41,4% of the sample, which cannot be classified in  

accordance with the defined categories. This necessitates a further qualitative assessment of these 

cases in order to formulate new category definitions which encompass these instances.  

Three new categories of crowdsourcing within  

the field of video advertisements 

If one looks at the 45 cases of crowdsourcing which have defied classification so far it becomes 

clear that they all represent instances of crowdsourcing undertaken using one of two online 

crowdsourcing platforms: Tongal and Mofilm (see table 2, which illustrates which category(s) is/

are prevalent on each platform). The following will therefore focus on establishing an 

understanding of how crowdsourcing initiatives are structured specifically on these platforms. As 

table 2 also shows Tongal and Mofilm have been used in 54 cases representing 48,6% of the 
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sample, and so an in depth study of these two dominant platforms seems highly relevant to our 

general understanding of prevalent methods of crowdsourcing video advertising, by major brands. 

Categories of crowdsourcing mediated through mofilm 

Having assessed each of the 22 cases which made use of Mofilm as an intermediary, it has become 

clear that they are all uniformly structured in their execution. The following is a representation of 

the common attributes of all 22 cases, as exemplified in one representative case: Chevrolet 

(October 2015) . 74

1. The initiation. Mofilm provides a creative brief outlining the task (Video advertisement) to be 

undertaken on behalf of the initiator (Chevrolet). This principally includes a brief description of 

the campaign context, the desired primary messaging of the spot, brand description, and insights 

in relation to the target audience. The creative brief is typically two pages in length. It is, as a rule, 

quite open in it’s formulation allowing for broad creative freedom.  

2. Submission of film concepts Following from this filmmakers are encouraged to apply for 

production grants which can range from $500 - $3000 , depending on the budgetary 75

requirements of the film in question and the amount of money allocated to production grants by 

the initiator. The production grant pool varies between between contests, but is circa $30K-40K 

on average allowing for between 10 and 15 grants . Application for a production grant implies the 76

formulation of a fundamental idea (the ideation stage) as well as a coherent presentation of how 

the filmmaker plans to execute this concept and the resulting budget (pre-production stage). 

3. Allocation of production grants Each filmmaker’s production grant application, in addition 

to the filmmaker’s showreel, provides the basis for a client review (assisted by account managers 

at Mofilm) to evaluate the conceptual merit of each submission (based on their proposed idea) as 

well as their skill level (based on the showreel and treatment), for the purpose of allocating 

production grants. 

This fundamentally allows the client to exercise a form of control in the selection of concepts and 

allocation of grants. It also opens a line of communication (through the account manager) so that 

they can request or recommend changes to ensure that granted films are more on brief, thus 

maximising their value to the initiator. This allows initiators to curate participants in favour of 

those with the desired characteristics (prerequisite skill set or creative ability) - through feedback 

and by financially contributing to their participation (although not necessarily covering all 

 https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Texas-2016/Chevrolet74

 https://mofilm.com/accounts/grants/apply/94475
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costs ). As a final point of note, the production grant is dependent on subsequent delivery of a 77

film that delivers on the promised concept. It is not a stage based contest, where you can win one 

phase without participating in the next. 

4. Production (& post-production) - Once production grants have been allocated the 

filmmakers can commence production of their films to be delivered before the allocated deadline. 

Once all films have been submitted they are evaluated by Mofilm and the client in order to allocate 

placements to the top five filmmakers who receive the following prizes, in accordance with their 

official selection criteria: Originality & Creativity (50%), Aesthetic production quality (50%). The 

prize amounts and selection criteria are the same for all sampled cases. Production grant 

recipients are not guaranteed a top placement.  

 1st place: $8000 + trip to international location for two travellers. 

 2nd place: $4000 

 3rd place: $2000 

 4th place: $1000 

 5th place: $1000 

This prize sum also constitutes payment for the transfer of unlimited usage rights for each film, 

meaning the initiator can subsequently undertake the stage of distribution at their discretion 

without the being required to make further payment to the winning filmmakers.  

MODEL 6 : curated contests 

The term curated contests is introduced as a descriptor for the method used by Mofilm. Curated 

contests allows the initiator greater influence than in the case of the simple contest, in that they 

are able to support filmmakers and concepts which they deem to hold potential, financially. 

However it is not truly stage based either, in that ideation and pre-production are integrated into 

one stage and an intermediate “win” at this stage (in the form of a production grant) only 

represents financial support form the initiator, facilitating participation in the production stage. 
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Filmmakers, as a rule, are never engaged to execute another participants idea. Practically Mofilm 

can be said to make use of  what Whitla terms the combination open call . 78

Categories of crowdsourcing mediated through tongal 

Looking at the 32 cases in which Tongal has acted as the online intermediary between initiators 

and filmmakers it has become clear that the structuring of crowdsourcing initiatives is less 

uniform on this platform, assumedly allowing a more bespoke method in accordance with client 

needs. Fundamentally initiatives undertaken on Tongal can be split into 4 overall groups.  

GROUP 1: CALL FOR PITCHES 

The first of these, accounting for 7 cases in all, can be categorised as call for pitches as defined by 

Roth & Kimani. As an example of this method, one can highlight the case for in which Pepsi 

requisitioned a film for their Papa Johns sub-brand . Here they invited filmmakers to pitch an 79

idea & filmic concept (representing ideation and preproduction stages) and showreel in order to 

select one filmmaker to produce the required film. Payment was made in two instalments which 

fundamentally constituted the budgetary constraints of the contractual assignment. ($5000 on 

winning the pitch phase, $7500 on delivery of final film). In all instances of the call for pitches 

method being applied the selected filmmaker had ex ante knowledge of the monetary 

compensation he/she would receive upon delivery. Either by power of being the only engaged 

filmmaker in the contest, in which case they are guaranteed the top (only) “prize” in the video 

phase - 6/7 cases.  Or, in the one case where multiple videos were requisitioned (with an equal 

number of filmmakers being engaged) because the “prize” amount for each of the 4 available 

placements were equal . As stated previously call for pitches does not truly represent 80

crowdsourcing, but rather outsourcing through an online platform. 

GROUP 2 : SIMPLE CONTESTS  

A further 2 cases can be classified as simple contests . 81

Disregarding the 7 example of calls for pitches, and the 2 instances of simple contests we are left 

with 23 cases.  

 Whitla (2009) : 1678

 https://tongal.com/project/LimitedEditionPizzaVideoProject/submissions/pitch_279

 https://tongal.com/project/PepsiPitchFestival#!#tab-awards%2FConcept-q1lm6   80

 https://tongal.com/project/HPInstantInkVine/overview  &  https://tongal.com/project/HPDualSIMVine/overview?81

refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 
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These all make use of a three phase (not stage) approach : ideation phase - pitch phase - video phase, 

but they can qualitatively be separated into two groups based on whether the video phase is 

exclusive to winners of the pitch phase. If this is not the case, Tongal, while still guaranteeing 

winning placements to pitch phase winners, invites filmmakers that did not win to submit what 

they term “wildcards” at the video phase. 

GROUP 3 : NO WILDCARDS  

The first group, consisting of 8 cases, in which wildcard submissions aren’t allowed, also make use 

of the call for pitches method of engaging a specific filmmaker on the basis of a pitch to undertake 

production of one or more videos on a contractual basis. However in these 8 instances the call for 

pitches phase is preceded by a dedicated idea contest, as exemplified in this crowdsourcing 

initiative for Mastercard . This means that the filmmaker’s pitch need not contain ideation but 82

rather just a filmic treatment of a given idea and a showreel (demonstrating expertise). The 

pitches and showreels are evaluated by Tongal and the client, and the required filmmakers are 

engaged to produce the required films. 

Importantly it should be stated that the payment model related to the call for pitches preceded by 

an ideation phase follows a different dynamic than that of traditional calls for pitches. Although 

the upfront payment relating to being selected at the pitch phase is uniform for all filmmakers 

selected to go into production ($8316 on average ), the payment related to delivery of the final 83

films are variable. In the MasterCard example it can be observed that 2nd and 3rd place trigger a 

payment of $9,500 where as the top placement triggers a payment of $20.000. A quite substantial 

difference which assumedly motivates filmmakers to aspire towards fulfilling the judgement 

criteria to the best of their ability. Tongal stipulates that success criteria are :  84

(1) viability of the Entry as a premise for the final objective of the Project (e.g., commercial 

advertisement, music video, how-to-video, etc.);  

(2) creativity 

(3) effectiveness in promotion of the brand that is the subject of such Project. 

Summarily one can state that this grouping is characterised by an idea contest, followed by a call 

for pitches for the purpose of engaging multiple filmmakers (between 2-5) to undertake the 

production of films as designated agents, but subject to variable output-dependent payment. 

 https://tongal.com/project/PricelessCitiesVideoProject/overview82

 Appendix A83
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Again, once the process enters the call for pitches phase the principles of crowdsourcing are no 

longer in play. 

MODEL 7 : TWO-STEP INITIATIVES 

The term two-step initiatives is introduced as a descriptor of this method of disuniting the 

process into a crowdsourced ideation phase followed by the outsourcing of production of selected 

ideas to designated agents. The desired characteristics of filmmakers in this instance are skewed 

more towards expertise/skill, than creative ability and homogeneity. This conversely allows the 

brands to focus on homogeneity and creative ability in the ideation phase, irrespective of 

filmmaking ability - negating the need to compromise if not all three characteristics are present. 

Some filmmakers may be gifted technicians but not necessarily gifted in producing advertising 

concepts for example - so the separation of these processes seems rational. 

GROUP 4: WILDCARDS  

The use of a three phase model allowing wildcard submissions to the video phase accounts for the 

15 remaining cases utilising Tongal as a platform. Structurally this does not differ wildly from 

group three. Pitch winners are still guaranteed a winning placement (accounting for circa 75% of 

placements that trigger a financial reward ) - However in this case filmmakers who did not win 85

the pitch phase brief are encouraged to submit entries regardless, in the hope of winning the 

(typically 1) remaining winning placement. In recognition of the fact that prize sums relating to 

the video phase are motivational for this group there is a marked reduction in prize-sums for the 

pitch phase relative to the video phase, when compared to group 3. The average prize at the pitch 

phase falls from $8316 in group 3 to $2467 in group 4, in effect levelling the playing field 

somewhat between the potential filmmakers that have and haven’t won at the pitch phase, 
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although they are by no means competing on the same terms, pitch phase winners being 

guaranteed a winning placement and thus further financial reward. 

 

MODEL 8 : PARALLEL CONTESTS  

Having studied all 15 instances, it’s clear that wildcards often place highly, so must generally be 

deemed to be of added value to initiators. Although given 75% of winning films result from the 

call for pitches method (with variable payment) the introduction of wildcards is an example of the 

reintroduction of crowdsourcing in the form of a simple contest parallel to the filmmakers 

engaged to execute their films on the principles of contract labour. The term parallel contests is 

introduced for the principle of utilising crowdsourcing in conjunction with the hiring of 

designated agents to diversify the range of output. 

We have now defined 6 categories: simple contests, idea contests, call for pitches, two-step 

initiatives, parallel contests and curated contests.  

This merits a new analysis of the defined sample in order to evaluate whether all instances can be 

classified in accordance with these categories as we have defined them. This has been undertaken, 

the results of which can be seen in Appendix A. It can be concluded that the defined categories 

were sufficient for a valid classification of all 111 instances. They are thus seen as wholly 

comprehensive in relation to our defined sample, and thus representative of common practices as 

pertains to publicly observable open calls undertaken by major brands. 
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A brief quantitative analysis.  

Having now defined a conceptual framework which qualitatively describes common practices of 

crowdsourcing within the field of video advertising, it would seem judicious for us to quantify 

what methods are the most prevalent, and if there is indication that this has changed over time. 

An understanding of which methods are in assent or decline could provide valuable insights as to 

the initiators understanding of the relative merits of the different categories as we have defined 

them. 

As stated previously the basis of our sample naturally incurs a sampling bias which is difficult to 

quantitatively objectify in that the initial empirical sampling has been undertaken by another 

researcher (Yannig Roth). However, even though the absolute values are not seen as 

representative of the actual distribution of initiatives among categories, analysis of the relative 

distribution year over year is seen as a meaningful indicator of trends within the space, under the 

reasonable assumption that Roth has maintained the same selection criteria over time, and thus a 

constancy in the sampling bias - which is his postulate . 86

I have undertaken a classification of all instances of crowdsourcing (111) within Roth’s sample in 

the years 2014, 2015, which I have supplemented with a further analysis of all instances in 2012 

and 2013 (also from Roth’s listing), referring to the original contest description when available. 

The complete overview of 224 cases can be  seen below, and the sources data can be found in 

Appendix A 

 http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!86

date=2014-01-17_05:08:46!
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table 2 : the distribution of sampled cases according  

to platform and crowdsourcing category 

If one looks at the distribution of cases it becomes clear that contests hosted by brands 

themselves on their owned channels  (which includes their websites, Facebook, instagram and 87

twitter) account for only 41 cases or 18,3% of the sample, where as the remaining 183 cases 

(81,7%) are mediated by online crowdsourcing platforms - intermediaries that facilitate 

collaboration between brands and creative communities. 

 Edelman & Salsberg (2010) : s 4-687
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In terms of crowdsourcing platforms it is clear that three platforms dominate the field as it 

pertains to the crowdsourcing of video advertisements for major brands: Tongal, Mofilm and 

Eyeka. In 2015 they accounted for 65,9% of the sampled cases.  

Mofilm has had a relatively stable market share of circa 25% (2014 being an outlier with only 

16,4% of cases). As stated previously, all initiatives undertaken on Mofilm are what we term 

curated contests - a form of organising crowdsourcing which they have pioneered, and is unique to 

the platform. This discounts Mofilm Pro initiatives completely in that they are not publicly 

accessible, so expectantly their actual share is higher.  

Tongal accounts for 19,6% of cases, but there has been a marked development in their share of 

undertaken initiatives within the sample from 8,2% in 2012 to 27,3% in 2015. What is especially 

interesting as it pertains to Tongal is that there is a very strong indication that they are moving 

away from the implementation of true crowdsourcing principles as Arolas & Guevara have defined 

them , in regards to the undertaking of the actual production stage of video advertisements, 88

which they include primarily in the form of parallel simple contests to their two part initiatives. As 

declared previously two part initiatives and calls for pitches do not make use of actual crowdsourcing 

in regards to the production stage, but instead represents the engagement of designated agents 

through an online platform. When taking this into account it can seen that 2015 especially 

represents a shift away from crowdsourcing in that only 2 out of 12 initiatives on the platform 

make use of a parallel contest in addition to one initiative being in the form of a simple contest. 

This means that in effect 75% of cases relating to 2015 do not make use of crowdsourcing in 

relation to production at all. Compare this to the six cases the year previously (30%), and it would 

seem Tongal is effectuating a shift away from crowdsourcing in relation to production generally 

(although the principle of crowdsourcing is still in play in relation to the preliminary idea contest 

of the two part initiatives). 

Eyeka accounts for 37 cases or 16,5% of the sample and with the exception of 2 idea contests and 

1 call for pitches, primarily mediate simple contests. If one studies Eyeka generally it can be seen 

that they are not a dedicated platform for video advertisements, (which is the case for Tongal and 

Mofilm), but rather a generic platform seeking to connect brands with a broader spectrum of 

creatives - this could well imply that they aren’t sufficiently specialised in the complex process of 

video production to facilitate more complex categories of crowdsourcing, which does require more 

points of contact and associated resources, as well as a crowd of filmmakers who understand the 

process and what they stand to gain from participation.  

Smaller platforms. The remaining crowdsourcing intermediaries (Poptent (4%), Userfarm 

(3,1%), Zooppa (5,8%), Talenthouse (<2%), Brandhouse (<2%), It’s noon (<2%), Shicon (<2%)) 

 Arolas & Guevara (2009) : p 988
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who all account for relatively small shares of the sample are of a nature similar to Eyeka although 

comparatively smaller in size. They facilitate the crowdsourcing of creative content of different 

genres and thus don’t specifically target filmmakers. The all subscribe exclusively to simple 

contests. 

The only platform with a small market share that facilitates a more complex category of 

crowdsourcing is Genero  who by their own definition “connect clients with a global creative 89

community” for the specific purpose of video production. However they have a broader focus than 

just video advertisements, in that they also facilitate the production of music videos and content. 

As can be seen they exclusively make use of the call for pitches model, and do not define themselves 

as a crowdsourcing platform at all , much like this paper’s reluctance to recognise calls for pitches 90

as crowdsourcing as we have defined it.  

Interestingly all cases of crowdsourcing undertaken by brands (initiators) themselves were in the 

form of simple contests, which fundamentally makes sense in that they do not have the 

organisational structure (and the requisite resources) in place to mediate more complex forms of 

initiatives. A second interesting observation is that there was a marked drop in instances of 

crowdsourcing mediated by brands themselves in 2015 where share of sampled cases fell from 

19,4% to 6,8%. This could be construed as an indication that brands have recognised their inferior 

ability to mediate crowdsourcing initiatives efficiently compared to that of dedicated platforms. 

So, who constitutes the crowd?  

As we outlined in relation to our crowdsourcing definition, the desired characteristics of the crowd 

is dictated by the nature of the task which the initiator wants undertaken.  

If we look at the crowdsourcing platforms which account for 81,7% of the sampled cases it is clear 

from their mode of appeal that they resolutely target aspiring filmmakers and creatives, which we 

understand to be individuals with a certain level of expertise and talent. Freelance or aspiring 

professionals essentially. Tongal claims to “… connect brands … to independent filmmaking talent ”. 91

Mofilm claims that it is able to “produce high quality content … through our curated approach to 

crowdsourcing ”. eYeka claims to be “… a global community of talented creators who love to solve 92

 https://genero.tv89

 https://genero.tv/about/90

 https://tongal.com/business/what-tongal-delivers91

 https://mofilm.com/business/marquee92
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brands' challenges with fresh thinking, creative ideas and shareable content ”. And Zooppa states that 93

they “connect professionals with great brands .” 94

We can thus state that, at least as it pertains to initiatives undertaken by major brands, the vast 

majority are undertaken with the intent to engage professional (or semi-professional) filmmakers 

to produce video advertisements, of high quality. It would not seem that an amateur aesthetic or 

substandard storytelling ability is desired by brands, in these instances.  

The exception to this is many of the initiatives undertaken by brands through their own channels. 

Of the 16 instances undertaken in 2014 and 2015 (highlighted in yellow in appendix A) 12 target 

dedicated customers, inviting them to demonstrate some form of connection to, or understanding 

of the brand in question. For example Disney , Adidas  and Shell . Common to all 12 cases is 95 96 97

that brands invite customers to share a video which communicates their affiliation to the brand or 

typical use of a product - basically what Belch & Belch would term a testimonial . Of the remaining 98

4 cases, 3 seem to target customers and filmmakers alike, encouraging them to create videos 

which are more in line with traditional advertising, in their messaging. Two of these were initiated 

by Pepsi on behalf of their Doritos sub-brand . One is for Coca-cola . These three have all been 99 100

supported by large PR campaigns and require submissions through public platforms (youtube, 

vine, twitter or instagram). The final case  for Intel encourages individuals with a high level of 101

technological knowledge of a technologically complex product (a computer chip) to submit 

tutorials in it’s application, and would thus seem to demand of a high level of pre-existing 

knowledge as a requisite characteristic in participants. 

Common to all instances of crowdsourcing undertaken by brands themselves is that personal 

affiliation and experience of the brand/product is a highly desired characteristic in participants. 

This is due to the fact that the task (the desired film) is typically required to be more personal and 

self-referential in nature than those mediated through crowdsourcing platforms.  

 https://en.eyeka.com93

 https://zooppa.com/en-us94

 http://bethe8thminer.com/en-us/Rules95

 https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/765996

 https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6147 97

 Belch & Belch (2003) : p 27798

 https://www.doritoslegionofthebold.com/official-rules & https://crashthesuperbowl.doritos.com/crashthesuperbowl/ 99

 http://www.ahh.com/pdf/ahh_video_submit_rules.pdf100

 https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6413  101
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is the crowdsourcing of video advertisement production in decline? 

We have now established that the vast majority of initiatives go through crowdsourcing platforms 

and that these specifically target semi-professional or professional filmmakers, in relation to the 

undertaking of the production stage of video advertisements. We have furthermore established 

that only crowdsourcing intermediaries dedicated to video content undertake more complex 

methods of organising crowdsourcing initiatives, in that they are structured to administrate the 

complex process of video production.  

I now want to study the trends in relation to the distribution amongst categories over time and 

reflect on whether there is an indication as to the future of crowdsourcing within the video 

advertising space. This will expectantly provide insights as to what methods are perceived to be 

the most beneficiary by initiators as the phenomenon matures.  

As previously described idea contests, call for pitches, and two part initiatives do not encompass 

the principle of crowdsourcing, in relation to the production stage. And parallel contests only 

implement crowdsourcing as a secondary activity typically accounting for less than 25% of the 

films that clients acquire. This essentially means that simple contests and curated contests are the 

only categories in which initiators are using crowdsourcing as the main means of producing 

content.  

An assessment of relative share of these two categories, as well as the overall use of crowdsourcing 

would thus seem a strong indicator for whether crowdsourcing in it’s true sense is gaining or 

losing traction within the realm of video advertisement production. 

To undertake this analysis the data from table 2 has been restructured in order to show into the 

relative share of each category for the years 2012 - 2015. A visual representation of this data can 

be seen in chart 1. 

It one looks solely at curated and simple contests, shown in grey shades in the chart above, one 

can see that the application of crowdsourcing as it pertains to the actual production stage peaked 

in 2013 at 55 cases, dropping 14,5% year over year to 47 instances in 2014 and a further 36% to 

29 instances in 2015.  

Instances of parallel contests did buffer this drop in 2014 with 13 instances, but, as explained, the 

use of parallel simple contests only really implements the principal of crowdsourcing as an 

auxiliary vehicle, to minimally supplement the production of a much larger number of films 

following the call for pitches principle in the secondary phase of two part initiatives.  
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Chart 1 : The distribution of crowdsourcing initiatives according 

to defined categories 2012 - 2015 

 

Conversely, instances of calls for pitches and two part initiatives (both with and without parallel 

contests) can be seen to have grabbed a comparatively large market share in 2014 and 2015 

compared to previous years, collectively jumping from 8 instances (12,5%) in 2013 to 19 instances 

(28,4%) in 2014, dropping slightly to 14 instances (31,8%) in 2015, although still growing in share 

of sampled cases, and notably largely abandoning the use of parallel simple contests.  In light of 

the fact that this is based on a direct element sample  and thus not subject to statistical 102

uncertainty, this is considered extremely noteworthy as an indicator that initiators are seem to be 

abandoning actual crowdsourcing for methods which essentially allow them to recruit specific 

members of the filmmaking community for the purpose of producing video advertisement on a 

traditional contractual basis, although mediated through online platforms.  

Summarily, these observations indicate that the use of crowdsourcing by major brands as it 

pertains to the actual production of video advertisements, is in fact in decline, and has been since 

it’s peak in 2013. 

This is underscored by perhaps the most eye-catching aspect of the visualisation of the sampled 

cases: The major overall drop from 67 instances in 2014 to 44 instances in 2015. 

 Schmidt et al (2006)102
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The validity of conclusions generated by the  

quantitative analysis 

This is a relatively surprising conclusion and it merits a reevaluation of the validity of our the 

findings, as it pertains to potential sources of error inherent to the applied methodology and not 

least the sampling bias discussed previously. 

Firstly,  it can be observed that there were no instances of crowdsourcing listed in Roth’s empirical 

sample in the period 15.11.2015-31.12.2015 which strongly indicates that the listing is not 

completely up to date for 2015. This is problematic, especially in that the drop from 2014 to 2015 

may be caused or at least amplified by the omission of cases from the last 45 days of 2015, which 

essentially undermines one of the most meaningful indications that crowdsourcing is loosing 

ground. Statistically, it is seen as unlikely that inclusion of cases that may have been omitted from 

then end of the year would completely negate the drop from 67 to 44 instances, although it could 

lessen it.  

If we are to look at other indicators, which could support the conclusion that the use of 

crowdsourcing is in decline, we can also highlight the prominent drop in crowdsourcing initiatives 

mediated by brands themselves. These have dropped steadily from 2012-2014 (6% year over year 

on average) and drastically in 2015 form 13 to 3 instances. Pepsi Co, who pioneered the 

crowdsourcing of video advertising have announced that 2015 will mark the last year of the Crash 

the Super Bowl contest for their Doritos sub-brand  - the end of what is arguably the most 103

prominent simple contest and a standard bearer of crowdsourcing within the industry. 

Looking to the three dominant platforms, we can also study the total number of contests they 

have each hosted per annum for all brands, not just those listed on Interbrand’s listing (the 

selection criteria for Roth). Here we see that the number of contests hosted on Mofilm, the largest 

intermediary platform, has dropped steadily from 70 in 2013; to 49 in 2014; to 33 in 2015 . 104

Historical data for Tongal is unstructured and thus difficult to chart. However eYeka, which has 

acted as the dominant platform for simple contests also peaked several years ago in 2012 with 44 

instances, although they are maintaining a steady level now with 38, 37 and 39 contests held in 

year 2013, 2014 and 2015, respectively .  105

Taken together the stagnation of eYeka, the remarkable decline at Mofilm and the rapidly 

dwindling number of initiatives undertaken by brands independently, it seems wholly defensible 

to conclude that the use of crowdsourcing for the production of video advertising is, as of 2015, in 

 http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/doritos-ending-its-crash-super-bowl-contest-not-one-last-103

hurrah-166784

 https://mofilm.com/competitions/past104

 https://en.eyeka.com/contests105
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decline having peaked in 2013. Tongal as a representative for the call for pitches method is the only 

platform to have seen growth and as stated repeatedly call for pitches do not make use of 

crowdsourcing - but may in fact represent a more beneficial alternative to the traditional model of 

video advertisement production than actual crowdsourcing.  

The second potential source of inaccuracy is inherent to the utilisation of Roth’s listing as the 

basis of our sampling. Is is not assumed that this listing is truly all inclusive, although that is 

Roth’s stated objective. If one reflects on it’s primary focus on publicly accessible video contests, 

undertaken by major brands, one can assume a sampling bias  towards true open calls, while 106

grossly under representing limited / non-public initiatives.  

Although undesirable, this was a sampling bias necessitated by the lack of access to a more 

comprehensive listing, and defensible given the natural lack of transparency surrounding 

initiatives that are not open to the public. It does however merit reflection on the inherent bias’s 

consequences for our findings in terms of which categories it may have discriminately under 

represented. 

There are especially two categories which is deemed to be under represented: calls for pitches and 

idea contests  

This postulate is based on the knowledge that Mofilm exercises the principle of call for pitches 

when they engage specific filmmakers from their community to execute films through their 

Mofilm Pro division. This is invite only (there is no open invitation to pitch on their website), and 

so no instances of Mofilm Pro initiatives are included in Roth’s listing, despite the fact that Roth 

& Kimani use Mofilm Pro as an illustrative example of the call for pitches category . One can 107

theoretically explain the fact that especially calls for pitches do not make use of an open call, if one 

refers back to the principle that the desired characteristics of the crowd are dictated by the task 

the initiator seeks undertaken . When crowdsourcing the ideation stage, the task requires 108

innovative thought and creativity to diversify the range of ideas, making homogeneity and a large 

number of participants desired characteristics of the crowd.  However,  when crowdsourcing the 

production of a relatively predefined idea the foremost desired characteristic in participants shifts 

to skill: The ability to execute the idea well. In that it requires the initiator’s resources to evaluate 

the pitch from each participant, a limited number of participants that have been pre-vetted as 

having the requisite skill level, seems wholly rational - which is what Mofilm undertakes in 

inviting select members of their community to pitch.  

 Schmidt et al (2006)106

 Roth & Kimani (2013)107
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Apart from calls for pitches, idea contests are also likely to be underrepresented in that it is 

assumed that they are more often integrated into the creative process within the agency, and thus 

not easily observable as well defined open calls, on online platforms. As an example the 

crowdsourcing agency Victors&Spoils invites the participation of the crowd in the ideation stage 

relating to campaign elements , according to their business model. Other agencies expectantly 109

do the same. Instances such as these are practically inaccessible to me.  

Summarily the numerical representation of calls for pitches and idea contests seen in table 2 and 

chart 1 are, no doubt, disproportionately low. However, it is extremely difficult to quantify the 

sampling bias in relation to the underrepresentation of these two categories.  

That said, call for pitches don’t truly represent crowdsourcing (especially when undertaken on an 

invite only basis through private communication channels, as is the case for Mofilm Pro) so their 

exclusion does not in fact influence the conclusion relating to actual crowdsourcing's decline. 

In regards to idea contests, this paper accepts that it cannot quantify or indicate the actual scope 

of their implementation, nor draw any conclusions from their development over time. The 

subsequent reflections pertaining to this category, will thus not attribute any significance to the 

extremely low number of instances of idea contests within the sample (3 out of 224 as can be seen 

in table 2).  

interim conclusion regarding the current use of crowdsourcing  

within the field of video advertisements 

If we are to reflect upon our findings so far, we can state that we have defined six categories, 

regarded as common practice pertaining to the use of crowdsourcing for the purpose of 

conceptualising and/or production of video advertisements, rectifying perceived errors in the 

conclusions of the previous empirical study undertaken by Roth & Kimani.  

Of these six categories, three make use of crowdsourcing in relation to the actual production of 

video advertisements: simple contests, curated contests, and parallel contests, all of which 

encompass the following four stages of video production : ideation, pre-production, production, 

post-production. 

Idea contests describe the principle of crowdsourcing the underlying concept of a video 

advertisement at the ideation stage, before the ad agency or client revert to the traditional mode 

of organisation in relation to the subsequent 4 stages of video production as defined by Belch & 

Belch.  

Call for pitches, are in fact not crowdsourcing at all, but rather describes the principle of 

outsourcing video production to a designated sub contractor, the recruitment of which is 

 http://www.victorsandspoils.com/#/109
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mediated through an online platform, the dominant of which are crowdsourcing platforms Tongal 

and Mofilm. The ideation stage has typically been undertaken by the client or agency beforehand, 

so this process encompasses pre-production, production & post production.  

Two part initiatives, essentially combine the principles of idea contests with call for pitches - first 

crowdsourcing the the underlying concept of a video advertisement at the ideation stage, before 

reverting to the principle of call for pitches for the subsequent production of the selected idea by a 

designated agent.  

Having established delineated six categories we have subsequently looked at how the open call is 

made. It is clear that the absolute majority of crowdsourcing initiatives are undertaken through 

crowdsourcing platforms as intermediaries between filmmakers (participants) and brands 

(initiators), accounting for 81,7% of cases in the 4 year period studied, with the number of 

initiatives undertaken independently by brands still in decline. Three platforms dominate the 

field, when focusing on the use of crowdsourcing by major brands: Mofilm, Tongal and eYeka, of 

which Tongal and Mofilm mediate more complex categories of crowdsourcing (curated contests, 

two part initiatives and calls for pitches). In that all crowdsourcing intermediaries within the 

space target talented or skilled filmmakers as participants, this essentially means that 

crowdsourcing is primarily being utilised for the undertaking of professional quality work (task) - 

not user generated content, created by amateurs. 

We have furthermore established that there is a very strong indication that the use of 

crowdsourcing for the purpose of actual production of video advertisements is in decline. Two 

part initiatives and calls for pitches, on the other hand seem to be gaining in terms of their 

relative share of undertaken initiatives, indicating that these may be superior as a method of 

sourcing video advertisements, and fulfilling the objectives of advertisers.  

This naturally invites the question as to why, crowdsourcing of the production stage seems to be in 

decline. As stated in the definition adopted from Arolas & Guevara “Crowdsourcing … always entails 

mutual benefit” for the initiator and crowd participant respectively . 110

If regarded in this light it seems reasonable to assume that the decline in crowdsourcing initiatives 

is caused either by the fact that the benefits to filmmakers are insufficient to motivate adequate 

participation and thus an adequate cumulative output. Or because the benefits to clients are 

deemed inferior in comparison to the traditional method of video advertisement production, or 

insufficiently superior to alleviate risks associated with this method of organising labour. 

 Arolas & Guevara (2012) : p 9110
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As such an analysis of the respective benefits for these two parties, is regarded as something 

which could provide meaningful insights about the advantages and disadvantages in relation to 

each of the defined categories. On the basis of this understanding, the intention is to provide a 

probable explanation for the trends concerning the decline in simple and curated contests and the 

increased preference for call for pitches pertaining to the production stage. The undertaking of 

this will constitute an answer to the second subquery.  

part two : the benefits and risks associated with the use of 

crowdsourcing for the purpose of conceptualising and producing 

video advertisements 

In answering the question of how crowdsourcing was undertaken a seemingly logical approach 

presented itself in subscribing ourselves to the methodological and theoretical framework applied 

by Roth & Kimani, in the form of a collective case study.  

In answer the second of our two subqueries, I will make use of qualitative research methodology 

as outlined by  Flick, Kardroff & Steinke . 111

According to them, the objective of qualitative research is that of discovery , and it relies on the 112

principle of openness to new information and insights, rather than the ex ante application of a 

theoretical framework which would naturally limit the scope of enquiry. In trying to ascertain 

what potential benefits have motivated the participation of filmmakers and brands alike, there is a 

natural wealth of possible answers, and a plethora of theoretical models which could be applied in 

order to formulate conclusions as to which are the most important, all of which would be highly 

derivative of the presuppositions of the selected theory. However qualitative research 

fundamentally rejects the ex ante formulation of hypothesis, instead maintaining that people’s 

subjective representations of their life world should guide the generation of theory . As such this 113

is regarded as a highly suitable methodology in the pursuit of a qualified answer to subquery two.  

As Flick et al. states: “Epistemologically the subjective understanding and the constructions it contains 

becomes the relevant means of access to the objects with which they are concerned .” 114

This fundamentally rejects the pursuit of an objective and universal truth pertaining to the 

benefits of crowdsourcing, as being either obtainable or meaningful, in that we are fundamentally 

 Flick et al. (2004)111
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interested in the benefits as they are subjectively perceived by the initiators and the crowd 

respectively, to understand their motivations.  

In order to do produce these insights, the first undertaking will be the conduction of qualitative 

interviews as my primary source of empirical data. 

When these interviews have been completed it is expected that sufficient insight into the different 

actor’s subjective understanding of risks and benefits will have been established so as to inform a 

subsequent selection of relevant theories with which to analyse the resulting findings and 

hopefully provide an explanation as to the trends uncovered in part one. These theories will be 

introduced continually throughout the analysis as they become relevant.  

The results garnered from this analysis will still be the product of the the applied theories and the 

inherent construct of our research question, and thus not a complete and objectively factual  

answer to the second subquery. But it is my postulate that letting qualitative research provide the 

initial roadmap will provide a methodologically sound method of selection as to what theories to 

apply, and the direction of our gaze.  

Relating to the sequencing of this analysis, the undertaking of interviews will be done prior to the 

establishment of a theoretical framework with which to analyse the findings. This is done in the 

pursuit of greatest possible openness to new findings in the undertaking of interviews with 

informants, following the recommendation that suspension of prior knowledge should be strived 

for . This supports the ideal that the objective of qualitative research is first and foremost 115

discovery . 116

This could be seen to conflict with the fact that a rather large empirical analysis has already been 

undertaken and conclusions subsequently reached.  

As such it is important to underline that we will not be using the following qualitative analysis as 

an empirical testing of the above findings in relation to subquery one - the objective is that of 

discovery in relation to subquery two, which is regarded as defensible and being in accordance 

with Flick’s ideals in terms of the structuring of qualitative research . That said, we are not 117

operating in a vacuum, and it is fully recognised that the field of discovery as defined by our 

research question is in itself a construct, as informed by my prior knowledge, and preexistent 

theoretical knowledge of the field of research. Moreover, my subsequent treatment of the data will 

in itself be subjective, as informed by research interests, meaning that the constructs which I 

establish in explaining the empirical findings will be constructs of the second degree . This fact, 118

 Flick et al (2004) : 154115

 Flick et al (2004) : 7116
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in itself is not essentially seen as problematic, insofar as one maintains a methodological 

openness that enables evidence that contradicts presuppositions . It moreover requires an 119

obligatory revelation of the researchers subjective base of prior knowledge so as to disclose it’s 

influence as fully as possible .  120

In terms of my subjective base of prior knowledge of the field of research, it should be clearly 

stated that I am myself a filmmaker and have undertaken the production of multiple films 

through the Mofilm platform (work can be seen here: https://mofilm.com/hall-of-fame - credited 

as Phie Hansen). I have participated both through their open call curated contests and through 

their Mofilm Pro devision which made use of the call to pitches methodology. This experience 

essentially provides me with quite an in depth understanding of the video production process. 

However it also means that I have a well formed subjective opinion as to what advantages and 

disadvantages crowdsourcing represents to filmmakers in general. In that the intention is that the 

following analysis should be based on the subjective understanding of informants and not myself, 

this requires a strict approach to the interview process so as to not inadvertently insinuate my 

own opinions and rationales, but rather maintain an openness to the potential “other” . This 121

distancing of my own experiences when collecting empirical data will be a continual priority, and I 

will attempt to objectify my own subjectivity, if it comes to hold undue influence.  

Qualitative interviews - sampling and interview style.  

The primary means of data collection will be that of semi structured qualitative interviews with 

relevant informants. With regards to the selection of informants, we fundamentally want to gain 

access to the subjective understanding of two main groups of people; filmmakers and clients. 

Insights into filmmakers’ motivations is seen as relevant as the quality of output from 

crowdsourcing is wholly dependant on an ability to engage and motivate the participation of a 

sufficient number of (talented) filmmakers. It thus seems prudent to investigate what these 

motivations are.  

With regards to filmmaker interviews, two commercial directors have been selected; Torben 

Kjelstrup  & Tore Frandsen . Kjelstrup has participated in 10-15 crowdsourcing initiatives. He 122 123

has primarily participated through the crowdsourcing platform, Mofilm and has placed in the top 
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5 in all instances and won 4 times. Frandsen is an award winning director of commercials, 

represented by the prestigious London / LA based production company the Sweetshop . He has 124

won two Creative Circle Awards (DK), and a Clio (US), and has partaken in a contest through 

Mofilm and the Crash the Super Bowl contest. The decision to interview talented filmmakers is 

informed by the fact that they represent the desired characteristics of the crowd (skill), in the vast 

majority of our studied sample. They are thus deemed to hold key positions relevant to our stated 

investigative interests - and thus constitute representative sampling . 125

It should be clearly stated that this does not mean that the insights drawn from these two 

interviews are seen as universally representative of filmmakers in general, but they are expected 

to provide a basis from which we can inductively infer probable though not valid 

generalisations .  126

In terms of conducting similar representative sampling of decision makers for brands, these have 

sadly proven to be wholly inaccessible (being primarily top marketing executives of major brands). 

As such I have instead interviewed a senior account manager at Mofilm - Ryan Deluchi. This is 

based on the presupposition that he has amassed a collective understanding of multiple brands 

and the subjective reasoning behind their decision to undertake the crowdsourcing of video 

advertisements. I recognise that his subjective representation of his understanding of client’s 

motivations are a construct of the second degree , consequentially making my subsequent 127

analysis a construct of the third degree. This is a potential source of internal invalidity , in that 128

he can firstly misrepresent his clients actions and secondly in that he does not have retroactive 

access to the subjective rationalisation behind these actions. Despite these reservations, insights 

gleaned from Deluchi are still valuable in informing us as to his understanding of what motivates 

brands to become clients of Mofilm, as well as his experiences with filmmakers in general. In 

addition to this interview, I will also draw on publicly accessible written statements by the 

founders of eYeka  and Tongal  respectively as they reflect on the merits of crowdsourcing. 129 130

 http://www.thesweetshop.tv/us/tore-frandsen/the-oracle/?d=tore-frandsen124
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On a practical level the interview were semi structured , in that there was a well defined field of 131

interest, as informed by the research question, but also a need for the greatest possible openness 

in terms of follow-ups and sequencing. Interview guides can be found in Appendix B. In 

undertaking the interviews of filmmakers, a written messaging format was used to minimise the 

inadvertent projection of my own opinions by providing me with ample time to reflect on each 

question and follow-ups, and maintain a constant openness in the formulations, so as to avoid 

“leading the witness”, so to speak.  

Transcripts from interviews with Torben Kjelstrup, Tore Frandsen & Ryan Deluchi can be seen in 

APPENDIX C, D & E respectively.  

analysis 

part 1 : the perceived benefits to filmmakers 

Speaking to both Tore Frandsen and Torben Kjelstrup, it became explicitly clear that the potential 

monetary rewards in terms of prizes were of much lesser value than other motivations much more 

personal in nature. Both cited pure enjoyment and their need to “build a reel” as primary reasons 

for participating and especially Kjelstrup highlighted the learning opportunities afforded to him 

by crowdsourcing (especially by power of the production grants provided by Mofilm).  

In order to provide a theoretical basis from whence these alternative motivations, and their 

consequences can be properly analysed the following will make use of Richard M. Ryan and 

Edward Deci’s definition of motivational categories, and their import in relation to the quality of 

performance . 132

Ryan & Deci argue that for those whose quest it is that others should undertake specific tasks for 

their benefit, fostering more rather than less motivation, and a regulatory structure that ensures 

desired behaviour is the perennial task . They furthermore provide an empirically based 133

normative theory that describes the optimal drivers of performance in terms of regulatory 

structure. In light of our research interest, this seems a meaningful theoretical construct with 

which to analyse the insights garnered from the two informants.  

According to Ryan & Deci there are different types of motivations based of different reasoning 

that give rise to action , the most basic distinction being between intristic motivation and 134

extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation is when an action is undertaken because it is inherently 
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interesting to an individual and serves no other purpose than it’s own enjoyable nature . 135

Extrinsic motivation, on the other hand, describes the expectancy of a separable outcome 

favourable to the individual , where external factors propel one into action. However the theory 136

does not operate with a dualistic view of motivation but rather introduces a continuum of 

extrinsic motivations where one can allocate the locus of causality for action within a continuous 

range between the the completely internal (personally motivated) to completely external (in 

which case the behaviour is alienated from personal interests and purely motivated by external 

rewards or demands) . Importantly, the theory highlights the fact that there is a positive 137

correlation between the degree to which the motivation is internalised or intristic and the quality 

of performance , dictating that the regulatory structure of work should seek to promote and 138

support internal motivations for behaviour. Fundamental they operate with 4 primary categories 

of extrinsic motivation (the locus of causality is presented in parenthesis):  

External regulation (external), where behaviour is compelled by external rewards or threat of 

punishment. For example payment for a completely unenjoyable task, that holds no secondary 

instrumental value.  

Introjection (primarily external): where the individual is motivated to action by internalised social 

pressure and the need to satisfy this to “belong”. For example, the undertaking og a prestigious 

task to acquire recognition or the undertaking of a task to live up to societal expectation.  

Identification (primarily internal) : The individual understands the personal instrumental value of 

the activity on a conscious level. For example, the building of a reel, acquiring skills.  

Integration (internal) : There is a complete congruence of goals following the assimilation of the 

regulations to one’s self. For example the desire to create a valuable and useable spot for a brand, 

because this reflects a professional ethos, which one personally aspires to.  

Having defined these classifications and their associate locus of causality, the following will now 

analyse what motivations the two interviewed filmmakers expressed moved them to action.  

In that Kjelstrup and Frandsen entered the crowdsourcing space at different stages in their careers 

it seems prudent to analyse their statements separately and subsequently compare them taking 

into account the different contexts of their participation.  
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The perceived benefits to an aspiring filmmaker 

Kjelstrup fundamentally expresses the fact that the motivations for participating in 

crowdsourcing were contingent on his level of experience at the time. At the outset he first 

highlights Mofilm as a platform that has provided him with a learning opportunity. “For me 

(Mofilm contests) was an alternative to film school” / “It’s been a great opportunity for me and people 

around me to evolve as filmmakers”. This fundamentally points to a high degree of internalisation 

and points to identification as regulatory system of motivation to complete the given task, in that 

the fulfilment of said task (the production of the video) is expressed to be wholly motivated by the 

instrumental value of learning. He further supports the fact that the locus of causality is very 

internal by stating that “ … of course making films is a dream job - it’s my hobby and a job in one … 

When i don’t make films I watch them, and when i don’t watch them I talk about them… haha, I like films 

is what I’m trying to say” - this succinctly expresses that he is intrinsically motivated to make films. 

When asked directly he also affirmed that the building of reel was a secondary motivator. “ This 

(red : building a reel) was vital. I still use the films I made back then on my reel … we suddenly got to do 

films for big brands like 7up, castrol, Playstation, Arla … It really looked the part when you put a film 

from any of those companies on your reel” - again an expression of identification - that he 

understands that the task holds personal value to him. It is basically a delayed extrinsic 

motivation, in that he expresses the understanding that the work will pay off in the form of 

tangible rewards down the line.  

He furthermore pointed out that creative freedom or lack of control was important in relation to 

all three forms of motivation he mentions: In pursuing different learning opportunities: “it 

allowed me, as a film maker, to try out different things and learn the tricks of the trade while 

keeping full control”; Relating to his enjoyment “I actually often miss the control I had on the films 

back then (red: when doing crowdsourcing). Now I am very much controlled by the client and production 

company who have their agendas. Back then we could work freely and do whatever we wanted” ; And in 

relation to building a reel “it was great in terms of building a reel - full control is great.” 

The fact that he highlights lack of client control as supportive of his motivation to participate is in 

line with the observations of Ryan & Deci in that they state that choice and self-direction enhance 

intristic and internal motivation as signifiers of autonomy .  139

Interestingly he relegates the tangible rewards in the form of cash prizes and travel prizes to be of 

least import “Enjoyment comes first, that’s the reason for doing it in the first place. After that it’s; 

Learning opportunity, creative freedom, reel, brand and then travel and prize money as the sweet cherry 

on top” and indicates resentment of the dynamic of the competitive format: “It’s actually pretty 

frustrating not being able to talk with the brand. They are the ones picking out the winning film anyway, 

 Ryan & Deci (2000) : 59139
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and they often know what they want - and what they don’t want. It feels silly loosing a film over a 

decision in cast or location, that you could just as well have discussed beforehand” . This is unsurprising 

in that Ryan & Deci explicitly state that tangible rewards made contingent on task performance 

and competition pressure generally undermines internal motivations . Assumedly this is not 140

aided by the inherent uncertainty of not being able to confer with brands.  In fact one could argue 

that this undermines the feeling of competence relating to the undertaken action which Ryan & 

Deci state is desirable to motivate an action intrinsically. Or to paraphrase, one rarely wants to 

undertake a task which you feel you are bad at or unable to adequately perform, and the 

uncertainty relating to lack of effectance promoting feedback (input form clients while producing 

the film) heightens the fear of bad performance, thus undermining intrinsic motivation .  141

Summarily it is clear that Kjelstrup has perceived the production grants available on Mofilm as 

something which has enabled his satisfaction of personal needs, in relation to intristic 

motivations, learning opportunities within the realm of advertising and the building of a reel 

(identification), where extrinsic motivations have played a secondary role. 

internal motivation is lesser for  

the professional filmmaker 

During the course of the interview, it became clear that Kjelstrup no longer participates in simple 

or curated contests. He lists multiple reason for this. Firstly the fact that the platform no longer 

provided him with learning opportunities “… I felt i was beginning to repeat myself ” indicating that 

the internalised motivation enabling the integrated regulatory structure, has dissipated as he had 

come to qualify himself as a professional. He furthermore states that the budgets were insufficient 

to satisfy his creative ambition effectively negating the intrinsic motivation, or possible 

enjoyment to be had of low budget productions. Finally he points to the fact that he recognised 

the value of his work as by far surpassing both the budget, but also the potential prize money “We 

did a film for Castrol at one point for $3500. It didn’t place, but they offered us $500 for it afterward. It’s 

ridiculous really. I would value the film at around $35.000-40.000 had it been made through a 

production company … I entered it into a competition for the possibility of winning $8.000.”  This 

strongly indicates that in recognition of the fact that he is not internally motivated, and thus not 

disposed to undertake the task on a voluntary basis, he needs to be motivated by sufficient 

external rewards , and neither production grants nor prizes are deemed adequate - both in 142

terms of his own salary, but also the inherent costs of producing film in terms of professional staff 
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(eg cinematographer, cast, set designers etc) and equipment “I needed bigger budgets to do better 

projects, and create the looks I wanted to achieve” / “I still believe that professionals in each their trade 

has the upper hand to one man doing everything”. 

The attitude that Kjelstrup expressed in relation to when he had achieved a level of skill adequate 

to compete for professional jobs, mostly mirrors Tore Frandsen’s general attitude towards 

crowdsourcing in that the two times he participated was at a stage in his career, when he was 

already a certified professional, working at the prestigious production company Bacon . 143

Frandsen categorically states that the production grants are much too low, as are the prize sums. 

“I think we got $3000 which covers practically nothing, so it was basically a no budget commercial. 

Nobody got paid, so i used quite a bit of goodwill to get the film up to spec. I think practically all the 

money went to camera equipment, gas and food for the crew.” As to his personal motivation for 

participating in crowdsourcing he cites one primary reason “I did Shell because I didn’t have a car 

commercial on my reel …. car commercials are a prestige genre and in advertising people often look to see 

if you have something in the same genre when they’re deciding whether to give you a job. I’d lost out on 

two professional car jobs, and thought it made sense to do one … ”  - this indicates a primarily internal 

locus of causality relating to his participation. But also that it was highly specific to the task 

(specifically a car related commercial), not crowdsourcing in general. When questioned as to other 

factors that influenced him, he categorically says the job held no learning opportunity, in that the 

budgetary constraints limited his access to anything he hadn’t tried before. He does however state 

that “I hadn’t worked for a while and got to work with some people I liked to work with, and do it without 

a client on set which was VERY satisfying.”  - which supports the idea that he was also intrinsically 

motivated to make the film as an enjoyable enterprise, especially due to the ability for autonomy 

which is highly supportive on intrinsic motivation . Finally he suggests that winning was not 144

paramount “It stung a bit that we didn’t even place in the top five, but it did not really matter” 

suggesting that external rewards were not a dominant  motivational agent.  

Interestingly Frandsen also competed in the Crash the Super Bowl contest in 2013 “Doritos was 

mainly for kicks. Of course I dreamt of the million dollars and the debut feature film that it could finance, 

but mainly we just wanted to play around and the brief basically just invites you to come up with the 

most outrageous idea possible, which is a nice change from straight selling…” - This indicates that his 

participation in Doritos, a simple contest with no financial support of production, was primarily 

intrinsically motivated for all involved, and the enjoyment was largely contingent on the open and 

creative nature of the brief as well as his feelings of competence. However it’s also clear that the 

size of the prize is deemed sufficient to be of actual interest in this instance. 

 http://www.baconcph.com143
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interim conclusions regarding  

the primary incentives of filmmakers 

If one is to generalise based on the statements of Frandsen and Kjelstrup one can state that it 

seems that filmmakers generally derive enjoyment from the actual undertaking of producing a 

film, but that this enjoyment is dependant on autonomy and creative freedom, inherent to the 

brief and the process. It is also clear that the participation in crowdsourcing is wholly dependent 

on internal motivation in that the extrinsic rewards are generally deemed insufficient, especially 

when considering the costs of producing film of professional quality. These internalised 

motivations are most likely to take the form of perceived learning opportunity or the building of a 

reel which both represent instrumental value to an aspiring professional. Viewed from a clients 

perspective one can say that the heavy presence of internal motivation is extremely beneficial in 

motivating the creation of content far exceeding the allocated budgets, due to the fact that 

internalised extrinsic and intrinsic motivations ensure a higher quality of performance and 

output , than purely extrinsic rewards which, when isolated, engender the minimum required 145

effort . 146

That said, in these two instances it is clear that there is a negative correlation between 

internalised extrinsic motivations and experience. The more assured and professional the 

filmmaker, the less instrumental value can be derived from participation separate from tangible 

extrinsic rewards. This fundamentally means that, at least as it pertains to Mofilm, and 

production grand supported curated contests, crowdsourcing primarily appeals to semi 

professionals in need of experience for purposes of either learning or expanding their reel. 

Established filmmakers are less inclined to participate on the basis of internalised extrinsic 

motivations and when these are negated, the external rewards are insufficient in relation to the 

cost of film production, to motivate participation. Fundamentally both Frandsen and Kjelstrup 

described themselves, as professionals, to be amotivated in relation to crowdsourcing - this 

describes a state when an individual is not motivated to act because there are insufficient tangible 

or personal rewards and little to no intrinsic motivation. 

empirical evidence supportive of findings  

pertaining to the incentives of filmmakers 

These are obviously vast inductive generalisations on the basis of two interviews but support for 

the probability of their representational value as to what motivates filmmakers to participate, can 
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be found if one studies the modes of appeal used by crowdsourcing platforms in their recruitment 

of filmmakers: Mofilm highlights  that they “provide amazing opportunities to develop your talents” 147

(learning) “We provide multiple briefs from top brands for you to choose” (creative autonomy and 

prestige reel material) “we award production grants to help you create great content” (supportive of 

intrinsic need to create). Tongal overarching pitch is “Let’s get creative! Welcome aboard you idea-

slinging film-making genius. Look here to get started and put your creativity to work” - again speaking 

to the intrinsic need to create. And eYeka’s headline is “Express your creativity, practice your skills 

and become a star ” - a call to action that clearly targets filmmakers that are still in need of 148

learning and aspire to professional recognition, but are not quite there yet.  

inferior production quality as a possible reason for  

the decline in instances of crowdsourcing in 2015 

The fact that the nature of crowdsourcing is unable to sufficiently incentivise truly professional 

filmmakers to participate, and doesn’t allocate the necessary budgets for adequately professional 

quality, could well be construed as a problem for brands. It indicates that crowdsourcing may be an 

unviable alternative to the sourcing of professional video production, if that is, in fact, the 

objective when undertaking a crowdsourcing initiative. This could well explain the decline in 

instances of crowdsourcing of video production in 2015. 

However there may well be benefits, separate from the production quality of the end product, that 

motivates the use of crowdsourcing by brands, regardless of this fact. In order to ascertain to 

whether this is the case, let us move on to the interview with Ryan Deluchi, senior account 

manager at Mofilm, supplemented by the value propositions presented by Tongal and eYeka on 

their websites.  

the perceived benefits to brands 

- 

summary of the major points from the interview with Ryan Deluchi 

Speaking to Deluchi it became clear that, as he perceived it, the major draw of crowdsourcing as an 

alternate method of sourcing video advertisements were primarily organisational in nature, 

meaning they had to do with the associate costs and the required internal resources in relation to 

the process.   

 https://mofilm.com/filmmaker-home147
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When asked what he perceived to be the primary reasons for clients electing to collaborate with 

Mofilm he states “I think the main reason clients were using us is because they needed lots of content …. 

For the price of what you might spend on one TV ad, you can now get five online films. That is hugely 

attractive. ” - this very clearly indicates that cost is perhaps the most important factor. This 149

supports the findings relating to filmmaker motivation, because the minimal import of external 

rewards as the locus for causality for participation allows for a significant reduction in monetary 

compensation for work. Or said another way, if people are internally motivated to undertake a 

task on your behalf you don’t have to pay them very much to do so. He went on to highlight the 

fact that clients appreciated the hands off approach they could take in relation to production : 

“Also, I think the process of working with us as well … with less control … I think that's a very attractive 

way of working for a lot of clients. They like the fact that they get input at the brief, they get input at the 

grant stage, and they get input when they see the final films. ” This strongly indicates that the 150

reduced need for the client to allocate resources for continual supervision and control is 

considered a secondary benefit (not a necessary, but undesirable, loss of control as one might be 

disposed to think). Again this complements our findings relating to the motivations of filmmakers 

in that it was clearly expressed that they were internally motivated to participate and be on brief 

because this also represented an instrumental value to themselves , in developing their ability to 151

create quality advertising and producing reel-worthy material. Deluchi supports this 

understanding :  

“We'd like the control to be with the filmmaker in all of this … they appreciate our input and they’re very 

good at taking our feedback on board in terms of creating a film that they want to make, but also that a 

brand is going to use at the end of the day. ” indicating that Mofilm relies heavily on the fact that 152

filmmakers’ interests naturally align with those of the client, in that they inherently want to 

create content of value to the client - evidencing an integrated regulatory structure in terms of 

guiding performance.  This internal locus of motivation is supported by feedback with the account 

manager regards to the initial pitch which, within the framework of Ryan & Deci, can be seen as 

an interpersonal commutative structure conducing feelings of competence (letting them know 

they are on the right track), enhancing intrinsic motivation . Deluchi supports this assessment 153

with the following testimonial that strongly suggests the efficiency of the implied use of an 
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integrated regulatory structure: “It's very rare, in fact, I can't think of any examples, of when we've 

delivered five films and then the client has said, you know, "These aren't what we were expecting. ” 154

As a final organisational benefit Deluchi highlights the relative speed with which clients can arrive 

at finished films from the initial brief. “I think also the fact that we can turn around the competition 

very quickly helps a lot. ” 155

When asked about the inherent disadvantages of crowdsourcing, Deluchi was disinclined to give a 

comprehensive answer. However, if one looks at the reasoning he gives as to the introduction of 

Mofilm Pro (which is structured as a call for pitches) he inadvertently highlights tasks which the 

curated contests (practicing true crowdsourcing) were unsuitable for.  

“We started MOFILM Pro about three years ago … as an answer to … not necessarily a problem, but a 

request from clients to have really specific briefs … what makes a good brief in competitions, is that it 

should be quite open ended, so they can be interpreted. … Obviously that's not always the client's 

objective. Sometimes the client will have a very specific idea of what they want… and the production 

quality of it to be really professional ”. This strongly supports the conclusion that professional 156

filmmakers are not sufficiently internally motivated to make professional quality films, and thus 

disinclined to participate in crowdsourcing for the undertaking of such tasks, because the benefits 

are deemed insufficient. And that Mofilm is aware of this fact. It furthermore recognises that 

autonomy, in the form of openness of the brief, is a requisite to uphold the intrinsic motivation 

for participation. This, in addition to the remarks of Kjelstrup and Frandsen regarding their 

appreciation of autonomy in the process, underlines the fact that crowdsourcing is unsuited for 

the production of tightly formulated concepts, because creative freedom is a fundamental reason 

for the voluntary undertaking of the task by the crowd. However it also indicates that calls for 

pitches addresses these disadvantages, in that they introduce a different incentive structure in 

recognition of the lack of internal motivation for professionals to produce pre conceptualised 

films - namely much larger budgets and payment that is not contingent on performance but 

guaranteed once the filmmaker has been engaged to undertake production of the film. One can 

say that calls for pitches introduces a higher degree of external rewards to mobilise professional 

filmmakers out of a state of amotivation because the perceived outcomes in terms of extrinsic 

motivation is deemed insufficient . However it also negates one of the benefits relating to the 157

principle of crowdsourcing finished films through either simple or curated contests because it 

requires decision making on the part of the client at the preproduction stage: when the 

filmmakers pitch their treatment. Using a call to pitches requires them to commit to pooling their 
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resources into one filmmaker, which negates what Deluchi indicates is another draw of using 

crowdsourcing  : “when you do a kind of competition model, all 10 … scripts actually get produced. Then 

once you see the films, you can work out which are the best ones … I think that's what the clients 

particularly like about the way we work. ” 158

crowdsourcing platforms as open markets facilitating  

economically efficient transactions through online open calls. 

As we’ve established Tongal primarily facilitates call for pitches, so to understand the benefits of 

this methodology, as understood by it’s main proponent, let us ascertain their rationale and the 

benefits they highlight.  

Tongal fundamentally supports many of the arguments presented by Deluchi of Mofilm in that 

they likewise maintain that the benefit of using calls for pitches as opposed to the traditional 

methods of video production is first and foremost one of organisational efficiency; breaking with 

vertically integrated production departments or habitual suppliers. In their 2010 think piece; “The 

Myths of Crowdsourcing ”. Tongal’s overarching postulate is that “At Tongal we think the answer is 159

clear: The purpose (red: of crowdsourcing) is to create a fair playing field in which talent can choose or opt 

into the work they think they are qualified to execute. Our belief is that this can occur in a collaborative 

nature and that at the end of the day, the work will be high quality or “professional.” ….There are 

situations in which creative companies come up with campaigns that are mind blowing … In too many 

scenarios today though, especially within bloated, bureaucratic institutions, that opportunity never 

presents itself.”  

What is fundamentally being expressed here is that online crowdsourcing platforms facilitates the 

outsourcing of professional work in an open market, rather than through the tradition hierarchal 

structure of in-house production departments that are subject to bureaucracy, and thus 

inefficiency. That talent is readily available outside the vetted individuals that are employed by 

agencies and production houses - and that crowdsourcing through online platforms enables access 

to this talent pool, in an economically efficient manner. This fundamentally relates to the fact that 

calls for pitches are first and foremost a new processual way of organising work, through an online 

market. In order to evaluate the inferred postulate that calls for pitches are superior to the 

traditional organisation of video production merits a systematic presentation of some of the 

structural features of this new organisational form, and an analysis of the economic rationale that 

can explain why calls for pitches have gained traction. 
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To do undertake this analysis I will make use of the theory of transactional cost economics  

presented by Oliver E. Williamson in “The Economic Institutions of Capitalism” (1985) . 160

Williamson’s theory concerns itself with the economic import of the governance structure 

implemented by an organisation with a primary focus on the economic arguments for and against 

market, quasi-market and hierarchal (vertically integrated) modes of organising work. He 

furthermore takes a particular interest in “the changing character of economic organisation over time - 

within and between markets and hierarchies ”. This seems highly relevant in that crowdsourcing 161

through online platforms represents a shift away from hierarchal regulatory structure (vertically 

integrated in house production) or semi-hierarchal (long term suppliers) to that of an open 

market. 

The fundamental analytical unit with which Williamson concerns himself is the transaction - 

understood to encompass the exchange of goods, services or inputs . And his fundamental 162

construct is that any transaction has associate costs, which he terms transactional costs. These 

transactional costs relate to identifying suitable suppliers (finding suitable production companies), 

negotiating price (negotiating the budget), the formulation of a contract to minimise the ability 

for opportunism (who has final edit, deadlines, economic sanctions relating to 

underperformance), and finally supervision and enforcement of said contract  (internal 163

resources that need to be allocated to supervise the process), or simplified the three C’s : contact, 

contract, control.  

He furthermore operates on the assumption that every agent acts in an opportunistic manner, to 

the potential detriment of the opposing party, especially when there is an interdependency 

between the two parties, that can be leveraged, due to what he terms asset specificity, which 

describes the extent to which one party invests in assets tailored to servicing the other, thus 

entering a state of dependency as the weaker party. Fundamentally the asset specificity of 

filmmakers is seen as low. Their expertise of filmmaking is easily transferable between clients 

(human capital specificity), as is the value of any equipment in which they invest (physical asset 

specificity). There is some degree of time specificity, in that it is paramount that deadlines are 

upheld, but this can be relatively easily managed contractually.  

Williamson goes on to introduce the principle of discriminating alignment  which describes the 164

fact that every transaction should be subjected to a specific regulatory structure, dependent on 

the transactional costs and asset specificity connected to the transaction - to achieve the greatest 
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possible economic efficiency. He states that for transactions with low asset specificity (as is 

perceived to be the case here), the rationally most efficient regulatory structure is wholly 

contingent on the transactional costs and that, if these are low, the market is the most efficient 

means of regulation, in that the high powered performance driven incentives should motivate 

high quality performance, competition should keep prices down, and the low degree of asset 

specificity does not deter parties from voluntarily entering into a transaction without  

contractually protecting themselves extensively from opportunistic behaviour. 

If one qualitatively assesses the dynamics of online crowdsourcing platforms as they pertain to 

transactional costs its clear that they most likely enable a significant lowering of costs pertaining 

to the entirety of the transaction, when compared to the client having to independently find and 

enter into collaborations with independent filmmakers on a film by film basis 

IDENTIFICATION: The accumulation of large communities of filmmakers who can easily be 

assessed by power of their prior work, facilitates an expectedly much easier identification of a 

suitable supplier, to which the client may not previously have had access.  

PRICE NEGOTIATION: The dynamics of the platform allow the up front fixation of a price on 

the part of the client, guided by the platform’s experience of a suitable level of incentives in the 

form of cash prizes, negating the costs associated with price negotiation, or the likelihood of 

overpaying, because of insufficient information as to how much payment is required to adequately 

incentivise the crowd to participate.  

CONTRACT NEGOTIATION: Contracts are standardised across each platform, facilitated by the 

uniform nature of contests, which significantly lowers the uncertainty surrounding the 

transaction for both parties (a major source of transaction costs relating to the formulation of 

contracts that need to accommodate multiple eventualities ). 165

CONTROL: When films are truly crowdsourced, a filmmaker’s ability to behave opportunistically 

to the detriment of the client, at least as it pertains to simple, curated and parallel contests is 

practically non existent in that any payment is completely contingent on whether or not the client 

chooses to purchase a film by placing them amongst the winners (and the production grant is 

dependent on satisfactory production of the approved script). 

With regards to call for pitches, which dominate the Tongal platform and Mofilm Pro, the 

possibilities for opportunism are higher, because filmmakers are contractually guaranteed 

payment prior to the undertaking of the task. However, although they guarantee a relatively high 

minimum payout, Tongal maintains the market incentives of rewards by using variable payments 

dependant on how highly a film places at the production stage (in the instances where more than 

one film is required). And, it should also be stated that the internalised regulatory structure is still 
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at play in that filmmakers identify with the objectives of making an advertisement of value to the 

client because they most often subscribe to a professional ethos of doing good work, keeping the 

impulse for opportunism at bay, even when the element of competition and the performance 

dependent extrinsic rewards of the open market are reduced. The disinclination for opportunism 

is further supported by the community aspect of the crowdsourcing platforms, in that it 

encourages the build up of trust between the platform and the filmmaker by power of additional 

schemes of recognition, and ongoing collaboration between the filmmaker and platform, meaning 

that even when using calls for pitches the transactional costs relating to control mechanisms and 

supervision is still be maintained at a much lower level than traditionally produced video 

advertisements.  

Analysed within this construct, the ability of calls for pitches, to supply clients with professional 

quality films at a lower cost than those created in house seems likely. Williamson states that 

vertical integration can incur additional costs due to inefficiency following from lack of 

competition, the disconnection between performance and rewards (salary is not directly 

contingent on performance), that resources are often idle, and because it causes organisational 

rigidity, which doesn’t allow the organisation in question to seek the most economically efficient 

solution at a transaction-by-transaction level .  166

It should also be firmly underlined that crowdsourcing platforms ability to lower transactional 

costs and provide clients with an organisationally efficient manner of accessing a community of 

filmmakers and engaging them to undertake task on their behalf is not the sole purview of call for 

pitches. Fundamentally it can be understood to apply to all initiatives mediated by crowdsourcing 

platforms in that they generally provide a uniformly structured and efficient means of identifying 

participants as well as price and contract negotiation, thus keeping the associate transaction costs 

at a minimum.As such transactional cost theory provides us with a strong theoretical 

understanding of why most instances of crowdsourcing are undertaken using crowdsourcing 

platforms as intermediaries.  

That said cost and organisational efficiency are not seen as the only criteria by which a method of 

production should be chosen. There are other factors pertaining to the nature of advertising 

generally that are relevant to address also. 
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benefits contingent on  

the size, heterogeneity and collective wisdom of the crowd 

Going back to the Interview with Deluchi it was clear that there is a high degree of congruence 

between the perceived benefits as highlighted by Deluchi and the incentives which multi-time 

participator, Kjelstrup expressed. And that Tongal fundamentally mirrored much of the same 

rationale, pertaining to the possibilities provided to independent filmmakers and the resulting 

economic benefits for clients. However it was also clear that both Mofilm and Tongal focussed a 

great deal on the organisational superiority of this method of sourcing; cost and process; not 

necessarily auxiliary benefits relating to the unique abilities of the crowd, by power of their unique 

characteristics. 

I did want to ascertain whether Deluchi was supportive of a pervasive consensus  as to one of 167

the primary advantages of crowdsourcing : the fact that crowdsourcing allows clients to tap into 

the collective knowledge base and creative potential of the crowd, to diversify the input of possible 

ideas. When asked whether he subscribed to this understanding he affirmed that this was also a 

consideration, stating it enabled the client to get “different takes on the same brief that you don't 

necessarily get from one creative team in an agency ” . He adding that “The diversity of our community 168

is huge ”. If one assesses this statement it affirms the fact that crowdsourcing can not only 169

provide a cheaper or more methodically efficiently means of producing the same content but that 

the actual nature of the output as more diversified, and authored by a heterogenous crowd can 

provide value that in-house creative would not be able to achieve. 

In assessing precisely how the crowd is able to undertake the task of conceptualising and 

producing video advertisements in a manner that yields secondary benefits, the qualitative 

methodology, to which I have subscribed myself, dictates that the subjective understanding of 

informants occupying key positions within the field should guide the application of theory. In that 

Ryan Deluchi did not expound greatly on this subject, the following will instead take it’s outset in 

the written statements of Francois Petavy, the CEO of eYeka and a prominent proponent of the 

principles of crowdsourcing, by power of his editorial contributions to major publications within 

the advertising and business space; Wired , Advertising Age  and The Guardian  among 170 171 172
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them. These articles are a secondary source of empirical data, but I find it defensible to analyse the 

subjective arguments he makes in favour of crowdsourcing as the basis of my understanding of 

what the crowd is uniquely able to achieve. If we are to evaluate the merits of these benefits it 

becomes necessary to introduce new theory pertaining to the actual messaging and content of 

video advertisements and normative ideals as to what it should communicate. This will be done 

continually, and in accordance with what seems relevant to introduce, informed by our research 

interests.  

the size and diversity of the crowd 

The first point that Petavy makes, speaks to that which Deluchi also indicates : That crowds are 

simply able to achieve a greater diversity of ideas than an in house agency. “Through a creative 

process that runs in parallel across hundreds of fresh and engaged creative minds, crowdsourcing brings 

genuine, authentic and sometimes disruptive ideas to the surface. ” The truth of this statement 173

seems intuitive. And theory pertaining to creativity would support the principle that many minds 

of varying background are able to draw on a much wider range of experience-dependent cognitive 

associations triggered by the given problem, in formulating a proposed solution . It is generally 174

understood that the capacity for creativity is contingent on the ability to connect remotely 

associated concepts, in order to step beyond convention and into the realm of originality, in 

solving a problem . The crowd, much greater in number and each drawing on their diversified 175

previous experience, would seem to hold more potential for creative output than that of a small 

in-house creative team fairly homogenous in nature, and perhaps prone to paradigmic thinking  176

- the principle by which an individual is disposed to repeat established ways of doing things.  

This speaks to the size and heterogeneity of the crowd as positive characteristics enabling a higher 

level of originality in attempting to ideate an advertising concept, and it primarily pertains to 

what we have defined as the ideation stage. However, theory pertaining to creative work states 

that an idea must not only be original, it must also be useful to hold value as a unique and 

innovative solution .  177
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the crowd as the voice of the consumer 

Which begs us to question the usefulness of ideas generated by the crowd. Petavy states that 

crowdsourcing “helps inform creative choices beyond personal tastes and opinions by bringing a third 

party to the table; namely, the creative voice of the consumer .” This indicates that the value of the 178

generated pool of ideas does not simply lie in their diversity/originality but also in that they 

represent the consumer’s understanding of the brand as informed by everyday experience. This 

speaks to their collective knowledge base, as consumers, being an equally valuable characteristic of 

the crowd. Fundamentally this could be construed to represent an extreme implementation of 

what is defined as the account planning ethos, as defined by Hackley . Subscribing to the import 179

of the account planning function means that agency (or in-house marketing department) 

recognise the strategic import of integrating research based consumer insights into the 

development of advertising creative . Hackley asserts that founding creativity in a thorough 180

understanding of the consumer is highly valuable and to be aspired to. He furthermore highlights 

the principle that specific consumer insights can trigger the formulation of a creative concept . 181

This is basically what is being practiced when ideas are being crowdsourced in that every consumer 

is referring to their own experience and knowledge base in conceptualising an idea. Petavy goes on 

to state that “Tapping into a highly diverse and motivated set of creative individuals enables them to 

reconnect with some form of consumer reality that they have lost through highly complex creative 

development processes .” - Seemingly postulating that crowdsourcing facilitates a form of 182

consumer insight that is inaccessible to a traditional account planner through research. This is a 

postulate that I do not unquestioningly subscribe to, for a number of reasons. Firstly is the fact 

that if every participant in the crowd refers principally to their own understanding of the brand 

then their preconceptions, and thus there idea, may be completely at odds with an intended 

market audience. Video specific crowdsourcing platforms especially don’t seem to target 

consumers generally, but rather aspiring filmmakers and there is a very real risk that they do not 

represent a target audience of the brand. Intuitively the aggregated insights amassed by the 

account planning function seems a superior scientific basis for the undertaking of creative work, 

in qualitatively depicting a core consumer, rather than a random or peripheral one . 183
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Secondly is the fact that insights generated by the account planning function are supposed to 

inspire creative work, not supplant it, so one could argue that the ideas garnered through the 

crowdsourcing of the ideation phase should inform a subsequent professionalised ideation phase 

internally in order to achieve maximum potential. This dynamic, of combining the expertise of the 

crowd with the expertise of agency staff, is used by the crowdsourcing agency Victor&Spoils 

whose mantra is “Ignore the world when you make advertising and the world will ignore the advertising 

you make ”  - and they have achieved rapid success on the back of it . 184 185

This is not to say that ideas generated by the crowd don’t hold value insofar as they integrate their 

personal understanding of the brand and themselves into their creative concepts, but merely that 

completely delegating the ideation phase to the consumer (either separately in the form of an idea 

contest, or integrated into a simple or curated contest) means that the client needs to be accepting 

of the fact that they can only exert influence and control in the instigating brief and subsequent 

selection of ideas or finished films.  Basically, there is a risk that none of them will be truly “spot 

on” due to lack of client/agency influence and application of marketing expertise. If more 

influence/control is desired it would seem more rational to adopt the two step ideation stage, first 

crowd then agency, practiced by Victors&Spoils. Furthermore it’s important to underline that in 

order to tap into “the voice of the consumer” clients should reflect on whether the ideation stage 

is actually being undertaken by a crowd with an everyday knowledge of the brand or product, 

which may not be the case on crowdsourcing platforms whose communities are primarily made up 

of creatives, who assumedly don’t represent every facet of society. 

Cultural heterogeneity of the crowd as a source of value 

Looking at this from yet another theoretical perspective accentuates the heterogeneity and 

knowledge of the crowd as a boon for a different reason - not as representatives of their 

experiences as consumers but as representatives of their cultural background. Petavy highlights 

that by power of it’s cultural heterogeneity, the crowd is able to produce a variety of ideas and 

authentic films for use in different markets, that agencies cannot achieve using the same minimal 

resources.  

“… the ability to source dozens of diverse ideas in one project solves the audience fragmentation issue, 

enabling each … market to pick the most relevant content for a particular audience and delivering greater 

return on marketing investment. ” This statement supports an ideal of customising content to 186

specific markets for which there is support in marketing literature. In this instance I will make use 
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of the academic work of Jean-Claude Usunier, who provides a thorough framework for 

understanding   import of marketing activities being tuned to the culturally bound preferences of 

the target audiences . He states that, to be effective, advertising needs to speak to culture 187

specific association norms . Firstly in the mode of it’s appeal : direct/indirect; explicit/implicit; 188

rational/emotional , which is relevant to the underlying concept of the idea, meaning the 189

ideation stage. Crowds representing their cultural background will naturally reflect the 

sensibilities of the cultural context in which they are ingrained, which practically fulfils what 

Usunier states is an ideal; that advertisements should be created with the cooperation of a native 

of the target culture that acts as a form of integrated target audience member  ensuring that the 190

advertisement resonates with the intended audience. For example whether a hard or soft sell is 

preferred, what type of humour resonates, the culturally informed morals that need to be taken 

into account, or simply localised knowhow. As such crowdsourcing can potentially provide 

multiple different ideas representing different cultural sensibilities which can be of particular 

value to a client seeking to tailor a campaign to different markets.  

If assessed critically it would seem that the benefits of cultural insights are of highest value at the 

ideation stage, when the fundamental concept of the spot i decided upon. It is at this stage that 

the fundamental modes of appeal are fixed - the proverbial backbone of the spot. 

However, the cultural heterogeneity of the crowd can also be valuable at the execution level (the 

production stage). According to Usunier , characters, locations and specifics of language are 191

equally important in creating an identifiable spot that resonates with the cultural impetus of it’s 

intended market. This is due to the fundamental fact that audiences prefer personas/characters 

with which they can identify . Local filmmakers can achieve this cultural specificity at a much 192

lower cost than if an agency were to fly a film crew to a geographic area so as to include cast and 

locations with which local audiences can identify. Thus the ability to recruit cultural natives at the 

production stage is seen as an equal boon, be it through a simple contest, a call for pitches or a 

curated contest with an open call limited to local filmmakers. In fact this could well be an 

extremely cost saving manoeuvre, an example of which can be observed in a contest for Shell, 

hosted on Mofilm which asks for submissions only from African filmmakers telling the story of 

local entrepreneurs bringing energy saving initiatives to life  - drawing both on their local 193
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knowledge and cultural sensibilities as to relevant stories to tell, and their ability to film in an 

exotic location, presumably at a fraction of the cost of first researching and subsequently scripting 

and shooting similar films traditionally.  

other benefits highlighted by the previously undertaken case study 

The above has outlined the benefits, as presented by the three major crowdsourcing platforms, 

and does provide several strong arguments in favour of crowdsourcing. However following from 

my general observations of the field, especially as it pertains to initiatives undertaken by brands 

independently, there is another potent argument in favour of crowdsourcing that I perceive to be 

important to highlight - namely the ability of brands to mobilise their customers to promote the 

company voluntarily and at no cost.  

Looking to competition undertaken by brands on their owned media channels (all simple 

contests) it becomes clear that many call for the submission of video in a testimonial format, 

meaning that the advertisement is personal in nature. Furthermore and perhaps more 

interestingly, the submission to these contests was predominately required to be through the 

participant's own social media accounts, be it instagram, youtube, twitter or vine. Thus, it’s clear 

that these initiatives often created a vast amount of value simply because the structuring of the 

contest naturally generated what Edelman defines as earned media  through exposure on 194

costumer’s social media channels. This is a unique ability of the self mediated contests, in that all 

crowdsourcing platforms are structured so as to require submission through the platform after 

which distribution is undertaken by the brand. This practically obstructs the possibility of free 

earned media exposure. Naturally the value of this earned media is highly dependent on the 

number of participants and thus the brand’s ability to motivate participation by power of 

costumer loyalty or conversely a contest with extremely strong extrinsic incentives. An example of 

the former can be found in Coca Cola’s “This is Ahh” campaign, which asked customers to upload 

videos capturing the essence of the trademark, post-sip, Coca Cola ahh of satisfaction , for the 195

chance to be included in a 30 second television spot. A prime example of the latter is the Doritos 

Super Bowl contest and it’s million dollar top prize, which asked participate to upload via youtube 

and furthermore included a voting stage in the selection of winners, strongly motivating 

participants to push their network to vote for them. The benefits of such consumer generated 

content is not only the exposure but also the authentic nature of the spot. A study by Ipsos/

Crowdtap ascertained that user generated content is generally found to be more trustworthy in 

informing buying choices, by power of it’s underlying nature as an endorsement. Millennials state 

 Edelman & Salsberg (2010)194
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that they are 40% more likely to trust the messaging of user generated content to an 

advertisement on television, and it’s furthermore considered to be more memorable . This 196

empirical conclusion is supported by Edelman & Salsberg who state that it represents a more 

personally relevant marketing experience . 197

This is supported further if one looks at crowdsourcing initiatives, especially those undertaken by 

brands on owned channels and which specifically target the consumer as participants, as examples 

of what Schau defines as community engagement . Fundamentally crowdsourcing such as that 198

undertaken by Coca Cola, Doritos and Disney, allows consumers to badge and document their 

affiliation to the brand, in effect acting as what Schau describes as altruistic emissaries and 

ambassadors of good will .  199

Furthermore it can be construed as an example of what Vargo and Lusch, according to Schau 

define as an ideal: The co-creation of the marketing program in collaboration with customers thus 

integrating the principle of participatory design in the ethos of marketing activities creating a 

greater consumer engagement with the brand . This echoes the account planning ideal, as 200

defined by Hackley presented previously.  

Schau empirically supports the conclusion that participation in such acts of badging and 

integration into the brand community leads to positive feelings about the brand, and it would 

seem that this can defensibly be assumed to be a major benefit here as well. In fact, viewed 

critically the “This is Ahh” campaign’s primary intention could well be construed to be consumer 

engagement, the recruitment of altruistic emissaries and the principle of including the consumer 

in the concretion of campaign elements, rather than the economically efficient video production.  

In relation to this it is important to highlight the fact that mobilising consumers to share content 

on their social media channels also heightens the potential for what Edelman & Salsberg define as  

hijacking, namely the possibility that disgruntled customers will give voice to their dissatisfaction 

and hijack the conversation - for example by commandeering and subverting a hashtag campaign. 

There were no illustrative examples of this in the sampled cases, however one can observe the 

dynamic in this crowdsourced campaign for McDonalds, where it called for heartwarming 

#McDStories and instead received cautionary tales . Intuitively, it would seem necessary for 201

brands seeking to undertake such initiatives to be fairly certain of pervasive goodwill before the 

fact. Banks and gas companies would not seem suitable candidates, for example.  

 Ipsos Media CT (2015)196
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Similarly to earned media generated by consumers, earned publicity can be a secondary benefit. 

Again, Doritos and the media coverage of the annual campaign in publications across the world is 

a prime example, as is the “Happiness is in the Air” spot by Coca-Cola  previously mentioned. 202

This publicity primarily centres on the narrative of big brands providing unique opportunities to 

aspiring filmmakers, learning their trade. However, Kjelstrup and Frandsen’s sentiments would 

seem to indicate that they are not of the opinion that crowdsourcing represents the advent of the 

meritocracy where relative unknown are given a chance at greatness, but rather that 

crowdsourcing is exploitative in nature, often mobilising inexperienced filmmakers to make films 

out of pocket, in the hope of getting a foot in the door. And, that they are inadequately 

compensated even when they are found to have value by brands and actually used. As Kjelstrup 

quite succinctly states “I think it’s undermining the business and decreasing the value of everyone else’s 

work”. 

This problem is addressed if the company instead uses the call to pitches model, because it does 

not ask anybody to, in effect, produce commercial work for free. It should be explicitly stated that 

the fact that I’ve highlighted this sentiment, which is seemingly at odds with the dominant 

understanding of crowdsourcing being beneficial to filmmakers is strongly influenced by my own 

experience and conversations with other filmmakers, who I’ve met through the Mofilm platform. 

However I would argue that it’s quite a commonly held opinion amongst previous participants, 

which marketers should be aware of, although I’ll readily accede that I cannot document this, 

empirically at present.  

A discussion of the suitable uses of the different  

crowdsourcing categories as informed by client objectives 

We have now outlined and analysed the merits of several different aspects of crowdsourcing and 

the associate benefits of mobilising the crowd to voluntarily undertake the task of 

conceptualisation and production of video advertisements.  

• Multiple films for a prices comparable to one film produced traditionally (simple contests and 

curated contests) 

• Organisational efficiency, relating to the sourcing of films through online crowdsourcing 

platforms 

• Creative diversity of generated concepts, facilitating originality. 

• Incorporating the voice of the consumer in the ideation process.  

• Co-creation of ideas with a cultural native that ensures effective communication of messages. 

 http://www.coca-colacompany.com/stories/roses-are-coke-red-happiness-is-in-the-air-this-valentines-day/202
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• The ability to produce culturally diverse content for different target audiences, in a single 

project 

• Providing access to localised filmmakers that can produce geographically representational 

content 

• Supporting consumer engagement through brand collectives.  

• Generating earned media, through the owned social media channels of consumers  

• Generating earned media in traditional media, due to newsworthiness.  

However, as touched upon during the process of this analysis the benefits cannot be uniformly 

expected to apply to all of the six previously defined categories. A discussion of the relative 

benefits and weaknesses associated with each category therefore seems merited, in that this will 

hopefully be able to inform marketers understanding of which is the optimal method to use, 

relevant to their defined objectives.  

idea contests 

As a defining characteristic, idea contests do not contain the production element of the video 

advertisement production process. As such all benefits pertaining to organisational efficiency and 

reduced costs or the earned media relating to consumer submissions of actual films are deemed 

inappurtenant.  

However idea contests are seen as a very appropriate and efficient way of firstly incorporating the 

voice of the consumer, secondly driving consumer engagement with brand (especially if the 

contest i public) and thirdly co-creating concepts that speak to the cultural sensibilities of 

different audiences, or at least generate usable insight as to these areas, all of which are deemed to 

be possible outcomes if this approach. 

As a final point, the independent undertaking of an idea contest, separately from that of 

production allows the initiator to target a crowd that holds the desired characteristics pertaining 

to brand familiarity or cultural heterogeneity without regard for their skill as filmmakers. This is 

seen as a major benefit compared to simple and curated contests that may have to prioritise one 

characteristic at the expense of the other. Idea contests are fundamentally a way of leveraging the 

collective knowledge and experiences of the crowd without having to subscribe to the 

crowdsourcing of production, which as established does hold risk of subprofessional output. 

Despite the absence of an empirical basis for saying so (not least due to the sampling bias towards 

open contests, which has led to an underrepresentation of idea contests to be analysed), I would 

also assume that most crowdsourced idea contests are in fact followed by an internal ideation 

phase incorporating agency and client expertise (as is the case at crowdsourcing agency 
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Victors&Spoils ), and thus this method of crowdsourcing is seen as the one which most efficient 203

leverages the knowledge, heterogeneity and creative ability of the crowd in informing the ideation 

phase of video production, without necessarily relinquishing control, to any great extent.  

simple contests 

Simple contests was the format pioneered by the initial Crash the Super Bowl contest. In that it 

contains both the ideation and production stages of crowdsourcing it can be said to generate 

associate benefits and  risks pertaining to both.  

Simple contests asks filmmakers to carry all costs relating to production with no guarantee of 

payment, which will expectantly cause them to keep costs (and thus production value) at a 

minimum. It has further been established that truly professional filmmakers are not sufficiently 

intrinsically motivated to participate in simple contests, with any form of constancy, barring 

extraordinary financial incentives (such as the $1 mio. dollar first prize of Doritos). Summarily it 

is my contention that simple contests are, on the whole, inferior to curated contests as a cost 

saving method of sourcing semi-professional or professional quality work. 

However, if the objective is rather that of generating consumer consumer insight, localised 

content and authentic storytelling the simple contest does hold merit, as long as the goal of 

professional quality is abandoned because it should rather focus on the experiences and 

heterogeneity of the crowd as a source of value. In fact, looking at the most recent simple contests 

on eYeka, they often request that participants refer to their personal experience: “entertain us with 

your story of living by yourself! ”, “Bring to life the unique feel of your city, with expertise and 204

creativity ”.  205

If the goal is that of far-reaching consumer engagement, as observed such as Coca-Cola’s “this is 

ahh” or the Doritos’ campaigns previously described), I would contend that the initiative instead 

needs to be undertaken through public contests, mediated by the brands themselves on their 

owned media channels , allowing for public submissions through social media to generate the 206

previously described benefits, especially those pertaining to earned media. In these instances the 

earned media and implied endorsements could well be construed to be the primary source of 

value, so it should be seen less as an alternative to traditional production process pertaining to 

video advertisements and more as a PR and consumer loyalty generating initiative.  

 http://www.victorsandspoils.com203
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The rather large drop in simple contests in 2015 is still difficult to account for. It could be due to 

the fact that brands have recognised that the quality of the films generated through 

crowdsourcing, both in terms of production value and concepts has has been found to be generally 

too low (which seems likely), or that they are unable to motivate sufficient participation from 

consumers because it requires too many resources to reach them and incentivise them, properly. 

However this is primarily speculation. In order to truly ascertain the probable cause for the drop 

in simple contests, further research would be needed.  

curated contests 

By introducing production grants, curated contests firstly make it possible for filmmakers to 

attain a higher quality of work by allowing for some extent of professional equipment and crew, 

and it similarly endears itself to aspiring filmmakers that assumedly have greater technical ability, 

because the grants allow them access to equipment. It also introduces a point of control 

pertaining both to an evaluation of the ideas proposed by filmmakers as well as their skills as 

filmmakers (referring to their reel) allowing the client/crowdsourcing platform to promote and 

financially support the participation of the best possible candidates.  

Curated contests by power of their goal professional quality work, prioritise skill as the 

prerequisite characteristic of the crowd, thus relegating their experiences and knowledge to be of 

secondary import - as such the merit of pitches and finished films as sources of insight into core 

consumer groups is limited, meaning that benefits pertaining to consumer insight are lesser here. 

However it does allow for the targeting of filmmakers native to specific geographical regions 

allowing for the semi-professional production of culturally native spots at a fraction of the cost of 

what these would cost to research and produce from an agency situated far from the target 

audience, as illustratively exemplified previously.  

Again the initiator should be aware of the fact that this form of crowdsourcing is unsuited for 

narrowly defined briefs, because filmmakers crave creative autonomy to uphold their intrinsic 

motivation. And, the small size of the production grants, with no guarantee of a subsequent win, 

means that production value will be restricted to what these very low budgets allow. Furthermore, 

established professional filmmakers will be unlikely to participate consistently.  

The reasoning for using curated contests is that it allows for the production of multiple films 

within one project at a relatively low cost (circa $50-60K plus payment to Mofilm) and without the 

need for extensive supervision from clients. It also allows clients to judge finished films rather 

than concepts, which speaks to the difficulty of evaluating creative work discussed previously. 

However this economic and organisational efficiency comes at the expense of a guarantee of 

quality and it should be understood that it can only be used for assignments, that are suited for 

open interpretation.  
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calls for pitches 

The calls for pitches category fundamentally addresses the major weaknesses of the curated 

contest, although generally it does incur a slightly higher cost per film (although this is alleviated 

by the fact that fewer resources are wasted on production grants for ideas that do not go on to 

win). By power of larger and guaranteed payments, it motivates the participation of more 

professional filmmakers, gives them the requisite resources to produce professional quality work 

and following from this removes the dependency on intrinsic motivation that necessitates 

creative autonomy. Meaning that calls for pitches could potentially be used for the outsourcing of 

narrowly defined scripts, much akin to those on which traditional production houses are asked to 

pitch upon. As such calls for pitches could theoretically be construed as a true alternative to 

traditional production of a professional quality. That is at least Tongal’s postulate, and referring 

back to the undertaken analysis it seems a defensible representation, at least as it pertains to 

engaging true professionals to work at a lower cost, due to the dynamics of greater competition. 

However there is one major differentiating factor which is that the production of the film will still 

be undertaken in a very independent manner without the traditional continual supervision and 

intermediate approvals of specifics.  

  

This does require reflection as to why calls for pitches have not supplanted the traditional mode of 

video advertisement production to a greater extent. This is difficult to answer using the 

conceptual framework of transactional cost theory, which has provided the main argument in it’s 

favour, in that it seems that calls to pitches is a rational and economically efficient alternative to 

the traditional method of sourcing work of a professional quality. However transactional cost 

theory primarily concerns itself with the need to minimise opportunism and combating the 

organisation inefficiencies of the hierarchal structure, which may not, in fact be the issue. Despite 

filmmakers willingness and motivations to produce the best possible work for the brand, the 

fundamental problem may be in the fact that they do not have the requisite knowledge or skill set 

so as to compete with the collective abilities of an agency and/or professional production house, 

which represent a higher degree of professionalism and aggregated expertise. Filmmakers are 

fundamentally creatives, guided by what marketing theorist Grabher would term the creative 

logic . In that advertising is not just an art form but also need to satisfy hard criteria in terms of 207

endearing itself to target audiences and satisfying a business objective, one could say that there is 

an undesirable absence of scientific logic as traditionally represented by the account planner (as 

 Grabher (2002) : 256207
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discussed previously) and the business logic as represented by an account manager  in the 208

production process. Petavy, one of the most vocal proponents of crowdsourcing accedes this point 

stating that “Brands need their agency partners to design, plan and execute consistent brand strategies 

and integrated marketing activities across consumer touch points and markets, and for this you need to 

have experts on board. ” 209

This also applies to the curated contests, as well as simple contests to the extent that their 

objective is a cost efficient alternative to traditional methods of production. Common sense 

intuitively points to the fact that a client intending to make a large ad buy cannot justify the risk 

of outsourcing this spot to a relative unknown, with little supervision. That the comparatively 

higher budgets pertaining to traditional video production may well be justified, by the relative 

security of hiring A-list, vetted and established filmmakers under tight, continual supervision of 

specialised in-agency teams and the client, because the associated costs significantly reduce the 

risk of promoting a cheap ineffectual video advertisement with a comparatively much larger media 

buy.  

Ryan Deluchi indicated that their model had gained traction in a media landscape where clients 

were hoping for viral hits - branded video that spread across social media, supported by little or no 

paid placement . For this purpose crowdsourcing could be considered ideal, because the 210

relatively low cost endears itself to the principle of “let the chips fall where they may” - the costs, 

and so the risk is low. However in light of the fact that in 2015 even online placement of 

commercial necessitates paid placement to ensure views, which Deluchi also accepts  - the 211

underlying need that motivated sourcing multiple videos at very low cost may in fact be in decline. 

This could well explain the drop in simple and curated contests. Not that they didn’t hold value, 

but that they were primarily justified by a media landscape that saw the possibility of earned 

exposure simply by power of presence in the online video space. And that that media landscape, as 

of 2015, is no longer in existence. 

two-step initiatives 

In that two-step initiatives represent the combination of idea contests with a subsequent call for 

pitches this category can fundamentally be understood to combine the benefits (and 

disadvantages) of these two categories. As an important note two-step initiatives are 

 Grabher (2002) : 256208
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fundamentally seen as the optimal manner of outsourcing both the ideation phase and the 

production phase through crowdsourcing platforms because it combines the greatest possible 

diversity of ideas from a large and heterogeneous crowd using crowdsourcing, with the highest 

possible production quality, using a designated agent, recruited through an open market, ensuring 

competitive pricing.  

parallel contests 

As stated parallel contests fundamentally represent simple contests running in parallel to video 

production using designated agents. Assumedly they have been used to provide clients with the 

benefits of actually crowdsourcing finished films, while pooling the majority of resources into 

films made using the call for pitches process. Although it does hold value for the initiator, giving 

them the benefits of a simple contest at very little cost (typically $10.000), these contests have 

been practically phased out in 2015  signalling that filmmakers are unwilling to participate in 212

them, because the risk of not winning is too high with only one placement generally reserved for 

wildcards.  

final reflection  

This brings us to the end of the analysis and discussion of what each category is suited for. This 

discussion has been informed primarily by an understanding of the available methods of 

implementing crowdsourcing as well as the subsequent analysis of perceived benefits pertaining 

to the phenomenon, as expressed by representatives of the the three main crowdsourcing 

platforms. As stated there is an indication that instances of crowdsourcing may in fact be in 

decline, and the analysis has sought to provide possible explanations of this observation. However 

to truly understand why brands are less inclined to use crowdsourcing than has previously been 

the case, further study would be needed, especially into the effect of the resulting films or 

insights. Such a study could be based on advertising ROI pertaining to crowdsourcing or a 

comprehensive qualitative investigation into client /agency evaluation of undertaken initiatives. 

That said, it is my contention that the representation of common practices and uses for which 

each is suited holds internal validity and provides a useful roadmap to the phenomenon as it 

pertains to video advertisements.  

 Table 2212
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conclusion 

Having analysed the defined sample of cases, representing all instances of crowdsourcing 

undertaken in the years 2014 and 2015, it became clear that instances of crowdsourcing 

pertaining to video advertisements could be classified into six categories descriptive of common 

practice : Idea contests, simple contests, curated contests, calls for pitches, two-step initiatives 

and parallel contests. Of these, calls for pitches does not actually represent the principle of 

crowdsourcing, although it is facilitated by online crowdsourcing platforms. This finding 

challenged the previous findings and conclusions pertaining to the field as presented by the only 

other academic researchers found to have undertaken academic research within the space; Yannig 

Roth & Rosemary Kimani (2013) . Through a continual review of their theoretical constructs, 213

which were introduced as a framework for the subsequent analysis, it became clear that their 

qualitative descriptions of common practices were found to be misrepresentative of the actual 

dynamics at play and that they did not adhere to a strict definition of crowdsourcing in their 

research, meaning that there findings merited revision. Motivated by this understanding, a 

subsequent case study was undertaken on the basis of what was practically a direct element 

sample , utilising a more firm theoretical definition of what constitutes crowdsourcing. I 214

recognise that the generated conclusions are still theoretical constructs, simplifying the reality of 

the field but it is my contention that the findings in this paper hold a greater representational 

value as to the common practices within the field.  

Following from the definition of crowdsourcing categories, a quantification of the relative share of 

each within the sample and their respective development over time was undertaken. This provided 

very strong indication that instances of actual crowdsourcing are in steep decline, especially those 

not facilitated by crowdsourcing platforms, while initiatives making use of calls for pitches were 

on the increase.  

Following from this conclusion the subsequent analysis, making use of a qualitative research 

methodology, delved into the subjective understanding of key actors within the field, seeking to 

describe the perceived benefits of crowdsourcing to clients and filmmakers. Summarily it was 

found that crowdsourcing enabled clients to leverage unique characteristics of the crowd, namely 

their collective knowledge, cultural insights and creative ability. Not to mention the crowd’s 

personal understanding of the brand or product as consumers, essentially integrating consumer 

sensibilities and insight into the creative ideation process. The benefits relating to the aggregate 

ability of the crowd to conceptualise in a unique manner was found to be primarily connected to 

 Roth & Kimani (2013)213

 Schmidt et al (2006)214
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the ideation phase of video advertisement production, holding lesser value in ration to the actual 

production.  

It was furthermore established that crowdsourcing platforms, by power of their amassed creative 

communities and uniformly structured mediation of crowdsourcing initiatives, provide brands 

with an efficient organisational method with which to undertake crowdsourcing initiatives, 

demanding few resources relative to the requirements of undertaking crowdsourcing initiatives 

independently. An insight that can explain why the vast majority of initiatives have been 

undertaken through crowdsourcing platforms in recent years. That said crowdsourcing 

undertaken independently by a brand can be the better choice, if the objective is less that of 

sourcing commercials at a low cost, but rather consumer engagement and the generation of 

branded user generated content and earned media. 

Finally it has been found that professional are not deemed sufficiently motivated to participated 

in crowdsourcing activities (especially those mediated through crowdsourcing platforms that 

provide comparatively small prizes as economic incentive). As such, brands need to be conscious 

of the fact that crowdsourced video advertisements will, most likely, be of a lesser quality, due to 

the lack of skill in the participants and constraints placed upon them in not providing them with 

production budgets. This fact can be alleviated to a certain extent with curated contests, which 

incentivise slightly more skilled professionals to participate by financially supporting their 

participation, but can only be truly combatted by making use of calls for pitches in relation to the 

actual production of films. However this essentially abandons the fundamental principle of 

crowdsourcing and thus benefits pertaining to the undertaking of the task by a crowd, in favour of 

professional quality work. The increase in calls for pitches in the past two years, simultaneously 

with the wain in instances of crowdsourcing could well indicate that cost has been a primary 

motivator behind the initial migration towards crowdsourcing platforms, but that calls for pitches 

may in fact provide a superior alternative. This sacrifices benefits pertaining to the aggregate 

output of the crowd, especially as it relates to the production phase. However the collective 

knowledge of the crowd can still be accessed without sacrificing production quality if idea contests 

are used, either independently or as a prelude to call for pitches in which case the contest takes 

the form of a two-step initiative.  
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Mofilm : Mofilm Pro about. 
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ONLINEVIDEOCONTESTS.COM 

Onlinevideocontests.com : About OVC 
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/about 

Online Video Contests (May 2015) : Adidas Video Contest 
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7659 

Online Video Contests (March 2014) : Shell Video contest 
 https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6147  

Online Video Contests (May 2014) : Intel 730 RAID community video contest 
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6413   

Roth : Crowdsourcing by worlds greatest brands / 2015 
http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/377689/-Crowdsourcing-by-Worlds-Best-Global-Brands-in-2015/ 

Roth : Crowdsourcing by worlds greatest brands / 2010 - 2015 
http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!
date=2014-01-17_05:08:46! 

Tongal  

Tongal (20.02.2010) : The Myths of Crowdsourcing 
https://tongal.com/blog/miscellaneous/myths-of-crowdsourcing/ 

Tongal : How Tongal Works 
https://tongal.com/how 

Tongal : Past projects 
 https://tongal.com/project/past/ 

Tongal : Official Rules 
https://tongal.com/about/official-rules 

Tongal : What tongal delivers 
https://tongal.com/business/what-tongal-delivers 

Tongal (Jan 2016) : Quaker Contest 
https://tongal.com/project/QuakerChewyBarsTVCommercialProject/ 

Tongal (Jan 2016) : Lego Club contest 
https://tongal.com/project/LEGOClubVideoProject/ 

Tongal (Jan 2016) : Splenda contest 
https://tongal.com/project/SPLENDAZeroLiquidSweetenerTVCommercial/ 
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Tongal (jan 2016) : Pampers contest 
https://tongal.com/project/ThankYouNurses/ 

Tongal (Jan 2016) : Jafra Royal Jelly contest 
https://tongal.com/project/JAFRAVideoProject/ 

Tongal (Feb 2015) : Pepsi Pitch Festival 
 https://tongal.com/project/PepsiPitchFestival#!#tab-awards%2FConcept-q1lm6     

Tongal (Feb 2015) : HP Instant Ink Festival 
https://tongal.com/project/HPInstantInkVine/overview   

Tongal (Dec 2014) : HP Dual Sim Vine Project 
https://tongal.com/project/HPDualSIMVine/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 

Tongal (March 2015) : Mastercard Contest 
https://tongal.com/project/PricelessCitiesVideoProject/overview 

Tongal (Oct 2015) : Pepsi, Limited edition Pizza Video Contest 
https://tongal.com/project/LimitedEditionPizzaVideoProject/submissions/pitch_2 

The Sweet Shop : Director Profile, Tore Frandsen 
http://www.thesweetshop.tv/us/tore-frandsen/the-oracle/?d=tore-frandsen 

Torben Kjelstrup : portfolio 
http://www.torbenkjelstrup.dk 

Tore Frandsen : Portfolio 
http://torefrandsen.com 

Upwork : How it works, client 
https://www.upwork.com/i/howitworks/client/ 

Unilever (26.02.2015) : Unilever launches crowdsourcing initiative to drive sustainable growth ambition / 
Unilever.com 
https://foundry.unilever.com/unilever-launches-crowdsourcing-initiative-to-drive-sustainable-growth-ambition 

Victors & Spoils : About Us 
http://www.victorsandspoils.com 

Vimeo : Brand Partnerships Main Page 
https://vimeo.com/brandpartnerships 

Virool (date unspecified) : Introducing Inline / Virool.com 
https://www.virool.com/inline 

Zooppa : Main page 
https://zooppa.com/en-us 
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APPENDIX A - INSTANCES of CROWDSOURCING undertaken by major brands 2012-2015 / chronological order                                 
sampled from the aggregated listing undertaken by yannig roth

Brand Contest type 
(grey highlights 
initiatives that could 
not be highlighted 
using the framework of 
Roth & Kimani

Contest hosted on 
pink highlights 
initiatives mediated 
by brands without 
the aid of 
crowdsourcing 
platforms

Method of Submission 
pink highlights submissions 
undertaken through public 
channels (social media of 
participants)

Unique characteristics / 
notes 
pink highlights initiatives 
that incorporate “the voice of 
the consumer”

Source

2012
pizza hut Simple Poptent http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-

Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

philips Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

colgate Two-step initiatives 
with parallel contest

Tongal http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

BMW Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

LV Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Adobe Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Coca Cola Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Santander Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Intel Simple Zooppa http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Danone Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Hyundai Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

GE Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Siemens Simple Zooppa http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Colgate Simple Poptent http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Pepsi Simple Talent House http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Samsung Simple you create http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Cocacola Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Philips Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Intel Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Volkswagen Simple Poptent http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Santander Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Jack Daniels Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

KIA Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Nestle Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Sprite Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

KIA Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Toyota Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Google (youtube) Two-step initiatives 
with parallel contest

Tongal http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Johnson & Johnson Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Pepsi Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Johnsons baby oil Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Gillette Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!
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Samsung Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Shell Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Coca Cola Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Coca Cola Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Colgate Simple Poptent http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Gillette Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Mastercard Simple Poptent http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Coca Cola Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Johnny Walker Simple You create http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Smirnoff Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Pizza Hut Simple Zooppa http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Coca Cola Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Coca Cola Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

American Express Simple Poptent http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

McDonalds Two-step initiatives 
with parallel contest

Tongal http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

2013
Pepsi Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-

Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Danone Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Samsung Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Intel Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

HSBC Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Ford Two-step initiatives 
with parallel contest

Tongal https://tongal.com/project/Ford/overview

Nokia Simple Talent House http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

IBM Simple Mind sumo http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

GE Call for pitches Tongal https://tongal.com/project/GE/overview

Sony Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Avon Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Ebay Simple Zooppa http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Hyundai Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Microsoft Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Coca Cola Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Shell Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Philips Two-step initiatives 
with parallel contest

Tongal https://tongal.com/project/philipsnorelco/overview

Nestle Simple Poptent http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Samsung Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Ford Two-step initiatives Tongal https://tongal.com/project/FordC-Max/overview 

Shell Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!
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https://tongal.com/project/FordC-Max/overview


Canon Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Nescafe Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Siemens Simple Zooppa http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Gillette Two-step initiatives Tongal https://tongal.com/project/GilletteSuperProject 

Toyota Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Ebay Simple Userfarm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Gillette Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Nokia Simple Userfarm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Ebay Simple Userfarm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Santander Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Colgate Two-step initiatives 
with parallel contest

Tongal https://tongal.com/project/CSPR

Chevrolet Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Coca Cola Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Nissan Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Samsung Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Ford Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Audi Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Nokia Simple Shicon http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

IMB Simple Zooppa http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Duracell Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Johnson & Johnson Two-step initiatives Tongal https://tongal.com/project/cleanandclear 

Citi Two-step initiatives 
with parallel contest

Tongal https://tongal.com/project/KivaU

Samsung Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Pampers Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Gillette Tongal http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Gillette Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Coca Cola Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Chevrolet Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

post-it Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

chevrolet Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

disney Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

peeps co Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

allianz Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

Samsung Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

audi Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

toyota Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

microsoft Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!
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https://tongal.com/project/GilletteSuperProject
https://tongal.com/project/cleanandclear


duracall Simple eYeka http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

santander Simple Channel owned by 
Brand

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

chevrolet Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

pepsi Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

chevrolet Curated Mofilm http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

philips Simple Zooppa http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/52997/Crowdsourcing-by-
Worlds-Best-Global-Brands#vars!date=2014-07-03_12:50:27!

2014
kelloggs SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://en.eyeka.com/contests/7941-kellogg-s/brief 

bud lights SImple Zoopa Through Platform possibility of client feedback 
on concepts

https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/16-oz-cool-twist-
aluminum-bottle/brief 

Sony SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Through Platform Fictional film. https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6181

Discovery Channel SImple Magisto Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers http://blog.magisto.com/2014/01/28/travel-contest-
official-rules/ 

Shell SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Twitter #HowlIFRN Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6147 

Pepsi (doritos) SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://blogen.eyeka.com/2014/01/31/show-us-what-
being-bold-means-in-a-video/ 

Panasonic SImple Redrock Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://redrock.co.jp/project/4#aboutclient

McDonalds Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 4 wildcard placements https://tongal.com/project/MyMcDonalds#!#tab-brief
%2Fdetails 

Allianz SImple Userfarm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.userfarm.com/en/call/download/regulation/
403 

Bud light Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/BudLight/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 

Nestle (rolo) Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/event/Cannes-2014

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Sao-Paulo-
Awards-2014/Chevrolet

Mastercard Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/cashpassport 
Supported by twitter

Pepsi SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Vine / #livefornow Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

http://www.psfk.com/2014/02/pepsi-vine-campaign.html#!
wAZGi

Coca Cola Simple Talent House Through Platform Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.talenthouse.com/i/submit-a-video-for-the-
worlds-cup 

Budweiser Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/ritasunexpectedfun/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 

Budweiser Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/ritasmixology/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Cannes-2014/
Chevrolet

Budweiser Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/BudLightPilot/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 

Coca Cola Simple Channel Owned by 
brand

Vine  
Youtube 
twitter

Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

http://www.ahh.com/pdf/ahh_video_submit_rules.pdf

Duracell SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8046-toys-with-duracell/
results

santander Simple It’s noon Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.facebook.com/itsnoon/posts/
693106984081110 

Coca Cola Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Cannes-2014/
Cocacola

PEPSI (doritos) SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://blogen.eyeka.com/2014/04/24/create-a-video-that-
proves-boldness-can-lead-to-positive-impact-on-peoples-
lives 

Intel SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Youtube Tutorial (participants need 
thorough understanding of 
chip technology)

https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6413 

Johnny Walker Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Taj-2014/Johnnie-
Walker

Panasonic SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://blogen.eyeka.com/2014/05/08/more-amazing-
videos-using-more-space-with-viera-4k-tv/ 

Philips SImple Zoopa Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/what-would-you-like-
to-do-with-zero-gravity/brief

Discovery Channel SImple Magisto Through Platform Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

http://blog.magisto.com/2014/07/09/wild-nature-video-
contest-winner/

Coca Cola SImple eYeka Through Platform Consumer insights requested https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8146-coca-cola-myths/
results
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https://en.eyeka.com/contests/7941-kellogg-s/brief
https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/16-oz-cool-twist-aluminum-bottle/brief
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6181
http://blog.magisto.com/2014/01/28/travel-contest-official-rules/
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6147
https://blogen.eyeka.com/2014/01/31/show-us-what-being-bold-means-in-a-video/
https://redrock.co.jp/project/4#aboutclient
https://www.userfarm.com/en/call/download/regulation/403
https://tongal.com/project/BudLight/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~
https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/event/Cannes-2014
https://tongal.com/project/cashpassport
http://www.psfk.com/2014/02/pepsi-vine-campaign.html#!wAZGi
https://www.talenthouse.com/i/submit-a-video-for-the-worlds-cup
https://tongal.com/project/ritasunexpectedfun/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~
https://tongal.com/project/ritasmixology/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~
https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Cannes-2014/Chevrolet
https://tongal.com/project/BudLightPilot/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~
https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8046-toys-with-duracell/results
https://www.facebook.com/itsnoon/posts/693106984081110
https://blogen.eyeka.com/2014/04/24/create-a-video-that-proves-boldness-can-lead-to-positive-impact-on-peoples-lives
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6413
https://blogen.eyeka.com/2014/05/08/more-amazing-videos-using-more-space-with-viera-4k-tv/
https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/what-would-you-like-to-do-with-zero-gravity/brief
https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8146-coca-cola-myths/results


Cisco Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Lollapalooza-2014/
Cisco

Coca Cola Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/African-
Safari-2014/Cocacola

GIllette Two Step Initiative Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/blog/miscellaneous/tongal-in-the-
wild-2/ 

Disney SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Twitter & instagram 
#8thMinerContest

Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

http://bethe8thminer.com/en-us/Rules 

Heineken Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/heineken 

Harley Davidson Call for pitches Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/harleydavidsonnyc/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 

Intel SImple Brandfighters Through Platform Tutorial - requires explicit 
expertise of product

Disney SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Youtube Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6685 

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/New-York-2014/
Chevrolet

Nestle Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 2 wildcard placements https://tongal.com/project/nescafewithcoffeemate 

Shell Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/London-2014/shell

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/
London-2014/Chevrolet

Nescafe SImple eYeka Through Platform Consumer insights requested https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8271-nescafe-fresh-start/
results 

microsoft SImple Talent House Vine  
Youtube

Must be made on mobile https://www.talenthouse.com/i/film-a-shared-experience-
for-microsoft 

santander SImple It’s noon Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.itsnoon.net/home 
SPAIN

HP Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 2 wildcard placements https://tongal.com/project/HPDataPass/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~

Ford SImple Magisto Through Platform Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

http://blog.magisto.com/2014/08/25/love-my-city-video-
contest-official-rules/  

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/
Singapore-2014/Chevrolet

Pepsi CTSB SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Youtube / doritos website Targeted at filmmakers https://crashthesuperbowl.doritos.com/crashthesuperbowl/ 

Disney SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Youtube Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6958

disney SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Through Platform Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

http://xprizechallenge.org 

microsoft Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/
TheSignatureEditionVideoProject/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 

Doritos SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.doritoslegionofthebold.com/official-rules 

Pepsi Call for pitches Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/LimitedEditionPizzaVideoProject 

Budweiser Two Step Initiative Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/twistofsummerrefreshment 

Johnson & Johnson Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/AlwaysJohnsonsVideoProject/
overview 

National Geogrpahic SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Information not available Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7170 

Cisco SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Information not available Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7107 

pepsi Call for pitches Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/
PepsiandMarcosPizzaVideoProject/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 

HP Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 2 wildcard placements https://tongal.com/project/HPDualSIM/overview 

pepsi (superbowl) SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Through Platform Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7197 

Johnson & Johnson Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/BathTimewithJohnsons 

Coca Cola SImple eYeka Through Platform Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8456-coca-cola-china-video/
results

Nescafe Idea Contest eYeka Through Platform https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8481-nescafe-start/results 

Mastercard Two Step Initiative Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/PricelessCitiesVideoProject/
overview 

Nestle SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8551-teach-mums-video/
results 
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https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/African-Safari-2014/Cocacola
https://tongal.com/blog/miscellaneous/tongal-in-the-wild-2/
http://bethe8thminer.com/en-us/Rules
https://tongal.com/project/heineken
https://tongal.com/project/harleydavidsonnyc/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/6685
https://tongal.com/project/nescafewithcoffeemate
https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8271-nescafe-fresh-start/results
https://www.talenthouse.com/i/film-a-shared-experience-for-microsoft
https://www.itsnoon.net/home
http://blog.magisto.com/2014/08/25/love-my-city-video-contest-official-rules/
https://crashthesuperbowl.doritos.com/crashthesuperbowl/
http://xprizechallenge.org
https://tongal.com/project/TheSignatureEditionVideoProject/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~
https://www.doritoslegionofthebold.com/official-rules
https://tongal.com/project/LimitedEditionPizzaVideoProject
https://tongal.com/project/twistofsummerrefreshment
https://tongal.com/project/AlwaysJohnsonsVideoProject/overview
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7170
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7107
https://tongal.com/project/PepsiandMarcosPizzaVideoProject/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~
https://tongal.com/project/HPDualSIM/overview
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7197
https://tongal.com/project/BathTimewithJohnsons
https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8481-nescafe-start/results
https://tongal.com/project/PricelessCitiesVideoProject/overview
https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8551-teach-mums-video/results


HP SImple Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/HPDualSIMVine/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 
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Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Sydney-2015/
Chevrolet

HP Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/HPInstantInk/overview 

PEPSI Call for pitches Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/PepsiPitchFestival#!#tab-awards
%2FConcept-q1lm6   

Kelloggs Two Step Initiative 
w. Parallel contest

Tongal Through Platform 1 wildcard placement https://tongal.com/project/
KelloggsandMarvelsAvengersAgeofUltronVideoProject/
overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 

McDonalds SImple abff - FILM FESTIVAL Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers http://www.abff.com/mcdonalds-lovin-video-competition/ 

BUD LIGHT SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Information not available Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7512  

Shell SImple Zoopa Through Platform possibility of client feedback 
on concepts

https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/the-future-is-bright-
the-future-is-dot-dot-dot-gas/brief 

Shell Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/
Cannes-2015/Shell

HP SImple Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/HPInstantInkVine/overview 

HP Call for pitches Genero Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers http://genero.tv/briefs/231/hp-bend-the-rules/ 

Nestle Call for pitches eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8661-crunch-pitch-the-
next-video/brief 

Cocacola Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/
Cannes-2015/Coca-Cola

Gillette Call for pitches Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/
BodyGroomingforGuyswithTattoosVideoProject/overview 

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Cannes-2015/
Chevrolet-Courage

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Cannes-2015/
Chevrolet-Perseverance 

Google Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/
Cannes-2015/Google

Canon SImple Zoopa Through Platform Localised content https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/come-and-see/brief 

Kleenex SImple Magisto Through Platform Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

http://blog.magisto.com/2015/04/20/caring-moments-
video-contest-win-500-gift-card/ 

VISA SImple Zoopa Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/plenti-rewards-
program/brief 

Adidas SImple Channel Owned by 
brand

Information not available Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7659 

Microsoft SImple Talent House Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.talenthouse.com/i/film-your-perfect-day-for-
microsoft-surface 

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/London-2015/
Chevrolet

Gillette SImple Talent House Through Platform Personal testimonial or 
endorsement 

https://www.talenthouse.com/i/submit-a-photograph-or-
video-for-gillette-venus-and-superdrug

3M Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Chicago-2015/3M

HP Call for pitches Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/instant2/overview 

CISCO Idea Contest Userfarm Through Platform https://www.userfarm.com/en/call/cisco-the-internet-of-
everything/1382/description

Kleenex Two Step Initiative Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/likeaboss/overview

Nestle SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8921-start-healthy-stay-
healthy/results

Shell Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/London-2015/
Shell-Advance

Samsung SImple Userfarm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.userfarm.com/fr/call/il-mio-archivio-tascabile/
1383/description 

Playstation SImple Userfarm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.userfarm.com/fr/call/until-dawn/1399/
description 

Kellogs Two Step Initiative Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/KelloggsRecipesVideoProject/ 

Kleenex SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://en.eyeka.com/contests/9006-kleenex-moist-toilet-
tissue-video/brief 

NOKIA Two Step Initiative Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/NokiaVRProject/ 

Nestle SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://en.eyeka.com/contests/9046-lion-cereals-hack-our-
ads
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https://tongal.com/project/HPDualSIMVine/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~
https://tongal.com/project/HPInstantInk/overview
https://tongal.com/project/KelloggsandMarvelsAvengersAgeofUltronVideoProject/overview?refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~
http://www.abff.com/mcdonalds-lovin-video-competition/
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7512
https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/the-future-is-bright-the-future-is-dot-dot-dot-gas/brief
https://tongal.com/project/HPInstantInkVine/overview
http://genero.tv/briefs/231/hp-bend-the-rules/
https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8661-crunch-pitch-the-next-video/brief
https://tongal.com/project/BodyGroomingforGuyswithTattoosVideoProject/overview
https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Cannes-2015/Chevrolet-Perseverance
https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/come-and-see/brief
http://blog.magisto.com/2015/04/20/caring-moments-video-contest-win-500-gift-card/
https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/plenti-rewards-program/brief
https://www.onlinevideocontests.com/contest/7659
https://www.talenthouse.com/i/film-your-perfect-day-for-microsoft-surface
https://www.talenthouse.com/i/submit-a-photograph-or-video-for-gillette-venus-and-superdrug
https://tongal.com/project/instant2/overview
https://www.userfarm.com/en/call/cisco-the-internet-of-everything/1382/description
https://tongal.com/project/likeaboss/overview
https://en.eyeka.com/contests/8921-start-healthy-stay-healthy/results
https://www.userfarm.com/fr/call/il-mio-archivio-tascabile/1383/description
https://www.userfarm.com/fr/call/until-dawn/1399/description
https://tongal.com/project/KelloggsRecipesVideoProject/
https://en.eyeka.com/contests/9006-kleenex-moist-toilet-tissue-video/brief
https://tongal.com/project/NokiaVRProject/
https://en.eyeka.com/contests/9046-lion-cereals-hack-our-ads


Duracell SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://en.eyeka.com/contests/9101-duracell-
entertainment-video/results 

CANON SImple Zoopa Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://zooppa.com/en-us/contests/your-winter-your-
perspective/brief 

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Las-Vegas-2016/
Chevrolet

Johnson & Johnson Call for pitches Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/stc/ 

Nestle SImple eYeka Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://en.eyeka.com/contests/9016-japanese-kitkat 

Chevrolet Curated contest Mofilm Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://www.mofilm.com/competitions/brand/Texas-2016/
Chevrolet 

Ford Two Step Initiative Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/FordByDesignVideoProject/
overview

Sony Call for pitches Genero Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://genero.tv/blog/2015/make-films-with-the-sony-
xperia-z5/

 Colgate (nov 6th) Two Step Initiative Tongal Through Platform Targeted at filmmakers https://tongal.com/project/
ColgateProClinicalVideoProject_1446738205640/overview?
refid=MTA1NTQ1NA~~ 
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APPENDIX B INTERVIEW GUIDE FILMMAKERS

OVER ALL / BACKGROUND 

Experience with crowdsourcing  
- How many times 
- What platforms 

Can you describe the first time / typical time you participated in crowdsourcing - seek a narrative. 
 - What platform? 
 - When? 
 - Why did you participate?  
 - What stage in your career were you at? 

BUDGET & COST 

What does it typically cost you to make a film to enter a competition? 
- crew 
- equipment 
- anything else 

Have you ever made a film out of pocket? 
- Why? 
- Production grants - are they sufficient 

What would the same film cost if you were to budget it regularly? 

Why the difference? 

INCENTIVES 

When considering whether to participate in a competition what is most important to you, and why? 
- creative freedom 
- Production grants 
- Client feedback 
- Prize pot 
- Brand 
- Enjoyment 
- Building a real 
- Other 

Do you still participate in crowdsourcing? Why? 
- Budget 
- Type of brief 
- Competitions 

REFLECTION 

Who do you think crowdsourcing appeals to.  

Do you think there are any ethical problems in relation to crowdsourcing? 

Have you ever felt yourself to be unfairly treated or judged? 

Do you think crowdsourced videos are able to compete with advertisements made using conventional methods?



APPENDIX C INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT TORBEN KJELSTRUP

Phie Hansen: 
 Hello.           
 First question: What is your current employment situation?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 I work as a freelance film director in Copenhagen but have been offered to sign with a           
production company in January 
Phie Hansen: 
 And how long have you worked as a director?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 I have been making films for five years but only full time for about two years           
Phie Hansen: 
 What type of films do you direct? What level of budget?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 It depends. I used to work on super low budget productions but am beginning to work with           
higher budgets. I started out with productions in the $2.000-3.000 range, but am currently 
working with an average of about $50.000-ish 
 Some higher, some lower - but in that range           
Phie Hansen: 
 But commercials, mostly?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Almost exclusively commercials. When i can find the time, I try to do music videos and artsy           
productions, but they certainly don’t pay the rent 
Phie Hansen: 
 And how many times have you participated in crowdsourcing as a filmmaker?           
 Roughly           
 ...           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Uh, that’s a tough one..            
 I would say about 10-15 times           
Phie Hansen: 
 Ok. And can you describe a typical instance when you participated in crowdsourcing?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Sure. I’m actually educated from the school of architecture and have been working as such           
for a years time. During that period of time I worked on several film projects along with a friend, 
who encouraged me to pick up a film camera and start shooting. I did that for a while and decided 
to take the leap and try to get into a film school in Europe. I applied in DK and in the UK - two 
times, and couldn’t find my way in. The second time around I was told that I was too far ahead in 
my development for schooling and that I should keep on working. I really didn’t know where to 
look until a friend of my introduced me to Mofilm - a crowdsourcing platform. We went ahead and 
applied for our first film through the platform, which was basically just a treatment on a brief they 
had mad. We where granted $2500 and could get our arms down - finally we had a budget and a 
green light to start shooting. We did, but actually only placed fourth in that competition. Despite 
of that, we figured that this could be a way for us to attract attention and develop as filmmakers. I 
decided to keep working and learn the skills of the trade simply by making films instead of going 
through a school 
Phie Hansen: 
 Ok - and have you primarily been using mofilm since then?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Yes - I’ve done one film through Genero, but came back to Mofilm immediately after that           

Phie Hansen: 
 So you like there model in terms of production grants and the type of films they want made?           
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Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Yeah, sure - At first at least. Genero for instance doesn’t allow for production grants - at the time - 
and we would basicaly just hope to win to get funding. On Mofilm we got a small amount for producing, 
but for us it amounted to a lot compared to funding productions on our own. We ended up winning a few 
competition and went on trips to meet other filmmakers in the community. This was a great way for me to 
get to know others in the same position with the same passion for film as me. I actually grew pretty fond of 
the whole community surrounding the platform - and feel friendly with a lot of the staff 
 It’s a fine balance. Mofilm has branches in most parts of the world, and sometimes people           
reach out from places you haven’t been in contact with yet. I started to notice a pattern in the 
friendly and supportive tone, that didn’t always seem 100% genuine. I don’t know, with the 
people in their UK devision I always felt they where sincere and let their thought show. Sometimes 
I didn’t get that same vibe from some of the other divisions 
Phie Hansen: 
 So you feel that they can be manipulative in trying to get you to participate or pitch on           
projects? 
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 I don’t know - maybe.. They certainly have a tone that’s easily recognizable in all of their           
communication. When you’ve been in contact with as many different employees as I have, you 
start to notice sentences that are uses in the same way - praising your work even though they 
don’t seem to know that much about it. 
Phie Hansen: 
 And roughly how many of the times you’ve pitched on a project has this been because           
someone form Mofilm has personally encouraged you to? 
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Its difficult to pinpoint, the tone just seems overly positive as times - especially coming from           
a dark place as Denmark - humor wise :) 
 Hmm, I don’t know really. Usually I go for the projects that suit my humor and style, and I           
actually felt that the staff came to know my stile and started reaching out when thay had 
something they felt was down my alley. I think two or three projects where engaged this way 
 There are different aspects though. Sometimes they reach out before the competition is           
launched to let you know and give you a head start. Sometimes it’s a pro-project that will never 
make it to the online platform 
 I have done a couple of these as well - pro projects that is           
Phie Hansen: 
 All right. We’ll get back to those... You mention that you got 2500$. Is that generally the size           
of the production grants on Mofilm in your experience? 
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Thats pretty standard. Actually the production grants usually never reached above 2500 - far           
more often below. Because of our success on the platform, I think we where able to get higher 
production grants than most others. Usually we could talk us into $3000-4000 grants 
 Also because our ambitions simply couldn’t be met with less!           
Phie Hansen: 
 And what does it cost you to make a film (generally)           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Haha, thats easy - ALL of the production grant was always used           
 I started buying equipment as a way of channeling funds our way and make future           
productions cheaper, but salary was never included 
Phie Hansen: 
 So the same film would have cost much more if one was to budget it regularly?            
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Haha, I am sure it would! We always pulled in friends to help us out, we couldn’t hire actors           
and we did everything ourselves. I had put aside money for studying abroad and had planned to 
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use some of that to keep doing these productions. We where pretty lucky though, that we won 
some of the competitions and actually got some extra funds for covering our salaries. 
 We often spent weeks or even months doing these projects, which means we would have           
spent the entire budget on our salaries only if we had allowed ourselves to get paid 
 I mean, in comparison I get $5000 + per project i do now. That’s my salary alone. And it’s           
more than our entire budget back then. Looking back, I can’t believe how we where able to do it 
Phie Hansen: 
 And how many people are typically involved in making a film?           
 In terms of crew i mean?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 On top of that comes lighting, actors, prodcution costs, editing, grade, online, budgets,           
location scouts, set designers etc etc 
 Who all needs salaries and funds to buy costumes end props etc           
 I mean typically you’d need a cinematographer, a boomer, an editor and sound editor. And           
we did sometimes get professional staff on board. Typically by calling in favors.  
 But most of the time I was forced to do a lot of the work myself.           
Phie Hansen: 
 So you shot and edited and so forth yourself?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Yeah. Which is possible because of some of the new software. The Adobe software package,           
and Premiere Pro especially made it so i can edit myself. It’s much cheaper than Avid and runs on 
my laptop. And I’ve generally always been good with a camera - although again modern cameras 
are much more plug and play. I don’t know whether I would have been able to pick up af 35mm 
and know how to work it.  
 Although actually i would never have been able to afford to shoot on film.            
Phie Hansen: 
 So the technological advancements have had a role in terms of allowing you to make films on           
2500$ budgets.  
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Definitely. Both the editing software. But I think the cameras especially have allowed people           
on tiny budgets to shoot things that almost look like the really expensive productions. Production 
value, in terms of picture quality is very accessible these days.   
Phie Hansen: 
 But do you think the 2500$ production grants are sufficient?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 I did back then - I don’t now. You can make it work, but i requires a lot of favors and hard           
work, for free. It just isn’t sustainable in any way 
Phie Hansen: 
 So I gather you’re no longer doing crowdsourcing?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 No, at least not the Mofilm-way. I sometimes do pro-projects through them though           
Phie Hansen: 
 Which means higher budgets?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Precisely! Maybe 10-15000. And it’s not a completion - you get the job and you know the           
budget and salary up front 
 ‘competition           
Phie Hansen: 
 Ok. But looking back can you tell me what was most important to you when considering           
whether to participate in a competition? 
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 For me it was an alternative to film school. I wanted to make films, and couldn’t find any           
other way to do so - without funding it myself or making really low budget productions. This 
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allowed us to rent an Alexa - which I had always dreamed of shooting with. It allowed us to travel 
abroad and film in exotic location and it allowed me, as a film maker, to try out different things 
and learn the tricks of the trade while keeping full control of the productions 
 And it allowed me to build a network of filmmakers across the globe, that I still keep in           
touch with and use or help whenever is needed 
 I actually often miss the control I had on the films back then. Now I am very much controlled           
by the client and production company who have their agendas. Back then we could work freely and 
do whatever we wanted 
 Which I guess also sometimes meant missing the target completely in terms of what the           

client wanted 😊  
Phie Hansen: 
 What about building a reel?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 This was vital - I still use the films I made back then on my reel. Even though I have made big           
budget commercials, none of them but one have found their way to my reel 
 Also, the size of the brands we got to work with was pretty unique. I don’t know anyone else           
who did crowdsourcing projects here in DK at the time, and we suddently got to do films for big 
brands like 7UP, Castrol, Playstation, Arla, Rolo, Shell and so on 

 It really looked the part when you put a film from any of those companies on your reel 😊            
Phie Hansen: 
 You mention that the client had very little control - was this always a plus?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 I don’t know really. it was great in terms of building a reel - full control is great. The draw           
however is, that you never really know what the client wants. I guess you restrain yourself anyway 
if for instance you are working with Arla. You kinda know what they want, and always try to aim 
towards that consciously and subconsciously. You want to make cool films  but you also want the 
brand to picks your film from the crowd so you try to please them anyway. 
 It’s actually pretty frustrating not being able to talk with the brand. They are the ones           
picking out the wining film anyway, and they often know what they want - and what they dont 
want 
 It feels silly loosing a film over a decision in cast or location, that you could just as well have           
discussed beforehand 
Phie Hansen: 
 Any other reasons for participating?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 When you won a competition you would get a prize fee and a trip to an exotic location           
picked in advance with a lot of luxury included.  
We went to South Africa, to the world cup in Brazil, to Sydney, Buenos Aires and London on these 
trips, and even though they weren’t the main motivators, they where still a sweet treat from it all 

😊   
 And of course - making films is a dream job - it’s my hobby and job in one, and I feel honored           
to be able to do it AND get paid for it.  
 When i dont make films I watch them, and when i don’t watch them I talk about them…           
haha, I like films is what I’m trying to say 
Phie Hansen: 
 So you’ve mentioned: learning opportunity, reel, creative freedom, prize money, travel,           
brand (prestige), enjoyment  - can you rank them?  
Torben Kjelstrup: 
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 Enjoyment comes first, thats the reason for doing it in the first place. After that it’s;           
Learning opportunity, creative freedom, reel, brand and then travel and prize money as the sweet 
cherry on top 
Phie Hansen: 
 So you stopped doing it when you had no more to learn?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 I reached a point, where I felt I was beginning to repeat myself. I couldn’t really call in more           
favors, and basically need bigger budgets to do better projects, and create the looks I wanted to 
achieve. I felt bad constantly calling in favors and trying to get cameras at a discount and decided 
it was time to try and find another way 
 That’s when i started reaching out to production companies           
Phie Hansen: 
 So you don’t think your able to create advertisements on par with productions produced           
professionally on crowdsourcing budgets? 
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 I might be, but it takes so much effort, so many favors and so much time, that it’s just not           
sustainable in the long run 
 It depends on the project too - You can make commercials up to par if it’s handheld and           
docu-style. If it’s stylized and pack shots your’re after, I still believe you need help from 
professionals in their trade. Crowdsourcing is often a one man army kind of thing, and I still 
believe that professionals in each their trade have the upper hand to one guy doing everything on 
his own 
Phie Hansen: 
 Meaning that you recognise the value of professional crew (cinematographers, editors,           
graders and the like) 
 ?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 Definately!           
 At one point I became so certain at the value and quality of my work, that I couldn’t justify           
selling it off for nothing really 
 We did a film for Castrol at one point for $3500. It didn’t place, but they offered us $500 for           
it afterward 
 It’s ridiculous really. I would value the film at around $3500-40.000 had it been made           
through a production company and had everyone been payed - modestly 
 *35.000           
 I entered it into a competition for the possibility of winning $8.000           
Phie Hansen: 
 Do you think there are any ethical problems in relation to crowdsourcing?           
Torben Kjelstrup: 
 A lot! Especially asking people to work for free on commercials. I think it’s undermining the           
business and decreasing the value of everyone elses work 
 That said - It’s been a great opportunity for me and people around me to evolve as           
filmmakers. The business is very hard to get into and I saw this a a last resort to be able to make 
films at all.  
 if it wan’t for crowd sourcing I probably wouldn’t have made it this far           
 Thinking about it, I think one of the bigger problems in crowdsourcing is the general waste           
of ressources. In each competition, 10-15 filmmakers make their contributions but only five 
filmmakers place and only one is actually used for anything 
 I think it would make more more sense to narrow down the field and extend the production           
grants to allow for salaries and proper budgets. That way people could get paid and the chance of 
winning would be greater. 
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 Also I feel that opening up for communication with the client at an earlier stage would make           
a lot of sense. it’s great that you get creative freedom, but as I mentioned, it just seems stupid to 
include something in the film that the client knows it won’t use in advance. At least it could avert 

a lot of wasted hours 😊  
Phie Hansen: 
 All right. Thanks. We’re done.            
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Phie Hansen: 
Hey Tore        

Tore Frandsen: 
Hey.         

Phie Hansen: 
Thanks for agreeing to help me. Much appreciated        

Tore Frandsen: 
No problem. I do need to be done in 30 minutes. I hope that’s fine?         

Phie Hansen: 
Absolutely. I’ll make sure i get through the have-to-have questions first then. Also - I         

just need to make sure that you answer fully. I know that you know that I’m quite familiar 
with the subject matter, but if you could formulate your answer as if you were speaking to 
someone on the outside that would be really helpful. Also if you need to answer in Danish, 
that’s fine. I can easily translate.  
Tore Frandsen: 

Sure.         
Phie Hansen: 

First question: Can you tell me briefly what your current employment situation is        
Tore Frandsen: 

I work as a commercial film director and I am represented by the Sweet Shop which         
is a production company based in LA and London
Phie Hansen: 

And what type of commercials do you typically directs        
Tore Frandsen: 

Mostly high budget for television, sometimes web. Sennheiser, Netflix, Lego, Coca         
Cola.  
Phie Hansen: 

Ok - and when you say high budget can you give me a ball park figure        
Tore Frandsen: 

It varies quite a lot. And also the budget is mostly the producers area. But maybe         
$200K and up. Although a year ago, when I was mostly working out of Denmark, it was 
probably nearer to $100K.
Phie Hansen: 

Ok - I know you’ve participated in crowdsourcing a few times. Can you describe how         
you came to participate in the first instance. 
Tore Frandsen: 

Well, yes. The first one was a film for Shell that we did through Mofilm. I think a friend         
of mine, a photographer came to me with it asking if I wanted to do it with him.  He had 
done one film through them before. It was a pretty open brief which i think called for a film 
that captured “the joy of driving” or something along those lines. We pitched an idea and 
got something like $3000 to produce it. 
Phie Hansen: 

All right we’ll come back to the budget in a moment. Were you working professionally         
at the time
Tore Frandsen: 

Yes. At the production company Bacon in Copenhagen.
Phie Hansen: 

So can you remember the reasons for participating? Can you describe them        
Tore Frandsen: 
Well, I did Shell because I didn’t have a car commercial on my reel, and I felt I needed one 
to get in the game. Car commercials are prestige genre and in advertising people often 
look to see if you have something in the same genre when they’re deciding whether to give 
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you the job. I think I’d lost out on two car jobs and thought it made sense to do one. I’d 
actually considered doing a spec on my own, so it seemed to make sense.
Phie Hansen: 

Any other reasons?        
Tore Frandsen: 

Well, I got to work with some people I liked to work with, and do it without a client on         
set which was VERY satisfying as well. And it was nice to get to write our own script. 
That’s also a rare thing. 
Phie Hansen: 

So creative freedom        
Tore Frandsen: 

Yes. Usually you have to argue against a million things. Bad payoffs. Superimposed         
logos in the bottom right corner. Too many product shots. Thats pretty standard.
And also, I wasn’t doing anything at the time, and it was nice to work. 
Phie Hansen: 

Ok. So to get a car commercial on your reel. To work with people you liked. To work         
without supervision, creative freedom, and too much time. That it? 
Tore Frandsen: 

Yes.         
Phie Hansen: 

Ok. Going back to the budget. You said you got 3000         
Tore Frandsen: 
I think so, but that covered practically nothing, so it was basically a no budget commercial. 
Nobody got paid, so I used quite a bit of goodwill to get it up to spec. I think all the money 
went to camera equipment, gas and food for the crew. I think the producer had to twist the 
arm of Audi so that they’d loan us the red car which was an executional mandatory, for 
free. I don’t think we actually went over but there was a ludicrous amount of favours from 
pros. 
In the end I think we placed fifth so we got like 500 dollars or something for a car ad that 
would have cost maybe 100.000 to make. And then they ended up versioning it for 5 
different territories including some TV for Spain and Germany, without making additional 
payment. That was the end of Mofilm for me.
Phie Hansen: 

Because you think it’s unethical?        
Tore Frandsen: 

Well yes. Not so much in that we’re submitting a 100K film for a discount price. That         
was my decision. To put in that amount of effort. But to say that a prize of 500 dollars is fair 
payment for use all over the world is off, especially in that they went ahead and versioned 
it into different languages without our go ahead. I know it’s hidden somewhere in the fine 
print of the contract but I don’t think its good business at all. 
Phie Hansen: 

So. You’re basically against crowdsourcing.         
Tore Frandsen: 
Yes. Mostly. But I’m also working professionally and it’s bad for the industry. It undermines 
what we do. The people I work with are top of their professions and I think they deserve 
good wages. Not that i really think that it can compete. Some of the work is really good, 
but it isn’t professional. 
Phie Hansen: 

So I gather you’re no longer doing it?        
Tore Frandsen: 

Nope. I think that part of my career is definitively over. 10 minutes until i have to run         
by the way. 
Phie Hansen: 
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Ok. thanks for the heads up. I know you also competed in the Doritos competition.         
Tore Frandsen: 

Yes. That was mainly for kicks. Of course I dreamt of the million dollars and the debut         
feature film that it could finance, but mainly we just wanted to play around and Doritos 
basically just invites you to come up with the most outrageous idea possible, which is a 
nice change from straight selling. I think we came up with the idea at a party, and by the 
next morning we had hyped ourselves sufficiently that we could not let it go. We maybe 
believed a little bit that we could win. Going in we were probably technically better at 
making films than 99% of the other guys so our odds weren’t bad…
Phie Hansen: 

So you think Doritos is more ethical.         
Tore Frandsen: 
Absolutely. Its mostly for fun. And it’s not like they are getting that Super Bowl spot 
cheaply. I think Mofilm is more problematic. 
Phie Hansen: 

Because you see them as a threat?        
Tore Frandsen: 
Not really. But they don’t appreciate the value of the work submitted. And that is a problem. 
They did contact me at one point to make a short film sponsored by one of their clients 
with an ok budget, but that wasn’t a competition. 
Phie Hansen: 

Do you remember the budget?         
Tore Frandsen: 
No. I couldn’t make it work in terms of other jobs so I didn’t actually do it
Phie Hansen: 

Ok. Going back to doritos. You said that you did it for fun but also for the million         
dollars. Would you have done it without the million dollar prize. 
Tore Frandsen: 
No. 
Phie Hansen: 

Would you have done it if the brief hadn’t been as fun.         
Tore Frandsen: 
No. 
Phie Hansen: 

Ok. I think my ten minutes are up.         
Tore Frandsen: 

Thanks for noticing :-)        
Phie Hansen: 

No problem. Thanks for this. It was really helpful.         
Tore Frandsen: 

My pleasure. If you need anything else give me a call.         
Phie Hansen: 

Perfect. Thanks. Have a good one.         
Tore Frandsen: 

Thanks Phie. Ses.          
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Anne Hansen: Hey Ryan. Thanks for taking the time.  

Ryan Deluchi: No problem. Glad to help.  

Anne Hansen: How are you doing?  

Ryan Deluchi: What's the background? What are you studying? What are you submitting?  

Anne Hansen: All right, so I'm studying Communication Branding at business school. I'm writing 
a thesis on crowdsourcing and crowdsourcing platforms, and yeah,   the 
development within the field and what it's good for, and what it's not good for. 

Ryan Deluchi: Right. Cool.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. I just need like your subjective insights in terms of what you think MOFILM 
is and what it's good for and so forth.  

Ryan Deluchi: [inaudible 00:01:04] 

Anne Hansen: Yeah. One thing that I do want to say, because I know that you know that I know 
quite a bit about the field already, due to the fact that I've worked with you guys. I 
just need to make sure that you answer fully, as if you're speaking to someone that 
has no knowledge of MOFILM or crowdsourcing. whatsoever.   

Ryan Deluchi: Sure. 

Anne Hansen: If that's possible. 

Ryan Deluchi: That's fine. We have to to do that on a daily basis anyway, when we're chatting to 
perspective clients and things.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: So it shouldn't be to difficult 

Anne Hansen: Yeah, I can imagine. All right, so I need to go through a few formal questions first, 
just so that I have it on tape,   what your function is and et cetera. Yeah, so I'm just 
going to start there and then we'll run through the questions. Then if you say 
something interesting, I'll just probably pursue it a little bit. It's quite 
unstructured.  

Ryan Deluchi: Sure. No problem.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah, all right, so to start, what is your official job title at MOFILM? 

Ryan Deluchi: My official job title is account director.  

Anne Hansen: Can you tell me what that entails? 

Ryan Deluchi: It basically means that I am the go between the client and the filmmaker 
community, or one of the many go betweens within the company. The account 
handling department, the team that we have in all of our offices primarily will take 
briefs from clients and seek new business with clients.  

Anne Hansen:  yeah.  
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Ryan Deluchi: Then work with the team and the resources we have back in the office to convert 
that into a brief that would work for our filmmaker community.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: It's just kind of 50% of our job is doing that and getting the new business and 
managing client's expectations, and managing campaigns for them. The other 50% 
of the team's time is reaching out to filmmakers, developing filmmaker community, 
working with those guys during campaigns, and helping them with their 
storytelling and script writing and production.  

Anne Hansen:  yeah. All right.  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, so that's kind of a nutshell what the account team would do.  

Anne Hansen: yeah. You said that you would help them formulate the brief. I'm guessing that 
when they come to you, they already have an idea of what they want. How much do 
you   ... Can you often just execute the brief as they imagined it, or does it take 
quite a bit of work in order for it to be suitable for crowdsourcing for MOFILM? 

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, I mean, it kind of depends on what they want, I guess, but they'll usually 
come to us with their campaign idea.  

Anne Hansen:  yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: More often than not, they're already executing a campaign or they're planning a 
campaign with other agencies, whether that's a media agency, or an above the line 
agency. They'll come to us with an idea. They usually come to us knowing roughly 
what we can do, but they don't necessarily always know the ins and outs. They 
might've just heard of us in advertising press or through recommendations and 
things. There is usually quite a bit of work required in order to take their kind of 
top line campaign idea and their requirements, and then convert that into 
something that's more practical for our filmmaking community.  

Anne Hansen: All right.  

Ryan Deluchi: Often that will take the shape of a filmmaker brief.  

Anne Hansen:  yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: One of the main ways that we work with filmmakers is by running competitions, 
whereby filmmakers submit their own films and their own takes on a brief. That 
brief is something that we would write carefully using our in house creative team. 
We'll upload that to the website after it's been approved by the client, but it will be 
us who curate that brief, who write it, who put it in a certain format that we know 
our community are familiar with.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, there's quite a lot of work taking it from our first client meeting, when they'll 
usually say, "This is our campaign line, and this is who we want to target, and these 
are the kind of reasons we're using video to do that." 

Anne Hansen:  yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: From that point to actually taking it to somewhere we can have a chat with the 
filmmaker about it, there's quite a lot of curation within that.  
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Anne Hansen: All right. How long does that typically take, that process? 

Ryan Deluchi: Again, it kind of depends on what we're delivering. If it's a competition, usually all 
the terms and everything are agreed with the client up front and then we'll spend 
two weeks going from here's roughly what we want to actually having a brief signed 
off. That said, client things always get in the way, so for example, today we're 
signing off a brief that we originally got briefed on three months ago.  

Anne Hansen: Okay.  

Ryan Deluchi: Things would get in the way, but typically we'd say one or two weeks. If you've got a 
client who kind of has an urgency and need to get the project rolling quickly, then 
one or two weeks is usually what it takes.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah, okay. Are there   some rules of thumb in terms of what you want the   
creative brief to ... What's it called? Contain? In terms of what speaks to the 
filmmaking community?  

Ryan Deluchi: In terms of the one we write or the one that we release? 

Anne Hansen: Yeah, the one that you write. What do you know works and naturally   endears 
itself to filmmakers? 

Ryan Deluchi: We'll always keep it to one page, because the briefs that we receive from clients are 
often way longer than one page. Sometimes they're Powerpoint decks, dossiers, 
research findings, all kinds of things. We'll condense that down into one A4 page.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: We always have the same structure. We'll always have a what we want section, 
because we know that everyone who downloads that brief not necessarily will then 
read the full thing, but most of them will read what we want. They'll get straight to 
the chase.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: That is the most important paragraph, really, because that's where we need to 
deliver in a line exactly what we want to get from this.  

Anne Hansen: Okay 

Ryan Deluchi: We usually test our own briefs by saying if we can think of five or six different ideas 
off of that line, then we know it's a good brief, and then we'll put it out there.  

Ryan Deluchi: Whereas if we're struggling ourselves to think of anything, or if we're struggling to 
understand what that line means, then that's usually a sign that it's not a good 
brief.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah, okay.  

Ryan Deluchi: We do that test internally.  

Anne Hansen:  yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Then we try and keep them fairly broad so that filmmakers can interpret it in 
various different ways. One of the things that clients like about working with us is 
that they will put one brief out there, but they'll get 15, 20 films back that are 
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entirely different and often that might be something that sparks new thinking 
with them.  

 I always, having worked in ad agencies before, I always compare the way we kind of 
do idea development. In an ad agency, we have 10 scripts, and 9 of them will 
probably end up in the bin.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Whereas when you do a kind of competition model, all 10 of those scripts actually 
get produced. Then once you see the film, you can work out which are the best 
ones.  

Anne Hansen: And the client thinks that’s a plus? 

Ryan Deluchi: I think that's what the clients particularly like about the way we work. That was 
one of the main reasons why we introduced the grants.  

Anne Hansen: To get the films made?  

Ryan Deluchi: Obviously, film production, as you know, costs money, so it was getting 
increasingly harder for filmmakers to be able to produce these films off their own 
back. Whilst the production grants we have don't cover all of the production, they 
are usually helpful to the filmmakers because it means they can pay full rates for 
the cinematographer for the day or something like that, or hire the equipment they 
want, hire extra talent.  

Anne Hansen: And do you feel it covers most of their expenses? 

Ryan Deluchi: A lot of the filmmakers we work with is investing funds into it, but the production 
grants themselves certainly help with that process.  

Anne Hansen: All right.  

Ryan Deluchi: Like you say, there's also the fact that that means that we get visibility of the ideas 
before we see the films.  

Anne Hansen: Because you review the treatments to give grants? 

Ryan Deluchi: That's something that helps us because rather than saying to a client, come back in 
six weeks and hopefully, you'll have a good film, we can tell usually from those 
treatments which ones are kind of in the right territory, which ones are completely 
off the ball, which ones might be worth exploring as a wild card. Then that's the 
point where we go back to filmmakers and say that we like the potential of your 
idea, but why don't you go in this direction [inaudible 00:09:33].  

Anne Hansen: All right.  

Ryan Deluchi: Then filmmakers appreciate it because it means they've got more chance of creating 
something that the client wants.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah, definitely.  

Ryan Deluchi: It ultimately is what everyone wants because the client wants their film to be 
effective, the filmmaker wants the film to be used, they'd get more exposure, and 
then we will be probably happy ourselves. It's something we introduced I think it 
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was four years ago, or maybe three years ago. It's certainly something that we're 
glad we put in place and we'll continue to do so.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. Would you say it's primarily because you could see the participation was  
dropping off a bit amongst filmmakers, because the costs were too high, or is it 
primarily to get insights into  some of the creative concepts at an earlier stage?  

Ryan Deluchi: I think it is more as we were growing as a business, we obviously had more demand 
from clients. The two part of our business that we always have to balance is the 
client side and the filmmaker side. If one of those gets neglected then the whole 
thing comes down, because you've either got clients asking for work that we don't 
have the capacity to produce, or you've got a lot of filmmakers that are twiddling 
their thumbs, waiting for briefs to come up. I think at that point, we're having a 
huge demand from clients, but the filmmaker community that we've relied upon, 
we can no longer ask them to make a film off their own back every month.  

Anne Hansen: No.  

Ryan Deluchi: It's not just practical, so at that point we introduced production grants to help us 
with that.  

Anne Hansen: Can you often predict the winner from the treatments that you get submitted or 
not? 

Ryan Deluchi: No. To be honest, no, because the client makes the final call.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: They're often quite hard to predict.  

Anne Hansen: Does that uncertainty annoy filmmakers? 

Ryan Deluchi: You do have filmmakers contact you from time to time saying, "Do you think I've 
got a chance of winning?" [inaudible 00:11:19]. It's impossible to say.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: We'll always give advice on what we think is on brief. We're usually pretty accurate 
with that, but in terms of actually picking the overall winner, there's so many 
factors that can come into play.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: It's quite hard to second guess what a client's going to go for.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. Okay. Can you often  guess what  or maybe predict which film will be  best or 
not?  

Ryan Deluchi: Well, yeah. I mean, we'll always ... If we have six treatments, we'll know five them 
are on brief and one is completely off brief. We're pretty good at saying, "Okay, the 
client isn't going to like this." Even more so with the clients that we work with on a 
regular basis, but also upfront, we have big conversations with clients about the 
brief, what they want, what they don't want, previous work that they've done, work 
from their agency that they liked and don't like. We got a pretty good feel as an 
account manager here as to what they will and won't like. Obviously, that's the 
value that we can provide to the filmmakers when we're working with them.  
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Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: To help shape their own ideas.  

Anne Hansen: Sure. In terms of the filmmakers, what would you say ... I mean because you have 
different incentives in place for them to participate, what would you say  are the 
most important?  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, I mean it probably varies from filmmaker to filmmaker. I think everybody's 
working in film for their own reasons, but I think one of the most common ones is 
the fact that people are trying to build their reel. A lot of the time, people are 
trying to get more established in the commercial world. It's very hard to do that 
straight out of film school when you don't have any commercial work on your reel.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: I find a lot of the filmmakers we work with who are either just out of film school or 
a few years out. They might be working with a commercial production company, 
but they're still not getting the big briefs from the big brands, because they go to 
the top directors. You're kind of caught in this catch 22 situation, where you want 
to build a reel, but you can't because you're not being given the opportunity, and 
you're not getting the opportunities, because you don't have the work on your reel.  

 I think a lot of filmmakers see us as the first step of that ladder. It gives the 
filmmaker a chance to get to work on their reels for then say six months to a year. 
You can have two or three huge blue chip companies on your reel at that point.  

Anne Hansen: So the size of the brands is important in your estimation? 

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, I think so.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: When we say size, and there's different ways you're measuring that. There's like the 
prestige brand, which I think always looks good on a reel, but you've also got the 
reach of the brand as well. They want to get their work seen at the of the day. If 
you've got a brand who's willing to put millions of dollars in media spend behind 
the film, if that's a prestige brand or not, that's still a very appealing way of getting 
your film seen and get your work seen.  

Anne Hansen: I mean, I know that's been ... Like an example for the Chevrolet Oscar brief and the 
Coke ad. Is it typical for films to be  backed up by huge ad spend afterwards or a 
media spend?  

Ryan Deluchi: I'm not going to say it's typical, but brands certainly brief us with the view of 
making these films a reality and actually getting them out there. It’s not just for the 
fun of it or the CSR aspect or anything like that. At the end of the day, they want 
films that they can use and are going to help them grow brand equity and sell more 
products at the end of the day. I don't think any client briefs us with the intention 
of doing anything other than using these films.  

Anne Hansen: No.  

Ryan Deluchi: Then in terms of the way they use it, that can totally vary. Chevrolet, obviously, like 
you said that winning film in the Oscars.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  
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Ryan Deluchi: Was great for that filmmaker and great for us to be able to offer that opportunity 
to filmmakers. More often than not, the films that we're creating are for online 
purposes.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. That’s sort of what I have found to be the case.  

Ryan Deluchi: That's where most of the audiences are today. That's the best way to reach 
audiences. Most of the films we're creating will be on YouTube, on Facebook. It 
used to be the case, you can put it on YouTube and you'd expect audiences to come 
to it, but it certainly doesn't work like that anymore. Media spend in digital 
platforms is just as important.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Or more important than it is on TV and that's certainly what we're finding with 
clients now.  

Anne Hansen: You mention yourself like the whole CSR aspect of it. Do you think that's 
important to brands, the whole idea of supporting the filmmaking community and 
people just starting out? 

Ryan Deluchi: I think it depends on the brands that we work with. To give you an example, 
Chevrolet has been with us for six years as a client. They're fully ingrained with 
MOFILM and they understand our business model. They understand what we're 
trying to achieve with filmmakers. They're a great client for us to have, because 
they understand the kind of mindset of a filmmaker.  

Anne Hansen: Okay.  

Ryan Deluchi: It helps them give us better briefs. They appreciate when they have opportunities 
like media like the Superbowl and the Oscar's. That means that we're at the front of 
their mind. Whereas I think some other clients would think okay, well, Superbowl 
is the most important audience of the year. I need to make sure this goes to my ad 
agency that I really trust.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: So yeah, it's more of a mindset thing. That didn't happen overnight. We've been 
building that relationship for six years. It's one built on trust and one that I think 
that we're trying to replicate across other clients that we have.  

Anne Hansen: You mention yourself that there's maybe the slight risk of it not being exactly what 
the client envisioned which I’m guessing could be a problem if the intention is to 
back it up with a buy.  Can you tell me a little bit about how many … what kind of 
percentage of spots are actually truly valuable to the client, or does that vary 
greatly? 

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah. It's impossible to put a percentage on it.  

Anne Hansen: Okay.  

Ryan Deluchi: As I say, they know what they're getting up front, and that they're briefing us, if 
they're doing a competition, it's to get five films or three films.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  
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Ryan Deluchi: As soon as they know they're doing that and they know that 5 films are coming 
their way in 12 weeks time. That's going to be around the topic of whatever the 
brief is on, then they'll do their own planning in the background. It's very rare, in 
fact, I can't think of any examples, of when we've delivered five films and then the 
client has said, you know, "These aren't what we were expecting."  

 Sometimes the brief might change in those three months. That's happened where 
our client is half way through. They've had a new CMO come in, or the strategy's 
changed or whatever. Then you look at the films and you think, "Okay, well they're 
on brief in terms of the brief we got from you, but they're not on the new brief." 
There's not a lot you can do about those most of the time. Again, that's certainly 
the exception to the rule.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. Okay. Just a quick specific question, do you experience that there's more 
submissions for the Cannes competition than for all the others?  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah. It does tend to be our most popular one. I think, and I said that the exposure 
and reach are the most important thing. I still go by that, but I think the trip is 
something that offer that other crowdsource companies don't. It's something that 
we pride ourselves on, getting to know our network, getting to meet our 
filmmakers face to face and give them opportunities.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Obviously as a young filmmaker, it's places like South by Southwest, Cannes, that 
are particularly relatable to them, and places they want to be anyway, so if they can 
get there by making a great film and getting exposure from it as well, then you 
know, they're kind of hitting two birds with one stone.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, that certainly tends to be one of the more popular ones.  

Anne Hansen: Makes sense. You said you typically could get between like 15 and 20 submissions 
to a competition. Is that right?  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, that typically. Again, there are lots of factors, including the destination, but 
also the quality of the brief, the effectiveness of the brand, the amount of grand 
pot, the amount of prizes.  

 For example, we've always said that we need to have a first, second, and third prize. 
If we just did first prizes, then people obviously see they've got less odds of 
winning.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: It reduces the participation, so we tend to as a minimum, we'll say three prizes. 
We'll also say a minimum of 12 weeks for the competition as well. The other thing 
that would put filmmakers off is if they feel they don't have enough time to make 
anything happen.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. I mean, I've personally experienced the account managers reaching out to try 
to get me to pitch on something. Is that something you do often if you feel that 
there isn't enough participation? 

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, it's something we do. It's not related to participation. It's more best practice 
for us, because we can't really rely on the fact that a brief going live means all of 
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our best filmmakers are going to look at that brief. They might not even be aware 
of it. It's a way of us safeguarding participation.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: And making sure that the filmmakers that we know would be right for that brief 
are getting the heads up on that brief. It's a two pronged approach, really, because 
by putting it on the website, you'll actually get filmmakers that you've never even 
heard of, never worked with before.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: But by following up with email, you know that there's a core group of filmmakers 
that you can rely on to deliver against that brief as well.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. Are there often like new filmmakers that submit videos, just like one timers?  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, pretty much every competition, we do. There'll be one or two surprises from 
filmmakers we don't know about. Sometimes they'll get in touch, just to say I'm 
planning to submit. I haven't submitted a grant application, but I'm going to 
submit a film. We're more than happy to help those filmmakers just as we are with 
granted filmmakers.  

Anne Hansen: But you don't typically grant filmmakers that you don't have any experience with? 

Ryan Deluchi: No, we're technically open to granting to people that haven't worked with us as 
well. When we look at applications, we judge it based it 50% on their production 
reel and 50% on their idea.  

Anne Hansen: Okay.  

Ryan Deluchi: If they've got a great idea and the reel of work we've seen before, we think has 
potential, then by all means, we'll give them a grant to help make that happen. 
When I say I look at their reel, I'm very conscious that we are trying to help 
filmmakers build their reel, so it's not a case of okay, you have done this before, so 
we're not going to let you make it again. If somebody's made some fantastic 
documentary films and they've said to us that they're looking to get into more 
fictional storytelling, then as long as we can see that they know how to operate a 
camera, they have good editing skills, then we can see that's a transferable skill 
that would apply the fictional storytelling. It's not as strict as saying, okay, we've 
got a car commercial to make here. You haven't made a car commercial, so you're 
not going to get a grant.  

Anne Hansen: All right. You do stand behind the whole idea of it being  to assist filmmakers get 
started? 

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah. Absolutely.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. In terms of the clients, what do you think typically   motivates them to try 
you out or to use to produce films? What are the major factors?  

Ryan Deluchi: A number of reasons. I'm trying to think how best to word this one, because there 
are lots of factors. I think if you look back to maybe two or three years ago, I think 
the main reason clients were using us is because they needed lots of content. Lots 
of video content. That was kind of the trend at the time.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  
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Ryan Deluchi: People were moving budgets away from TV and into digital. Video itself had 
boomed, because more people had access to mobiles and iPads and high speed 
internet was becoming more popular as well. There was this huge rush of we needs 
lots and lots of content.  

 By doing a competition with MOFILM, you're guaranteed to get five films at the 
end of it. For the price of what you might spend on one TV ad, you can now get five 
online films. That was hugely attractive.  

 Then I think since then, I think that's certainly still applicable. People, particularly 
the global clients we work with, are looking to get lots of content that they can use 
across all of their markets. I think also the fact that we can turn around the 
competition very quickly helps a lot.  

 Also, I think the process of working with us as well, and this kind of almost pared 
back approach, with less control. I think that appeals to a lot of clients. One of the 
thins I mentioned earlier is you get to see the scripts being made rather than 
having to judge them on the first piece of paper you see.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: I think that's a very attractive way of working for a lot of clients. They like the fact 
that they get input at the brief, they get input at the grant stage, and they get 
input when they see the final films.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Again, having worked in ad agencies myself, it's quite demoralizing sometimes to 
work on a 30 second TV ad for 6 months, and go through 20 versions of the script, 
then sit in the PPM with 20 other people and talk about the color of the lead 
actress' shoes.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: That kind of attention to detail isn't always healthy I don't think, when you 
compare the two processes. Yeah, I think those two are the main reasons that 
clients like to work with us.  

 In terms of kind of how they come to us, I think a lot of clients actually move from 
business to business. A lot of work we've had is from clients who may have worked 
at Unilever one year, and then they've worked with us, had a good experience. Next 
year, they're, I don't know, Pepsi Co or something.  

Anne Hansen: Okay. So you have a lot of repeat business generally?  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. Okay. What about   the whole   creative input, because I mean often when 
people talk about crowdsourcing, or certainly on an academic level, they talk about 
this whole  idea of tapping the crowd for creative input and inspiration, et cetera. Is 
that a factor? 

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah. Yeah, absolutely. It's I guess, like I said about the script, it's getting different 
takes on the same brief that you don't necessarily get from one creative team in an 
agency. You could get 2 guys in a creative agency to submit 10 different scripts, but 
there's only so much diversity you're going to get in those. Whereas if you have 10 
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scripts and 10 filmmakers from 10 counties, then you're certainly going to have 
very interpretations.  

 The diversity of our community is huge. You've got filmmakers who are straight out 
of film school, but then there are others who are amateur filmmakers, who actually 
do other jobs in their professional time. Some who are experienced, they might 
have 10 to 15 years as a director, but they've never done commercials before, and 
that's something they're trying to get into, or they have done big budget 
commercials, and they just like the idea of submitting against a certain brief that 
they might not had a chance to do in their current job.  

 It's pretty much impossible to say exactly what a MOFILM filmmaker looks like 
and what they do. I think that's one of the reasons we get such a variety of work 
back from them.  

Anne Hansen: Do you have any   knowledge of where most filmmakers come from, 
geographically? Is it Europe or the US? 

Ryan Deluchi: We've got 60,000 registered around the world. Our biggest groups are in the US, 
UK, India, got a growing community in South America now, and a fairly big 
community in Australia as well, having done some outreach programs there 
recently. The biggest community we have is in the US. That's where everything 
started and as you can imagine, in places like Hollywood, there are a lot of budding 
filmmakers out there.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Whether that's commercial or working on feature films or short films. There's a hub 
there that MOFILM is obviously a very good fit with.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. It's also the places which are more expensive to produce films in, the US and 
the UK. I was wondering whether you ever experience that filmmakers from like 
lower income countries are more able to hit  higher production values than their 
US or European counterparts.  

Ryan Deluchi: That's an interesting one. I guess there are other factors at play, so you might find 
that in India, for example, you can create a film for next to nothing, but the quality 
of the storytelling might not be as good as their equivalents in the US or the UK. 
The more expensive markets are actually the more sophisticated ones in terms of 
production quality, in terms of storytelling, in terms of the media is used 
innovatively.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Those are the kind of differences that you'll get between markets. Same in 
Southeast Asia as well. The production quality is surprisingly good, but in terms of 
the kind of level of sophistication, and even their kind of understanding of 
branded films are used online, that certainly isn't as established as how it might be 
in the US and Europe.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. All right. Would you say, generally, the filmmakers are pretty good at 
understanding or   finding the balance between creativity and artistic expression, 
and then being on brief, or do you often have to   reign them in?  

Ryan Deluchi: I think it varies. They're not marketers. Absolutely. We would say to clients that 
these are filmmakers. These are the kind of guys who wants to win an Oscar one 
day. They want to make feature films, that they see commercial films as either a 
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way of getting there, or building their reel, or to paying the bills, so that they can 
ultimately reach their dream of becoming feature filmmakers.  

 It kind of varies from filmmaker to filmmaker. Some have commercial 
backgrounds. They're often the ones that’re trying to kind of second guess what the 
client wants. Sometimes we have to reign those guys back a little bit.  

Anne Hansen: Huh. Okay. 

Ryan Deluchi: Then conversely, you've got people who've never made a film for a brand before and 
you might see their first script and never want to use it. It's finding a balance, but 
that's kind of what our accounting team here is for as well.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: We've all got backgrounds that are kind of partly commercial and partly creative as 
well. It's our job to bring everyone, I guess, unto that same kind of channel in the 
middle where you're creating something that you're creatively proud of.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: But that also has a commercial value to it as well, which is why a brand would want 
to use it. Yeah, occasionally you'll get a couple of outlines, but the majority, I think, 
they appreciate our input and they're very good at taking our feedback on board in 
terms of creating a film that they want to make, but also that a brand is going to 
use at the end of the day.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. How do you typically provide your input? Can youIs that just like a one or 
two mails after they've submitted a [treatment 00:31:16] or is it ongoing 
throughout production?  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, it's ongoing. At the very start, we will, let's say we've sent them the brief 
agreement. We said we want you to enter this. At that point, we might arrange to 
have a Skype or a face to face to kind of run through the brief and talk around it a 
little bit more. Maybe talk about some of the background into the brief. Then we 
can do the same again when we review first ideas. Then we might review again after 
that to make sure that they're really clear and happy with their idea when they 
submit on our platform.  

 We're here to offer as little or as much support as filmmakers want. Some 
filmmakers really value that input. Other filmmakers prefer to submit their idea 
and have it on a more kind of take it or leave it basis with the client, which is 
totally fine as well. 

Anne Hansen: Okay. What about negatives? Do you think that there is anything that 
crowdsourcing is bad at … or well, unsuited for? 

Ryan Deluchi: Um. So yeah, ... Well, I guess sometimes a client comes to us with something quite 
specific in mind, and that can be difficult to put out to filmmakers. We need to be 
able to open that up. And yeah, the fact that the client needs to understand that 
these are filmmakers starting out and that don’t necessarily have a lot of 
experience, but that can typically be addressed by properly managing expectations.  

 We'd like the control to be with the filmmaker in all of this, so we'll never force the 
filmmaker into a competition. We'll never force them to make a film that they don't 
want to make. It's totally their prerogative, and the clients typically understand 
this.  
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Anne Hansen: All right. I think I'm ... Sorry, I just need to check my interview guide. Just one 
moment. Yes, last thing. MOFILM Pro. Can you tell me a little bit about it in terms 
of when it started and why and what function it serves?  

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah, so we started MOFILM Pro about three years ago. It was kind of an answer to 
a problem from ... Or not necessarily a problem, but a request from clients to have 
really specific briefs.  

 We talked earlier about what makes a good brief in competitions, and we talked 
about how they should be quite open ended, so they can be interpreted. The 
purpose of that is so that we get lots of different interpretations back and that’s 
mostly really valuable.  

 Obviously that's not always the client's objective. Sometimes the client will have a 
very specific idea of what they want. They might even want one film, and the 
production quality of it to be really professional.  

 Rather than us turning around to those clients and saying, "Sorry, we can't help 
you. Go back to your ad agency to help you." We realize that this was actually an 
opportunity for more incentive for filmmakers to work with us, because by creating 
this sub community of what we would call pro filmmakers, it gives filmmakers 
something to aim for, but it also gives brands access to high quality filmmakers 
that are not necessarily already doing TV ads with Coke and Pepsi, et cetera, but 
they certainly know how to tell a story, and they've got access to great equipment, 
and great crews. There's no reason why as a brand, you wouldn't want to work with 
them. Obviously, you still have the kind of MOFILM curation process involved in 
that as well.  

 That's kind of how that came about. In general, those are bigger budgeted projects 
as well. Usually more exposure because if a brand is giving you a bigger budget, and 
they have certain expectations of what a film is going to look like, then they're 
more likely to already have plans to use that whether that's for TV or online or 
whatever. Usually the work tends to be high profile. There's certainly a big appeal 
for filmmakers.  

Anne Hansen:  yeah. How many filmmakers do you have that fulfill the pro criteria?  

Ryan Deluchi: I don't know to be honest. We don't necessarily have a kind of defined community. 
I know I mentioned earlier it's a sub community, but it's more of on a case by case 
basis, based on the relationships we have with our filmmakers.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: For example, I will work on let's say five competitions a year. I will get to know the 
filmmakers working on that project. I will know what kind of films they tend to be 
good at, which ones they're looking to make, what kind of quality they have, what 
they're like to work with, so that if a brief comes up and then somebody say, we 
have a pro project for Coca Cola, and we're looking for US based filmmakers who 
can shoot a documentary, then instantly, I will have a few filmmakers in mind. 
Each of our account managers and account directors will have others in mind. 
That’s how that pro pool gets developed. We will say to filmmakers that if you're 
looking to do pro work, then you should get involved with competitions first.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: Because that's a great way of getting your name and your work more visible within 
MOFILM.  
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Anne Hansen: Okay.  

Ryan Deluchi: So when we get those briefs from brands, we know which filmmakers to go to.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah. That makes sense. So it's   what's called an application process in a way? 

Ryan Deluchi: Yeah. We tend to put all of pro briefs online now, so that anyone can enter. It still 
upholds that if you are a MOFILM regular. I say regular, even if you've just done 
one or two competitions, and even if you didn't place in that competition, if you've 
done enough to make an impression, i.e. in the quality of your work, or the way 
that you've worked with us, then you'll absolutely be more considered than 
somebody who is a complete newbie to the pro process.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah, why have you  made them public, the pro jobs?  

Ryan Deluchi: Because I think increasingly, when we get briefs, we were going to the same 
filmmakers. By putting it online, it means your whole community has a chance to 
see that. Somebody could apply who you wouldn't necessarily had top of mind 
before, but actually when you look at their reel and you think of previous 
experiences you have with them, there's no reason why they shouldn't be able to do 
that project as well. It's a case of getting wider participation and also making sure 
that we were being a bit fair with who is having access to the project.  

Anne Hansen: The MOFILM Pro principle is that you basically pay the production budget upfront 
and there's really only one or two people that are selected to execute the films, 
right? It's not a competition format.  

Ryan Deluchi: Well it kind of depends on the scope of the project, to be honest, whether the client 
wants one film or ten films. We could still do a pro process to create those films so 
that it doesn't work in a competition format. It's very much a you send your idea 
and if we like your idea and if we like your reel and the client agrees, then you'll be 
given a commission to go and make that film happen.  

Anne Hansen:  yeah. Okay. All right, I think we covered. Wait, no ... One final question …. I mean, 
you've mentioned yourself that MOFILM has   developed over time, the 
introduction of production grants and MOFILM Pro. Do you think you've  reached 
a kind of a mature business model or do you think that you might make changes to 
it again soon? Does that make sense? It's a very badly formulated question. 

Ryan Deluchi: It's a good question. Actually, at the moment, we're at a point where we're ... I'd say 
a year ago, we're at a point where we've kind of thought what is the next stage for 
MOFILM, the next step. Increasingly, we are going in other areas. Whilst we 
obviously have a 60,000 strong community. About 8,000 of those are what we call 
regular active filmmakers.  

 That's obviously a huge asset and has a big value, so the question is how do we 
make the most of that and what else can we do with this community. As well as 
doing more pro projects, we're also creating more of what we call episodic content, 
creating series for brands.  

 On top of that, we're also creating our own MCNs, a Multi Channel Network, 
where we can actually give an audience to these films as well.  

Anne Hansen: Okay.  

Ryan Deluchi: That's the next major step, I think, in terms of MOFILM.  
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Anne Hansen:  yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: I can send you a press release that went out a couple of weeks ago, actually, for 
Mosaic, which is that media and distribution side of our business.  

Anne Hansen:  yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: The reason we've done it is because it's very complimentary to the production side 
of things. Now we can go to clients and say, everything from strategy to getting 
distribution on your film can be done with us, so we can come up with the brief. We 
can get filmmakers to go and make the content anywhere you want in the world.  

Anne Hansen: So you’re moving into distribution… 

Ryan Deluchi: Exactly. From a filmmaker point of view, it's again, any kind of distribution is 
pretty locked in with the client before the brief goes live is an extra incentive. It 
means you're more likely to be seen by millions of people rather than ending up in 
the inbox of clients.  

Anne Hansen: Yeah.  

Ryan Deluchi: That's the major development. To be honest, we can do a call on that part of the 
business itself another time if you want. I'll send you the press release so you can 
get an idea of what that entails.  

Anne Hansen:  yeah. That would be perfect. Thank you. All right. I am done. I've checked off all my 
boxes.  

Ryan Deluchi: Great.  

Anne Hansen: This was actually really, really informative. A lot of little things that I didn't know 
or haven't thought about, so really good.  

Ryan Deluchi: Great. Okay. Cool. I'm glad it was helpful.  

Anne Hansen: I can send it to you if you want it, the thesis, when it's done. That's up to you.  

Ryan Deluchi: To be honest, it would probably be worth you sending me anything that you can. I 
can make sure there's nothing in there that we wouldn't want going out, but I'm 
sure I'll be fine.  

Anne Hansen: One more set of eyeballs that might see it. Yeah. That's perfect. All right.  

Ryan Deluchi: I'm glad that I was of help. Yeah, enjoy ... Well I'll say Merry Christmas but it 
sounds like you've got your work cut out.  

Anne Hansen: Well enjoy Christmas on your end at least.  

Ryan Deluchi: Thank you.  

Anne Hansen: All right. Thanks. Bye.  

Ryan Deluchi: Bye.  
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